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Abstract
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Schoo l of Physi cal and Chemical Sciences

by Getachew Mekonnen Mengistie
Stellar pulsations are found in stars that occupy different parts of the H-R diagram. Studying
pulsations in stars is important in understanding the physics of their interiors. Identifying and
studying the mode of pulsation of stars using photometry is crucial in understanding pulsating
stars. We put more emphasis in studying pulsation modes because the information that we get
from pulsating stars depends greatly on the number of modes identified.
In this thesis, a detailed review of stellar pulsation, mode identification techniques and radiative
transfer equations are presented. Starting from the radiative transfer equations and by considering appropriate physical conditions and mathematical formulations, we derived a formula that
describes the effect of pulsations in the light output of a star. We took into consideration the interaction of light with the different layers of the atmosphere. This is an improvement from previous
studies where the atmosphere is treated as a single layer at T = 2/ 3. This thesis foc used on im) and Watson, (
) by using the idea introduced
proving the formula presented by Watson, (
) due to the fact that treated the atmosphere
by Medupe, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Phorah, (
of a pulsating star as a single layer and does not take into account the shape of the pulsation eigen
function in the atmosphere. Thus high overtone pulsators that produces highly variable eigen func) were not
tions in the atmosphere of A stars (Medupe, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Phorah,
properly modeled. Therefore, in this thesis, we also investigated the depth dependence of eigen
functions in the atmosphere of pulsating stars.
Our results demonstrate that the displacement eigen function 5;, the temperature eigenfunction
5
and the opacity eigen function show great variability in the atmosphere of the equilibrium
models studied. Our formalism is based on non-grey approximation where the pulsation equation
and opacity depends on depth and frequency of observation. For a given stellar model, in general,
luminosity variation caused due to pulsation is as a result of temperature, opacity perturbations
and departure from radiative equilibrium(!;.., - B:,,.). We also showed that the observed luminosity,
for high overtone pulsators, comes from all the layers above the photosphere and the upper layer
contributes the most. Moreover, from the equilibrium models considered in this study, the plots of
the temperature eigenfunction as a functi on of depth demonstrated that, even with small T eff , the
atmosphere of a pul sating star will not be considered as a solitary and distinct layer as depicted
by Watson, (
) and Watson, (
). In addition, this thesis also showed th at the increase in
temperature of the equilibrium models with high T eff, the hydrogen ionization zone starts in the
atmosphere of the pulsating stars. This thesis also shows the depth dependence of eigen functions
in the atmosphere of pulsating stars.
Furthermore, we showed that our new form ula reproduces Watson's form ula at low frequencies.
We caution that our model neglected convection and magnetic fields, thus our formula should be
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Different classes of stars pulsate in radial, non-radial and some in a combination of both (Gautschy
). A study of these pulsations is critical in understanding
and Saia,
; Joshi and Joshi,
the detailed physics of the interior of stars in a way that is not possible by normal analysis of star
light. This is because star light comes from the photosphere which is the shallow part of a star;
the layers below the photosphere being opaque. The advantage of using stellar pulsations to probe
the physics of stellar interiors is that they are caused by sesmic waves inside a star. These sesmic
waves are primarily p-modes, g-modes and are sensitive to the different parts of a star through
which they travel. Thus, by detecting and identifying the pulsation modes in a pulsating star we
can infer the physics of the interior of a pulsating star. Furthermore, the larger the number of
pulsation modes detected and identified in a star, the greater the amount of information that can be
obtained.
This thesis looks at the commonly used form ula for identifying pulsation modes from the multicolor photometry of stars. This formula was first presented by Dziembowski, (
), Buta and
Smith, (
), Stamford and Watson, (
) and Stamford and Watson, (
), Watson, (
)
and Watson, (
). Daszyriska-Daszkiewicz, Dziembowski, and Pamyatnykh, (
) used this
formula (which in this thesis we shall call Watson's formula) combined with radial velocity data to
successfully identify modes in b Scuti stars. In Chapter 3, we present this formula and show how
it is derived. One of the challenges with Watson's formula is that it treats stellar atmosphere as a
single layer. It therefore does not take into consideration the shape of the pulsation eigen functions
in the atmosphere of pulsating stars. This ignores the fact that high overtone pulsations produce
highly variable eigenfunctions in the atmosphere of A stars (Medupe, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and
).
Phorah,
; Medupe, Kurtz, and Christensen-Dalsgaard,
In this thesis, we investigate this depth dependence of eigen functions in the atmosphere of
A stars to see how it changes the mode identification formula discussed above. This project is,
therefore, designed in such a way that it fills the gaps and addresses the following objectives:
• Review critically mode identification methods.
• Calculate the opacity r;, v of pulsating stars by using ATLAS9 to derive an improved mode
identification formula.
• Test and compare the improved mode identification formula with that of Watson (1988) and
other literature.
Hence, to address the aforementioned objectives and fill gaps, this project is structured in the
following way:
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The first part of the thesis, motivation and why we need to do this work is addressed. The
introduction gives an overview of how the study of stellar pulsation started and gives a ·summary
of how it has developed as a research field. The introduction also provides a detailed literature
review of stellar pulsation across the HR diagram. Moreover, the introduction also provides a
detailed explanation of pulsation across the HR diagram. In this section, pulsating stars across the
HR diagram are explained in detail including their composition, temperature, mode of pulsation
and causes of pulsation. In the second chapter, the theory of stellar pulsation is explained. In this
chapter, stellar atmosphere, stellar structure is discussed in detail. Furthermore, both radial and non
radial oscillations are summarized in this chapter. Also, linear adiabatic pulsation theory as well
as stellar opacity and sources of stellar opacity are summarized. In addition, the summary of mode
identification techniques are revised and presented. The third chapter presents the full derivation
of Watson's flux variation formula. In chapter 4, we present the derivation of the new photometric
mode identification formula. This chapter also presents the mathematical derivations of the new
mode identification formula using the radiative transfer equations and intensity perturbations. This
chapter is fol1owed by the results of our new formula for photometric mode identification. We also
)
show that the contribution for the observed flux comes not only from T = 2/ 3 as Watson, (
and Watson, (
) stated but also from different regions of a pulsating star whereby the layer
very close to the outer surface contributes more. In the last section of this chapter, we are going to
present the conclusion of this work.

1.2

Brief History of Stellar Pulsation Studies

The oldest records of sky watching are dated 2000BC. and lO00BC. by people in the near and far
East respectively (Percy,
). During those times, human beings consciously or unconsciously
watched the sun, the clear night sky and noticed the stars. They might also have an impression that
stars are quite, dull and static objects. They also noticed the change in times (variation in day and
night). Even out of curiosity, they might noticed variations of stars(change in brightness). There
are also other evidences like paintings, rock carvings and bone carvings. In addition, alignments of
giant stones, as evidenced using Archaeoastronomy, are also further evidences to prove humans '
).
curiosity for observing stars (Percy,
Peoples curiosity was further supported by the introduction of telescopes by Galileo Galilei
(1564 - 1642). Until that time there was no use of the telescope for astronomical studies. After
Galileo Galilie, the use of telescopes to study astronomy became widely spread. Despite implementing telescopes for astronomical studies, the discoveries of variable stars surprisingly happened
by random chance.
The study of pulsating stars started way back in 1572 when Tycho Brahe discovered his Stella
Nova in the constellation of Cassiopeia and the discovery of the first known periodic variable star
Mira in 1596 by the astronomer David Fabricius (1564- 1617).
In the early stages of studying variable stars, astronomers took substantial amount of time to
accept the existence of variable stars as there was a change in school of thought from Aristotelian to
Copernicus (Gautschy,
). Further in that line, between the 16 t h and 17t h century, Galileo and
Kepler enhanced the observations of variable stars, which were previously assumed to be nov,.ae
or supernovae. Among the observational results, the first observation or discovery of the variable
stars was made in 1784 by Goodricke. He was the pioneer to observe the periodic and asymmetric
light variation of 5-Cephei stars; _at the same time as he discovered eclipsing binaries (,8 -lgrae).
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One of the great breakthroughs in the discovery of variable stars was associated with William
Herschel (1738 - 1822) because of his innovative work on the development of large reflecting
telescopes. He discovered two variable stars 44i Bootis and a Herculis Percy, (
).
Further dev·elopments in studying variable stars grew when the British Astronomical Association created the variable star observers group in 1890. Similarly, in 1911 the American association
of variable star observers (AAVSO) was established in Cambridge. Its main objective was to get
observational results from members and collaborators across the world. The table below summarizes the early discoveries of variable stars with the year, type and spectrum of the stars.
TABLE 1.1: Summary of Early Variable Stars Discovered
Name

Year

Type

Period

Spectrum

Discoverer

OCeti
(3 Persei
~cygni
R.Hydrae
R.Leonis
(3 Lyrae
T/ Aquilae
8 Cephei
RcrB
a Herculis
R Scuti

1596
1667
1686
1704
1782
1784
1784
1784
1795
1795
1795

Mira
EA
M
M
M
EB
8Cep
8Cep
RCB
SRC
RVa

372
2.87
408
384
310
12.9
7.18
5.37

M5e-M9e
B8V
S6.2e-S 10.4e
M6e-M9e
M6e-M9.5Ille
B8II-illep
F6IB
F5-G1IB
GoleP
M5Ib-II
G0iae-K2plbe

Fabricius
Montanari
Kirch
Maraldi
Koch
Goodricke
Pigott
Goodricke
Pigott
W.Herschel
Pigott

147

As in the table shown, the star first discovered by Fabricius has a long period and is named
0 (Omicron) Ceti. Johann Bayer in 1603 proved that this star is found in the constellation of
Cetus. In his first observational result from (August 3- August 21), Fabricius noticed the change
in magnitude from 3 to 2 later in September 1596. It faded and completely disappeared in October
(Clerke 1902). Due to this fact, he assumed the star was a nova but against all odds the star
reappeared. Though this particular star had a strange behavior, it was forgotten for a long time until
Johann Fokkesens Halward (1618 - 1651) observed and rediscovered it in 1638 and determined
the period of oscillation to be 11 months. On November 7, 1639 Johannes Hevelius (1611 - 1678)
discovered one of the variable stars and labeled it as Mira, "The Wonderful Star" in 1642 (Hoffleit,
).

Studies of variable stars further continued due to the introduction of photography and later
Spectroscopy (Spectral classification of stars for better understanding). The introduction of Spectroscopy by H. Draper in 1872 paved a way for enormous research in spectral studies. This analysis further helped to classify variable stars based on their temperature as well as their luminosity.
Spectroscopy also played a major role to provide sufficient information to extract the chemical
composition of the stars (Percy,
). The following table, Table 1.2 summarizes the number of
variable stars discovered from the early conception of variable stars observation.
When we discuss about the discovery of variable stars, the contribution from Fleming was a lot
especially when she was studying variable stars at Harvard. Her study emphasized on the development of spectral analysis to classify stars. In her analysis, Fleming discovered the hydrogen line in
emission for O Ceti as well as the absorption line for M-type spectra (Hof:fleit,
). During the
early times of discovery of variable stars, the mere purpose was just to keep records. But during
the tum of the century, there Vl-as plenty of efforts made to understand and study stars based on fundamental laws of physics. Using this as a stepping stone, Baker and Kippenhahn, (
) presented
the first numerical analysis result to explain the instability of Cepheid- type stars. Moreover, the
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1.2: Summary of variable star catalog showing the discovery of variable
stars:courtesy to Cambell (1 941 )
Year

Authority

Variable

1786
Pigott
1844
Argelander
1866
Schoenfeld
1896
Chandler
Cannon
1907
1920 NJ uller and Hartwig
1930
Prager
1936
Prager
1941
Schneller

12
18
119
393
1425
2054
4611
6776
8445

use of computers as a tool to analyze stellar pulsation paved a way for more analysis. Due to this
fact, the theory of stellar pulsation was developed and numerical solutions to differential equations
describing the state of a pulsating star were obtained easily. All these developments contributed
for the development of stellar -pulsation theory, which is used as a tool to study stars, their structure, composition as well as pulsation modes. Following the introduction of numerical solutions
for stellar theory equations, the research in the theory of stellar pulsation drastically increased
(King and Cox,
). More researches were conducted throughout the entire progress after the
first discovery of the variable star. But there was an intriguing discovery which was the temperature variations of Cepheids which supports the pulsation hypothesis leading to the disapproval of
Cepheids as binary systems Eddington, (
) and Zhevakin, (
). All these misunderstandings were cleared when Plummer and Shapely in 1914 proposed and devised mathematically the
pulsation theory. Moreover, the confusion was cleared when Eddington, (
) showed that the
light changes or yariations are due to pulsation of a single star. Furthermore, Eddington, (
)
wrote an article about stellar pulsation which plays a key role in establishing the theory of stellar
pulsation. He also published papers which played a fundamental role in form ulating the theory of
conservative (adiabatic) free radial oscillations of gaseous spheres (Eddington,
; Zhevakin,
). In addition, Eddington realized the driving mechanism which makes the star pulsate. It is
a process that transforms thermal energy into mechanical energy and it consider the stars as ther). In this process, energy gain and dissipation complement
modynamical engines (Zhevakin,
each other and the process is governed by the equation given below:
W

=- {

f

JM

5T dQdm ,

(1. 1)

T

:J

where vV is the magnitude of the dissipation of mechanical energy of oscillation, 5 is the relative
change of temperature at time t in the mass element dM and dQ is the quantity of heat put into 1M
in the time dt (Zhevakin,
). The -Srst integral is taken overall of the elements of the ' working
body ' . On the other hand, the closed integral is taken over the time of the oscillation.
Eddington, (
) in his paper published about stellar pulsation theory and explained the problem regarding dissipation of pulsation energy which is associated to the oscillation of gaseous star
decay. He also observed that the pulsation modes cannot last long from the energy generated from
the compression. He also discussed phase lag and stated that the star 's maximum brightness does
not occur at maximum compression (contraction). In his subsequent works Eddington, (
)
associated this phenomenon with the non-adiabatic effect. He suggested that the temperature variation should be in phase with the variation in density and the variation in radius/velocity.

·•
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Rosseland, (
) stated the possible cause of phase lag as dissipation of wave energy by
viscosity and conduction. Further investigations by Castor, (
) who developed analytical expression by considering the H-ionization zone (it is a region with constant temperature of T~ 104 K
where its contribution to instability is negligible). Castor, (
) also considered the H-ionization
zone as a discontinuity and by considering additional properties similar to the ones in the Cepheid
instability strip, he concluded that the luminosity changes very closely in phase with the outward
radial velocity.
According to Cox, (
), the calculations in the phase lag between luminosity and outward
velocity lacks a clear understanding of the cause of the phase lag. Because of the controversies,
Castor, (
) proposed a new theory for the phase lag. He suggested, especially for RR Lyrae and
Cepheid stars, the cause of the phase lag is linear phenomenon or linear theory which is affected by
non-linear effects with larger amplitudes. In addition, he also claimed that omission of convection
inside the star can produce a better match with observations. Therefore, the results produced by
Castor, (
), the one which is widely accepted theory, where he indicated that the H-ionization
zone is the cause of phase lag between light and radial velocity curve. Developments in studying stellar pulsation extended further when Edgar, (
) calculated the solution for the standard
model of pulsation and obtained the fundamental and first overtone solutions. Furthermore, Edgar,
(
) tried to separate the temporal component into eic5kt , where 8k is the oscillation freq·uency
which is a complex quantity. He also introduced a quasi-adiabatic approximation for stellar pulsation but did not realize the cause that makes stars unstable. More on the cause of stellar pulsation
will be presented later in this thesis.

1.3

The Modern Age of Stellar Pulsation

Since the discovery of Mira variable stars, a lot had happened in developing theoretical formulations of stellar pulsations as well as observations by making use of both ground and space based
observations. In this section, the emphasis is to give a brief overview of groups involved in observing stellar pulsation and studying them.
·
In addition to the introduction of computers for modeling and computing theoretical challenges
in pulsation, observation with sophisticated techniques and softwares were conducted from ground
based observatories. Furthermore, astronomers used space based telescopes to conduct studies on
pulsations of stars. Introduction and advancement of astronomical spectroscopy and its implementations in studying variable stars also played a major contribution in understanding variable stars.
The advancements of telescopes immensely contributed in studying stellar pulsation. Moreover,
developments in optical telescopes and consortium of telescopes working together with high resolving power and observation for 24 hours to get complete and more reliable data played major
role in enhancing studying variable stars.
Further developments and achievements in studying astronomy was to put optical telescopes
in space (Percy,
). One of the very important optical telescopes in space with high resolution
till to date is the Hubble Space Telescope (HST).
In addition to Hubble telescope, Micro variability and Oscillation of Stars (MOST) satellite,
and CoRoT are all providing necessary information about stars. All the data gathered from observation is analysed using super fast computers which enhances the design and modelling of variable
stars that are physically complicated.
Variable star studies can be conducted from both ground based as well as space based observatories. In addition, observations from a single telescope may not give a complete follow up of the
study target under consideration due to -the daylight which literally brings a gap in the observation
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Catelan and Smith, (
). Astronomers use different ways to avoid this discrepancy and get time
series data with no gaps. This is done by observations conducted in consortium whereb y observatories are located in different places of the earth at separate longitudes which gives an opportunity
to observe a target star for longer duration Catelan and Smith, (
).
Researchers investigated several alternatives to avoid the gap created from ground based observations. Therefore, they come up with the idea of putting space based observatories. Due to the
fact that space based observatories help to track and observe a variable star without any interruption. It is also possible to observe on different wavelengths which can not pass through the earth 's
atmosphere.
In addition to the Hubble Telescope, space based instruments designed to observe variable
stars were launched. Among these, MOST (Microvariability and Oscillations of STars) Matthews,
(
) which was launched in June 2003, CoRoT (Convection, Rotation and Planetary Transits)
Eaglin et al., (
) and Karoff et al., (
) which was launched on 27th December 2006 and
can observe up to 150 days to do asteroseismic investigations. Even though its primary objective
was to find earth like planets, KEPLER (Borucki and Koch,
; Koch et al.,
; Koch et al.,
) also contributes a lot in studying pulsations of stars.
According to Catelan and Smith, (
) and Buzasi, (
) a satellite called WIRE (Wide Field
Infrared Explorer), where its primary target was not tracking variable stars failed after launch, but
its star tracker contributed immensely in doing asterosesmic research.
The study of variable stars from space based observations grows tremendously and the future
looks bright because further developments and building satellites are under way. Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) is an all sky survey mission whose target is to monitor more than
500, 000 stars to look fo r earth sized planets. TESS is going to be launched in 201 and will look
for planets around bright stars. In this process, it will help astronomers analyze data and look for
stellar pulsation. Moreover, the European Space Agency's PLATO2.0 (Planetary Transits and Oscillations of Stars) (Rauer et al.,
) mission to be launched into space in the year 2022/ 24, will
play a significant role in understanding variable stars. Its contribution is going to be high precision,
long term photometric and astroseismic monitoring by covering 50% of the sky and monitoring
mill ions of stars. These mi ssions further enhances and paves a way for the advancement of space
based asteroseismic studies.

1.4

KEPLER's contribution in studying stellar pulsation

KEPLER mission is a space telescope launched in 2009 with the sole purpose of finding Earth like
planets in the habitable zone of solar-like stars. Due to its high quality instrumentation, K epl er
contributed in the discovery of other stellar objects. Among other things, Kepler's contribution in
discovering variability of stars is significantly high (Koch et al.,
; Koch et al.,
; Borucki
).
and Koch ,
Prsa et al., (
) showed the first eclipsing binary stars catalog due to the fact that the contribution of binary stars, especially eclipsing binaries, in studying astrophysics to determine their mass
and radius, which in tum help to study stellar evolution and study asterosesimology. Grigahcene
et al., (
) did asteroseismology for , Doradus and i5 Scuti stars where they demonstrated that
the former pulsates in high-order g-mode (:::::: lday) and the latter pulsates with low order g and p
modes (:::::: 2 hours) period. Moreover, using K epler' s observational data, they discovered hybrid
stars. K epler observation_ data also contributed in discovering.some RR Lyrae stars. Some of the
RR Lyrae stars, known as Rab showed Blazhko effect (periodic amplitude and phase modulation
of light curves, with time range between 10 - 100 days) (Kolenberg et al.,
). Further studies
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from K epler mission by Stello et al., (
) in the open clus(er NGC6819 demonstrates the discovery of solar like pulsations. In their analysis, they managed to determine, 6. v (large frequency
separation) and Vmax (frequency of maximum pulsation). Moreover, results obtained from asterosesmic analysis helped Stello et al. , (
) to determine cluster membership. K epler mission
significantly contributed in discovering Solar-like oscillations in red giants by using time series
photometry Bedding et al., (
). Furthermore, from the data obtained from Kepler, Bedding
et al., (
) demonstrated the strong relationship between 6. v and Vmax · More studies using data
obtained from Kepler demonstrates the abundant capacity of K epler in studying asteroseismology
of red giants and Solar-like oscillators. On the other hand, Chaplin et al., (
) used K epler data
to study G-type stars and demonstrated that all the G-type stars behave as Solar-like pulsators with
high signal to noise. Moreover, from their analysis, mass, radii and age of the G-type stars were
determined. Additional studies from K epler data was done by Balona, (
) to study long periods in roAp stars (KIC10483436) and (KIC10195926) with their frequency given as v 10w ::::::; ½vrot,
where Vtow is low frequency and Vrot is rotational frequency. Furthermore, Balona et al., (
)
used K epler data to study the open cluster NGC6819 and determined the age and distance of the
cluster. In addition, they demonstrated that this cluster is made up of ,b'Scuti, 1 -Dor and different
) also used Kepler's data to study rotation
kinds of eclipsing binaries. Moreover, Balona, (
and variability in the cluster NGC6866. In general, despite the fact that its primary target was not
to study variability, the Kepler asterosesmic investigation group contributed immensely in understanding variability and study asteroseismology for different kinds of stars. Kepler mission is also
·playing a fundamental role in understanding binary stars (especially eclipsing binary system) and
their mode of pulsation. Recent investigations from K epler data was done by Fox-Machado and
Perez Perez, (
) to do asterosesmic analysis of 8-Scuti star KIC6951642, that shows pulsation
in both g mode (period between O - 4 c/d), and it is a manifestation to 1 -Dor stars and p mode
(period between - 20 c/d), and it is a characteristic of 8-Scuti stars. These characteristics are
manifestations of KIC 6951642 to be considered as a hybrid pulsator. More analysis and study to
do asteroseismology of 8-Scuti stars in binary stars was also conducted by Liakos and Niarchos,
(
) using K epler data. They investigated and compared the behavior of single 8-Scuti star and
the 8-Scuti star in the component of binary system . They showed that their evolution and pulsation
behavior differ substantially.

1.5

Why We Need to Study Pulsation in Stars?

Pulsating stars are classes of variable stars whose light is periodically changing due to intrinsically caused expansion and contraction of the star's surface. This is basically related to the wave
; King and Cox,
). The study of
propagated through the interior of the star (Zhevakin,
pulsating stars is a very broad research area whereby studying pulsation instabilities enhances the
possibility of deriving constraints on stellar physical mechanisms that would not be accessible by
other methods. Moreover, it plays a fundamental role in analyzing the internal structure of stars
and helps us to improve the fundamental issues in stellar structure theory and stellar evolution
). Investigating the fundamental princimodels (Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Kurtz,
ples of stellar astrophysics, especially in stellar evolution theory, relies heavily on the information
gathered and analyzed from the physical processes in the stellar interiors.
In a book, The Internal Constitution of the stars by Eddi-ngton, (
) stated: "At first site it
would seem that the deep interior of the sun and the stars is less accessible to scientifi.c investigation than any other region of the universe our telescopes may probe farther and farther in to
the depths of space; but how can we ever obtain certain knowledge of that which is hidden behind
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substantial barriers ? What appliance can pierce through the outer layers of a star and test the
conditions within ?".
Through a lot of dedication and hard work, astronomers come up with an idea that can help
not only to investigate stellar interiors but also to see the inside of a star. Such commitments lead
to the introduction of a research area called Asteroseismo]ogy ("The real music of stars" ) emerged
(Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Kurtz,
). Asteroseismology is the study of the internal
structure of star by studying and analyzing the frequencies of oscillations of the stars caused by
surface pulsation (Kurtz,
). Asteroseismology works using spectroscopic or photometric observational data so as to get amplitudes, frequencies and phases of pulsations. By using the fundamental physical principles and models, asteroseismology can help determine the temperature,
internal structure, chemical composition, pressure, density and mode of pulsation of stars (Kurtz,
; Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Kurtz,
). They described stars as noisy places, meaning they have sound waves. But the sound waves produced inside stars can not travel in a vacuum
rather its effect in pulsating stars can make the stars contract and expand. The regular contraction
and expansion of pulsating stars can be detected in the light output and the so und can be heard.
Asteroseismology, as a matter of fact, plays a substantial role in understanding and studying the
internal structure as well as the evolution of pulsating variable stars using their mode of pulsations
(Handler,
; Kurtz,
; Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Kurtz,
).

1.6

Pulsation across HR Diagram

Stars go through several stages in their evolution period as shown in the HR diagram in Figure
1.1 . The Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram (Russell,
.; Russell,
) is one of the most
powerful tools in astrophysics for studying the evolution of stars. It first originated in 1911 by Ejnar
Hertzsprung, a Danish astronomer, who plotted the absolute magnitude of stars Vs Color (Effective
temperature) and he used it to calibrate the period-luminosity relation and also to measure distance
in Magellanic cloud. HR-diagram is a graph which shows the relationship between the stars '
absolute magnitude against effective temperature which are the two fundamental properties of
stars. Based on the initial mass, every star passes through specific evolutionary stage which is
governed by its internal structure as well as how it generates energy. In every stage of the evolution,
there is a change in luminosity and temperature which can be seen on the HR diagram. As stars
pass through the different stages in their life time across the HR diagram, some stars will have
pul sation properties as they pass across an instability strip. The instability strip for different classes
of pulsating stars is shown in figure 1. 1.
Pulsational variability either being radial or non-radial can be detected in different phases of
stars ' evolution. Different classes of pulsating stars are distributed and occupy different regions
in the HR diagram (Gautschy and Saio,
). Before going in to details about the pulsation of
stars, it is worthwhile to mention something about stellar evolution. Stars can be classified into
three major groups based on their initial mass, evolutionary history and their final destiny (Chiosi,
Bertelli, and Bressan,
). Based on these criterion, stars can be categorized as low mass ,
intermediate and massive stars.

:.

• Low mass stars: are stars that spend billions of years burning hydrogen to helium inside
their core by means of P-P nuclear reaction chain. As a star depletes hydrogen in its core, it
wiJl eventually have no hydrogen in its core. For a while, the core will not be hot enough to
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FIG URE 1.1 : Schematic illustration of evolution of stars with different initial masses

(Adapted from Chiosi and Bertelli (1992)). The hatched areas are instability strips.

produce energy. This leads to gravity overwhelming gas pressure, causing the core to contract and to become hot. The envelope and the core will expand in reaction to a contracting
core, increasing the luminosity of a star.
These kinds of stars go to the red giant branch (RGB) immediately after leaving the main sequence. According to Chiosi, Bertelli, and Bressan, (
), MHe the maximum initial mass
for this process to happen is between 0.8 - 2.2NI0 based on initial chemical composition.
Taking into account the above argument, stars having more mass than !vfH e can be classified
as intermediate mass or massive stars.

• Intermediate Mass stars: These types of stars, due to He-exhaustion inside the core, produce a highly degenerate Carbon-Oxygen (C-O) core and they also encounter helium shell
flash or thermal pulses (Chiosi, Bertelli, and Bressan,
).
• Massive Stars: are stars whereby carbon ignition is a preliminary process, which resulted
in either producing iron core hence resulting in photo dissociation instability with core collapse and supernova explosion, or by undergoing several complex routes, core col1apse and
supernova explosion can take place.
The HR diagram shown in figure 1. 1 shows the evolution of different stars with Helium abundance, Y=0.25, Metalicity, Z=0.008 and infrial masses of 0.8J1.10 , 5M0 , 20M0 and 100NI0 . On
the diagram shown, the quantities !vfH eF and Nlup are the two masses separating the low and intermediate mass stars and the second quantity NJup separates from high mass stars.
The HR diagram shows the evolution of stars with different initial masses and displays different
stages of stellar evolution. Across the ZAMS line there are points labeled by H-~, and He-b which
refers to hydrogen and helium burning inside their core respectively. Further up in the evolutionary
track on the right especially those having low initial mass is a region where there exists a stage of
violent disturbance of He burning inside the core. This occurs at the end of the red giant branch
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(RGB). Further representations in the HR diagram labeled by 1st D-up and 2nd D-up show external
mixing. In addition, in the He-burning shell, the Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB ) is divided into
early stages (EAGB) and thermally pulsating (TPAGB). Furthermore, the HR diagram also shows
the instability strip of RR Lyrae and cepheid stars labeled by the vertical dashed lines . In the
evolutionary track, the early stage of the evolution where the stage is assumed to be very slow is
also distinguished from the remaining evolutionary stage by thick solid line as shown in fig. I . I .
During the entire evolutionary process there is a time by which some stars start to pulsate
or show some sort of pulsation. Pulsating stars are a subset of the class of intrinsic variable
stars that shows some sort of instability and experience a periodic expansion and contraction in
their outer layers. This in turn leads to concurrent variation of stars' luminosity which sometimes
called vibration or oscillation. Theories of stellar evolution and location of variable stars on the
Hertzsprung-Russell (H-R) diagram suggests that stellar variability is a transition phase in the evolution of some types of stars (Cox and Whitney,
; Cox,
). Therefore, pulsation can occur
from an instability to smaller oscillations which arises due to the movement of the stars from certain region of instability on the H-R diagram shown in fig. 1.2. Observation of differen t classes
of pulsating stars shows that they populate in different regions of the H-R diagram (Gautschy and
Saio,
). One point that should be mentioned is that the study of pulsating stars is a very broad
area of research because, during the evolution of star, there is a possibility of stars crossing the
instability strip, which can provide access to a unique opportunity to astronomers and researchers
to learn and study about different constraints on stellar parameters which can not be obtained by
other means (Gautschy and Saio,
). Pulsating stars in general, based on their position across
HR, can be divided into three groups:

a

1. Stars which evolved above the main sequence stars which can pulsate radially with fundamental modes and stochastically excited p-modes (lower-overtones).
2. Stars on or near the main sequence like Cepheids indicate self excited (predominantly) pmodes.
3. Stars evolved below the Zero Age Main Sequence (ZAMS)- indicate self-excited g-modes
(Joshi and Joshi,
)
The next three subsections deal with each of the above groups of stars . Furthermore, pulsating
stars can be divided into three categories based on their amplitude of oscillation.
1. Large amplitude Cepheids, RR Lyrae and Cool red variables- These stars can pulsate in one
or two radial modes.
2. Stars oscillating with low amplitude and pulsating in radial and non radial modes of pulsation. In this group white dwarfs, 6-Scuti stars, roAp stars, /3 Cephei stars, SPB stars and
, Dor stars are included.
3. Solar like stars whereby stars pulsate with µmag amplitudes. They are also main sequence
stars, subgiants and giants. Pulsations in these stars are excited by stochastic processef> due
to convection .
The above discussion is summarized in fig . 1. 2 which shows the distribution of different classes
of pulsating stars in the H-R diagram.
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1.6.1

Pulsating Stars above the Main Sequence in the HR Digram

In this section, we give a synopsis of pulsating stars that are on or above the main seq uence.
1. Mira Variable Stars: Mira variable stars are pulsating stars and are best known as the end
point in the AGB evolution. These kind of stars helps us understand the evolution of low and
intermediate mass stars (Whitelock, 1990). In their evolutionary track, low and intermediate
mass stars are in the advanced evolutionary stages (Joshi and Joshi, 2015). At very low
surface temperatures, these pulsating stars are also cool red giants which are located near the
tip of the Asy mptotic Giant Branch. They are characterized by high luminosity, (luminosity
above 10 3 L 0 Gautschy and Saio, ( l 996a)). Their bolometric magnitude is shown in table
1.4. These variable stars have large amplitude, long pul sation period ranging from 80 -1000
days and low effective temperature ( 2500 ~ T eff ~ 3500K) (Gautschy and Saio, 1995).
Mira variables are also used as distance indicators (Feast, Whitelock, and Menzies, 2002).
According to Bedding et al., (1 998) and Joshi and Joshi, (2015), Mira variable stars with
period ~ 300d are usually subjected to high mass loss rates, with amplitude greater than
2.5mag in the V-band. Many Mira variables are luminous and bright, implying that some
kinds of Miras are naked eye variables and are popular with many amateur astronomers
(Zijlstra and Bedding, 2002).
Feast, Whitelock, and Menzies, (2002) shows that Mira variable stars show a good infra
red period-luminosity rel ations which can help to determine the distance modulus for Large
Magellanic Cloud (LMC). But there are controversies regarding mass loss in these kinds
of stars (Gautschy and Saio, 1996a). In addition, Mira variables have more stable periods
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(Zijlstra and Bedding,
amplitudes.

) and shows irregularity in the shape of their light curves and

The cause of variability in Miras is associated with the thermal pulsating asymptotic Giant
Branch, which is between partial hydrogen ionization and He-I ionization (Bedding et al.,
; Gautschy and Saio,
; Joshi and Joshi,
). These alterations occur in a star
with degenerate Carbon/Oxygen core surrounded by hydrogen and helium burning shell.
Pulsation occurs during the hydrogen burning phase in the shell where luminosity of the ,star
is very high (Bedding et al.,
). Moreover, pulsation of some stars may have Mira type
of pulsation during helium shell flash (Wood and Zarro,
).
TAB L E

1.3: Mira Bolometric Magnitudes, Adapted from Zijlstra,{1995)

Population

lvh al

References

Galactic Centre
Bulge
Galactic Cup
Metal-rich globular clusters
LMC

- 4.5 ➔ - 6
-3 .5 ➔ -5
-3.5 ➔ -5
-3.0 ➔ -4. 5
2 - 7.2

Jones et al. (1994)
Whitelock et al. (1991 )
Whitelock et al. (1994)
Menzies and Whitelock (1 985)
Wood et al. (1992)

Studies proved that the driving mechanism for Mira variable stars are partial hydrogen ionization and He-I ionization (Gautschy and Saia,
). Energy transport in the envelope
is dominated by convection where the pulsation cycle obtained have the same order as the
convective overturn. Hence, pulsation in Mira variable stars can be understood based on the
). In addition, our unrelation between pulsation and convection (Gautschy and Saio,
derstanding also depends on the effect of convection on the equilibrium of the star (Gautschy
and Saia,
).
Energy transport by convection in stellar envelopes are not well explained and if included in
the study of pulsation, it was treated in a wrong way (by mixing length theory). Balmforth,
Gough, and Merryfield, (
) investigated by including turbulent pressure to see its effect
on the linear acoustic models. They concluded that the inclusion of turbulent pressure affects
not only the equilibrium of the Mira stars but also the radial modes of pulsation which
shows turbulent pressure that has a destabilizing effect. Moreover, they showed that the first
overtone among others is dominantly excited mode. Determining the mode of pulsation for
Mira variables is a challenge (Wood,
) due to the fact that Miras Jack sharp edges as the
Sun and they gradually disappear unexpectedly as their angular diameter get bigger. There
are still some disagreements whether Miras pulsate in their fundamental or first overtone
). Wood, (
) stated that measurement of
(Wood,
; Ita et al.,
; Ba]ona,
the angular diameter of solar neighborhood resulted in large radii in line with first overtone
pulsation whereas pulsation velocity amplitudes of Miras turnout to be fundamental mode'
of pulsation.
In Miras, there is mass loss and according to Gautschy and Saia, (
) observational
evidences indicated that the rate of mass loss can be related to the pulsation periods. Further
) where at a given period those
evidence in this regard was suggested by Whitelock, (
with the highest amplitudes will ·11ave high mass loss rates. Considering the evolutionary
), are the end point of i\GB. During the-ir evolution,

luminosity increases and period becomes longer and it is also associated with mass loss
until it reaches a critical luminosity (Gautschy and Saia,
). Furthermore, their evolution
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might lead and end up in forming planetary nebula. Recent developments or observations
from All Sky Automated Survey (ASAS) proved the category of 2875 stars as Miras and
).
determined their period of pulsations (Vogt et al.,
2. Irregular (Irr) and Semi-regular (SR) Variables: Stars which are found in the upper part
of the giant branch in the HR diagram are commonly known by their light variability and
). These types of
are known to be Long period variable stars (Lebzelter and Obbrugger,
stars (LPVS) include Miras, Semi-regular and irregular variable stars. Irr and SR basically
have similar periods with Miras but lower amplitudes < 2.5mag in V. Those kinds of stars
with smaller amplitudes are known as SRa (Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Kurtz,
).
SRa are semi-regular late type giant stars with period (35 - 1200days), T eff > 3200K and are
different from Mira variables due to their small amplitude (Kerschbaum and Hron,
).
SRa kinds of stars are mixtures of ' intrinsic ' Miras and SRb kinds. The second kind of
variable stars in this category are SRb, which are a semi-regular late type giants with lower
amplitudes but as compared to SRa's these kinds of variable stars have poorly defined periods, which is the semi-regularity in their light curves (Kerschbaum and Hron,
; Aerts,
Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Kurtz,
) with mean cycles 20 - 2300d Kerschbaum and
Hron, (
).
Among the SRb's, the O-rich ones create a homogeneous cluster based on amplitudes, temperature and periods of oscillation . SRb variable stars include 'blue' group without having
hints of circumstellar shells. In the HR diagram, both Miras and SRa variable stars are found
to the right of the instability strip at the lower temperature edge. The third group in this category is SRc. SRc stars are periodic supergiants and shows supergiant spectra (Kerschbaum
and Hron,
) with their amplitude <1.0 in V (Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Kurtz,
). Among the SRc stars, some are C-rich Asymptotic Giant Branch Stars (Kerschbaum
and Hron,
). The last group under this category is the SRd with spectral lines earlier than
M and are metal poor (Kerschbaum and Hron,
). In addition, these kinds of variable
).
stars are double mode RR Lyrae stars (Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Kurtz,
3. Cepheids: During stellar evolution, stars with initial mass higher than 2.3NI0 start to bum
helium at the core (Gautschy and Saio,
). At this stage of evolution the luminosity of
these stars decreases, evolve and rise to the red giant branch in their first cycle. Those with
masses 2.2 :::; NI S 3M0 remain there with lower luminosity so as to bum the helium inside
their core and start to move towards the giant branch for the second time (Gautschy and Saio,
). But those stars with !vl 2 3lvI0 will follow a loop in the HR diagram (Gautschy
and Saio,
). Stars with initial mass NI S 5NI0 will have blue loops where this
loop prohibits reaching the instability strip (Gautschy and Saio,
; Aerts, ChristensenDalsgaard, and Kurtz,
). But stars with initial mass NI > 5A10 can cross the instability
strip more than twice and become unstable in their pulsation (Gautschy and Saio,
)
and can be observed as Cepheids. Cepheids are yellow supergiant stars with spectra class
F6-L2, very luminous with 500 to 300000£0 and pulsate with their period of pulsation varied from 1 day to 135 days (Joshi and Joshi,
). Cepheid variables, sometimes known
as distance indicators, play a prominent role in determining distances of stars by using the
period-luminosity relation (Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Kurtz,
). Despite the fact
that Cepheid variables shows periodic variation in radial velocity, it wil1 not guarantee that
the stars ar.e binary (Eddington,
). Further claims, on the other haru:i, by Madore, (
)
revealed that 20% of all Cepheids have companions and 7% have a great chance to have
companions with the secondary companion with masses equivalent to Cepheids.
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According to Chiosi, (
on their metallicity.

), Cepheid variable stars can be categorized into two groups based

(a) Population 1-Cepheids (Z>0.005)(Classical Cepheids): Classical Cepheids 6 Cepheid
; Cox,
).
are the most nearly homogeneous type of pulsating stars (Cox,
Population I-Cepheids can have different categories
• Galactic population-I types are Cepheids which oscillate with periods ranging
from 1 to 80 days (Chiosi,
).
• Groups of population I-Cepheid variables located in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC)
pulsate with periods close to 200 days .
The first groups, Galactic population-Cepheids, are focussed in the galactic plane in our
galaxy having temperatures of 5500K ::; Tetr ::; 6600K with F5 to 05 spectral types.
They are all giants or supergiants (Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Kurtz,
),
summary is provided in table 1.4. In addition, their magnitudes also vary from -1 to
·-6 (Chiosi,
). These groups of stars which are evolved from post-main sequence,
helium burning phase from stars with masses 31\10 to lONI0 , have well defined periodluminosity relation.
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1.3: Light curve which shows an example of Cepheid pulsation HD112044.
Adapted from (Aerts et al.2010).

The light curve shown in Fig. 1.3 is one example of a classical Cepheid HD 112044
which clearly shows the skewness and regular periodic oscillation, repeating over many
periods, of such kinds of stars with lm magnitude in average at a visual wavelength.
These kinds of stars normally pulsate in the fundamental radial mode.
TABLE 1.4: Properties of Galactic classical Cepheids, Adapted from King and

Cox,(1968)

Property

Range from

to

Period (II)
Mean Luminosity (L)
Median Spectra type
Mean radius (R)
Mass (M)

1 day
300L 0
F5

50 days
26000L 0

14R0

05
200Ro

::; 3.7M0

::; 14M0

rb<::<::ir,::il rPphPirk ,::irp yPllnw gi,::int<:: ,::inrl <::npPrgi,::ints Jp,::irling tn highPr lnmin.nsit-3/ (rnY,

). These kinds of stars were observed in more than 30 external galaxies.
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Cepheids are very prominent kind of variable stars where the variations in their observational parameters such as (colour indices, radial velocity and magnitudes) help to
calculate the stellar basic parameters of the stars such as Radius, temperature, mass and
luminosity. Moreover, studying Cepheid variables can play a significant role in trying
to understand the theory of stellar evolution (Bersier, Burki, and Burnet, 1994). Furthermore, Cepheids, double mode Cepheids, contributed in using Asteroseismology to
determine stellar parameters and properties. The double mode pulsator Cepheids were
used to determine the stellar parameters such as masses and radii by comparing theoretically determined period of oscillation with the observed ratio of first overtone to the
fundamental mode of pulsation (Petersen, 1973). This discrepancy was further studied
by developing Petersen diagram.
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A graph, Petersen diagram, showing the ratio of first over tone and the
logarithm of fundamental radial period (Ilo) (Aerts et al. , 2010).

FIGURE 1.4:

The Petersen diagram shown in Fig.
shows the ratio of the the firs overtone to
the logari thm of the fundamental radial period. The points displayed on the graph as
crosses represent observational values. The solid line on the plot shows the theoretical
model computed by using the value of opacities determined by Cox and Tabor (1976).
The graph presented in the Petersen diagram Fig.
by the dashed lines represents the
model developed by using the OPAL opacity value Roger and Iglesias (1992). The values on the axes (Ili) showing the period of the first radial overtone and (II 0 ) represents
the period of the fundamental mode.
(b) Type II Cepheids (Population II Cepheids) (RV Tau, Stars, W-Vir Stars, BL Her
Stars): Such kinds of variable stars are located between RR Lyrae, LPV and RV
Tauri stars in the HR diagram and are governed by their own period-luminosity relation different from the population I Cepheids (Chiosi, 1990). As the stellar evolution progressed and He burning at the core continues, those with masses above 0. 5M0
(Gautschy and Saio, 1996b) progressed and rise to the AGB. During the thermal pulse,
there is a possibility of these stars crossing the instability strip which makes these kinds
of stars to pulsate and be observed as Population II-Cepheids or type II-Cepheids. The
following pictorial representation in Fig.
also shows the position of Population II
Cepheids, RV Tau, Stars, W-Vir Stars and BL Her Stars. It also shows the evolutionary
track of low mass stars . Population II-Cepheids have period of oscillation ranging from
0.8 days (Gautschy and Saio, 1996b) or 1 day for stars with luminosities similar to the
RR Lyrae stars to 30 days at higher luminosities.
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1.5: The location of Population II stars, BL Herculis, RV Tauri and W
Virginis. The figure also shows the evolutionary track of low mass stars and their
subsequent evolutionary stages. Adapted from (Percy, 2007).

FIGURE

Population II-Cepheids can easily be known based on their position which has a magnitude several classical cepheids scale heights in the galactic pl ane. It is also possible to
locate population II-Cepheids using their space velocities which is two or more sigma
higher th an the young cepheid variable stars Wallerstein and Cox, ( 1984) .

FIGURE 1.6: A Histogram showing the observed luminosity di stribution of population 11-Cepheids with periods <30days. The first bar graph on the left filled with
hatched lines represent the RR Lyrae variables. Adapted from (G ingold, 1976).

The histogram shown above in Fig.
shows the number of globular clusters Cepheids
within the intervals of0 .1 in log LL . In the period interval between 3-6 days, due to the
0
lack of the presence of stars, there exists a gap which is gap2. On the other hand, Group
1 represents fainter stars and represent post horizontal branch stars that are goi ng to the
direction of the AGB. Furthermore, the second group represent the second GB stars
crossing the instability strip. This happen s when the envelope of the star reacts to the
helium fl ash and lead to the latter stage of the star towards the white dwarf (Gingold ,
1976)

The following tab le, Table 1.5, summarizes pulsating variables discussed above.
(c) R-Coronae Borealis (RCB) Stars:
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TABLE

1.5 : Summary of Pulsating Variables, Adapted from Cox(1968)

Kind of Star

Range of periods

Characteristic period

Range of Spectral Type

RR Lyrae
Classical Cepheids
WVirigins stars
RV Tauri stars
Red Semi-regular variables
Long period variables
,BCephei stars (,B)Canis Majoris stars
Dwarf Cepheids and 8Scuti stars

1.5 - 24 hr
1 - 50d
2-45d
2 - 150d
100 - 200d
100 - 700d
4- 6hr
1 - 3hr

0.5 d
5 - l Od
12 - 20d
75d
K,M, R, N, S
Me, Re, Ne, Se
5hr
2hr

A2-F6
F6-K2
F2-G6
G, K
-1 to -3
+ 1 to -2
Bl-B2
A2-F5

These are small group low mass, carbon and nitrogen rich F or G super giants (Feast,
1975), hydrogen deficient (Clayton, 1996a). Their effective temperature ranges between Terr = 5000 - 7000K and Clayton , (1 996a) and Clayton, (2012) famously observed and noticed by their asymmetrical decrement in their brightness which reveals
the true characteristic of genuine irregular variables.
The RCB stars according to the light curve shown in Fig.
can be at constant brightness for at least months or even years. After that constant brightness time, there will be
a dramatic decrement in brightness ~ 3mag in a couple of days or might take weeks
which is then followed by an increase in brightness to the highest point on the light
curve, this might take a little bit longer time, needs months or even years, which makes
it a slower event (Clayton, 2012). The decrease in brightness 8mag is due to the fac t
that carbon formation is dominant at a non-uniform interval (Clayton, 2009b). There
are two ways for the formation of RCB stars, the first one is the product of a final
helium shell flash due to the existence of Li in the atmospheres of four of the RCB
stars (Clayton, 2009a). The other scenario for the formation of RCB stars is the merger
of two white dwarfs Clayton, (2009a) and Clayton, (2009b), this is favoured because
of huge abundance of 180 (Clayton, 2009a). RCB stars can be identified easily by
looking at the light curves as shown below in Fig.
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1.7: Sample light curve showing the uncharacteristic property of RCB stars
where the light curve is generated using the AAVSO data from 1998 - 2012. Adapted
from (Clayton, 2012) .
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The light curve of RCB stars is unique in its irregular variation in brightness, amplitude
and no other type of stars show such an odd behavior (Clayton,
).
All RCB stars pulsate (Feast,
) and most of them are observed to have Cepheidlike pulsation. RCB stars play a fundamental role in understanding dust formation and
).
evolution (Clayton, Whitney, and Lawson,
(d) RR Lyrae Stars: Shapely and Bailey are the two astronomers who did observational
investigations from Galactic globular clusters and discovered RR Lyrae variable stars
(Bono and Marconi,
). At the beginning, these stars were known to be cluster type
variables. RR Lyrae variable stars are low mass stars roughly (0.5 - 2.0.lvf0 ) (Gautschy
and Saio,
) evolved away from the main sequence and burn helium inside their
core (Kolenberg et al.,
) and are classical radial pulsar0rs (Aerts, Christensen). Those stars with initial mass ::; 0. 75.!Vf0 would become
Dalsgaard, and Kurtz,
RR pulsators during their evolution while helium is burning inside their ·core (Gautschy
). RR Lyrae stars have A2-F6 spectral type on the horizontal branch
and Saio,
Kolenberg et al., (
) and Joshi and Joshi, (
) with amplitudes 0.2 - 1.5/ 2
mag in V. These kinds of stars occupy the region below the Cepheid variables in the
instability strip of the HR diagram and pulsate with periods between ~ 0.2- ~ 0.9
days (5 - 22hrs) or up to 1 day (Kolenberg et al.,
) or up to 0.5 days Joshi and
) the period of pulsation might vary
Joshi, (
) whereas according to Cox, (
from 1.5hr ::; TI ::; lday.
RR Lyrae pulsate and the driving or excitation mechanism is known to be the heat
mechanism which is acting in the partial ionization region of HeII-HeIII (Aerts, ChristensenDalsgaard, and Kurtz,
) reference there in. According to Cox, (
), RR Lyrae
stars can be divided into three groups known as Bailey types a, b and c where the light
curves of a and b types are asymmetric. In addition, they are radial fundamental mode
pulsator variable stars as shown in the following light curves in Fig. 1.8 and Fig. l.9 .
Whereas the light curves of c types are sinusoidal and pulsate in radial 1st overtone
(Cox,
; Gautschy and Saio,
; Kolenberg et al.,
).
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1.8: Light curve showing RRab Lyr stars in M55. Adapted from (Olech et
al., 1999).

Some RR Lyrae stars on the other hand'"might have higher-order (double mode) radial
). Furthermore, Dziembowski
overtone made of pulsation (Olech and Moskalik,
and Cassisi, (
) and Olech et al., (
) showed that RRab and RRac can have
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unstable non-radial mode of pulsation which can be triggered by the opacity mechanism . More investigations on RR Layre stars demonstrated that a large fraction ½of RR
Lyrae stars show long term, nearly periodic amplitude modulation known as Blazhko
effect (Shibahashi and Takata,
) which was named after Blazhko who observed
this phenomenon first. Shibahashi and Takata, (
) stated that Blazhko effect is a
long standing, unresolved problem of stellar astrophysics.

1.6.2

Stars Near the Main Sequence and on the Main Sequence

(a) ,8-Cephei Stars (,8-Canis Majoris Stars):

Among the group of young population I, early B-type pulsators (Handler,
), lie
close to the main sequence and are called ,8Cep stars. These stars have convective
core surrounded by radiative envelope, their mass ranges from 8M0 - 18NJ0 (Joshi
and Joshi,
) or l 0N/0 - 20Jv10 compared to evolutionary tracks (Aizenman,
).
,BCephei stars have short periods between 2 - 8 hrs. (Joshi and Joshi,
; Gautschy
and Saio,
) oscillating in low order non radial p and g-modes. According to
), these groups of stars include classes from dwarfs to giStankov and Handler, (
ants. Cox, (
) explained ,8 Cephei stars as hot stars with mean spectral type between B0.5 and B2 (Aizenman,
), amplitude < 0.3 mag in V (Moskalik,
)
and having T eff ~ 20, 000 - 25 , 000K which makes them the hottest pulsating stars
observed. ,8 Cephei stars are also known as ',8-Canis Majoris' stars because of their
multi-periodicity unlike ,8-Cephei (Percy,
). Their periods are sometimes very
close which can show ascending and descending in the amplitude, called beat effect.
Most ,8 Cephei stars can have multiple periods as well as variation in line profile (Pamyatnykh,
).
If a non-rotating stationary spherical star is considered in a study of ,8 Cephei star, the
non radial periods becomes degenerate. But if the star rotates, the degeneracy will vanish, and makes the periods to be dissimilar which further enhances interference between
periods that generates beats (Percy,
). Since their discovery, the driving mechanism for their pulsation was a puzzle and lots of theoretical works were put forward to
explain the phenomenon. Among these proposals, the one suggested by Moskalik and
Dziembowski, (
) is found to be acceptable. They demonstrated based on the idea
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suggested by Stellingwerf, (
) stating that in a non adiabatic linear pulsation the
bump resulted is due to the Hell ionization edge caused by the opacity at T=l.5 x 105 K
which excites the fundamental radial mode (Moskalik and Dziembowski,
). However, this effect was not sufficient to trigger the instability on both radial and non radial
modes of pulsation (Saio and Cox,
; Moskalik and Dziembowski,
). Further
investigation to fill the gap was done by Simon, (
) and Kiriakidis, El Eid, and
Glatzel, (
) by adding heavy elements and their effects on the opacity. Hence, pulsational instability is caused by l'i, mechanism (further explanation on this point will be
presented latter in the thesis) which is initiated by the heavy metal opacity in a region at
T = 200000K. The opacity of heavy elements such as iron at the specified temperature
can trigger pulsation (Percy,
). Moskalik and Dziembowski, (
) emphasized
this effect by considering the metal opacity table produced by Iglesias and Rogers and
showed that the resulting opacity could be used to fill the gap created between the theoretical assumption and observational period of oscillation for /3 Cephei stars. Studying
(3Cephei stars observationally was based on a single site observation till 2002 (Aerts,
Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Kurtz,
). These photometric observations lasted for
a week or two which creates large discrepancy in the observational data. These discrepancies or gaps can lead to a lack of clear understanding of /3 Cepheid stars. Such
discrepancies and gaps can be avoided by introducing multicite observation (both photometric and spectroscopic) of a certain target. Continuous follow up of a /3 Cephei
target will result in having sufficient data which can help in detecting, analysing and
interpreting modes of oscillation (Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Kurtz,
).
In addition to multi site observation, space based observations like, KEPLER, are implemented to get relevant data to study /3 Cephei stars. Balona et al., (
) used Kepler
data to analyse the light curves of B type stars and come up with 15 pulsating stars with
low frequency (Slowly Pulsating B stars SPB). From these, 7 of them could be SPB or
(3Cephei stars or hybrids.
(b) Slowly Pulsating B (SPB) stars (53Per Stars):
Their name was proposed by Waelkens, (
). Based on observational evidences,
such kinds of stars are located along the main sequence in the HR diagram (De Cat,
). They are B type variable stars which are pulsating in high radial order g modes
(Waelkens,
; De Cat et al.,
) and pulsate with periods 0.3 - 3 days (Waelkens,
; De Cat et al.,
) or 0.5 - 4 days (De Cat,
). Since they are found close to
the main sequence, it is evident that their core is still dominated by hydrogen burning.
These kinds of variables are massive and hot having spectral types B2-B9 (De Cat,
)
4
4
with T eff = 1.2 x 10 to 1.8 x 10 K. SPB stars have masses between 3M0 - 7 M 0 .
Slowly pulsating B stars (SPB) are very important types of stars to study Asterosesimology because g modes can penetrate deep into the interior or core of the star (De Cat,
). SPB stars are first categorized based on their photometric variability during the
observation conducted by (Waelkens,
). These variabilities were analogous to the
" 53" P er si stars (Smith et al.,
; Waelkens,
) which belongs to a group of OB
type variable stars. Further investigations on such kinds of variable stars (" 53" P er si)
was done by Chapellier et al. , (
) by considering their observational characteristic
and concluded that " 53" P ersi variables are among the SPB.
Their oscillations are driven by l'i, mechanism triggered in the heavy metal (iron ionization zone) at a temperature of 2 x 105 K (Dziembowski, Moskaiik, and Pamyatnykh,
; Dziembowski and Pamiatnykh,
).
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(c) 8-Scuti stars (53Per Stars): During stellar evolution, those stars with initial mass in
the range between (1.5 ::; ~ ::; 2.5) during their hydrogen burning core and pass
toward the base of the giant branch where their shell is dominated by hydrogen burning
(Gautschy and Saio, 1996a). They are found at the intersection of classical instabi lity
strip and main sequence stars Breger, (2000) and slightly above main seq uence stars
(Daszynska-Daszkiewicz, Dziembowski , and Pamyatnykh, 2003) as shown in Fig.
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1. 10: HR diagram showi ng the instabi lity strip of 8Scuti stars of population
I. Adapted from (Berger, 1995).

8Scuti stars are intermediate stars belonging to population I pulsating stars whereas
some of them belong to population II because of their metallicity and space velocity
(Breger, 1979; Joshi and Joshi , 2015). Their spectral type ranges from A2-F5 in 1000K
band (Breger, 1995) and luminosity between III-V (Breger, 1979; Joshi and Joshi , 2015)
with period of oscillation from 0.25 - 0.3d (Breger, 1979), 0.02 - 0.3d (Percy, 2007 ;
Balona, 20 I0) or 0.02 - 0.25d (Breger, 2000). According to Breger, ( 1979), 8 Scuti
stars are the second abundant groups of pulsating stars in the galaxy next to pulsating
white dwarfs. Breger, (1 972) reference therein stated that 8Scuti stars can be found in
pre-main sequence as evidenced in the young cluster NGC2264 and HR5999 that exhibits the property of 8 Scuti stars (Kurtz and Marang, 1995). 8 Scuti stars pulsate in
either radial or non radial modes of pulsation with low order p modes having periods between 18minutes-8hrs (Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Kurtz, 20 IO; Joshi and Joshi,
2015). Furthermore, 8 Scuti stars have amplitudes ranging from mmag to 1~th magnitude. 8 Scuti stars are in the class of pulsating variables and their causes of pulsations
as discussed in Breger, ( 1979) is the Hell and H-ionization zones and "' mechanism is
the driving mechanism especially in the Hell partial ionization zone without neglecting
the influence of H-ionization (Balona, 20 I0). Some 8 Scuti stars pulsate in pure radial
whereas majority pulsate with non radial acoustic (p _) modes which is triggered by
opacity effects (Breger, 2000; Hareter et al., 2008; Joshi and Joshi, 2015 ). Therefore,
many 8 Scuti stars are multi periodic with small amplitudes 10- 3 - 10- 2 mag (Gautschy
and Saio, 1996a; Percy, 2007 ; Jurcsik et al., 2006). Published results on such stars
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also revealed that most bScuti stars are moderate or rapid rotators with 100 - 200km/ s
surface velocity (Joshi and Joshi,
).
TABLE 1. 6: Summary showing typical

Scuti stars with their pulsation constant,
period and period ratio, Adapted from Joshi and Joshi(2015)

Mode of Pulsation
Fundamental, F
1st overtone, lH
2nd overtone, 2H
3rd overtone, 3H
4t h overtone, 4H
5t h overtone, 5H
6th overtone, 6H

Period
0.07861
0.05950
0.04846
0.04095
0.03533
0.03109
0.02774

<5

pi
Pi- 1

Pi
Pp

0.761
0. 810
0.845
0.862
0. 879
0. 882

1.000
0.757
0.617
0.521
0.449
0.396
0.353

Q (days)
0.0329
0.0251
0.0203
0.0172

Reference
Berger et al. , (1 979)
II

II

II

11

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

11

Table 1.6 shows the summary of a typical 6 Scuti star with the following parameters
Teff = 7800K, M= l.7JVI0 , L = l5L0 Y=0.28 and Z=0. 02. Observational evidences
also revealed that majority of 6 Scuti stars pulsate with large number of simultaneously
excited modes (Breger,
; Jurcsik et al. ,
). According to Breger, (
) those
6 Scuti stars whose rotational velocities are small display radial pulsation accompanied
by large amplitudes whereas large number of 6 Scuti stars are non radial pulsators with
small amplitude p modes (Breger,
). For the non radial pulsators of bScuti stars
have low degree (l :::; 3) and low order p modes n = 0 to n = 4 Breger, (
));
n = 0 to n = 7 (Breger,
)). Further spectroscopic investigations revealed the
existence of high order non radial modes as high as l = 20 (Breger,
) reference
there in. Evidences for such high degree mode was revealed by Kennelly et al., (
)
while they were studying the pulsation of T-pegasi using two dimensional least square
cleaning algorithm and Fourier-Doppler imaging to identify frequencies and modes of
oscillation and obtained spectrum up to l = 20 with small frequencies :::; 35 9ft~;s.
Many 6 Scuti stars FGVir are multi-periodic pulsators which makes them a prominent
candidate to study asteroseismology (Breger,
; Joshi and Joshi,
).
6 Scuti stars especially those with high amplitude which pulsate in fundamental or
1st overtone as other kinds of pulsating stars follow a specific period-Luminosity or
period-Luminosity-color relation in V-band that is given by:

Mv = -3.725logP(fundamental ) - 1.969,

(1.2)

and used for distance determination (Petersen and Christensen-Dalsgaard,
).
In addition to multi site ground based observations of 6 Scuti stars, more efforts were
placed on space based observations to further study and analyse 6 Scuti stars. Among
these, WIRE (Wide-Field Infra Red Explorer) satellite used to observe and study 02 T
where 12 independent frequencies with a small amplitude 0.5mmag (Paretti et al.,
; Paretti et al.,
) were observed. Further observations using MOST (Microvariabilty and Oscillations of STars) al so revealed that HD209775 have more than
80 frequencies (Matthews,
). In additio n, other space based observations such
as, CoRoJ and KEPLER contributed immensely to asterosesmic study of bScuti stars.
Balona, (
) stated that doing asteroseismology using space based observation (MOST,
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CoRoT and KEPLER) is better than ground based photometry as it lowers the threshold
frequency of detection which was previously difficult to observe.
(d) Rapidly Oscillating Ap (roAp) stars
These stars are discovered by Kurtz, (
). Since the first discovery in 1982, only
60 known roAp stars exist till 2015 where majority of them are found in the southern
sky (Joshi and Joshi,
). The rapidly oscillating Ap (roAp) stars are variable stars
which are found in the sub group CP-A type with cool effective temperature (Teff ~
6.4 x 103 - 8.5 x 10 3 K) with spectral type B8-F2 (Percy,
). These stars are cool
magnetic Ap stars pulsating in a low degree (l ::; 3), high overtone n » l p modes
(Martinez and Kurtz,
). Their period of pulsation varies from 4 - 21 minutes with
pulsation amplitude ::; 16mmag and pulsate in high overtone, low degree, non radial p
). The roAp stars are hydrogen burning core objects
modes (Kurtz,
; Kurtz,
of mass in the range M ~ 2l'vl O with strong magnetic field of the order of few hundred
to few KGauss (Kurtz,
).
Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Kurtz, (
) stated that in addition to having strong
dipole magnetic field, roAp stars are stars with spectral type A-F. The roAp stars also
have unusual chemical surface composition due to the atomic diffusion. Further investigations of pulsation of roAp stars can lead to identifying and determining rotational
inclinations, magnetic geometries, rotation periods, internal magnetic field strengths,
masses, radii, luminosities and ages (Kurtz,
; Kurtz,
). All these investigations can be achieved by asteroseismology. The main reason why roAp stars are
fundamental role players in studying asteroseismology is because most roAp stars are
). According to Kurtz,
multi periodic and non radial pulsators (Joshi and Joshi,
(
), the pulsations observed in roAp stars are modeled using oblique pulsator model
whereby the pulsation axis of roAp stars aligned with the magnetic field axis but inclined with respect to the rotation axis (Joshi and Joshi,
) as shown in Fig. 1. 1 1 and
Fig. I . 12 which demonstrate old and new models of roAp stars.

t.I,r. I.

obscrvtt

c..:i-0

QI;

<f,j-t-Q

1.11 : Oblique pulsator model as originally introduced by Kurtz (1982)
where the right panel shows the two high frequencies separated by frequency of rotation (D). Adapted from (Bigot, 2003)

FIG URE

), predicts the existence of me des
-O-bliqu-e pulsator model proposed first by S-tibbs, (
in multiplets which are equidistant and separated the angular rotation frequency (Bigot
and Dziembowski,
). Their result contradicts with that of Kurtz, (
) about the
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FIG URE 1.1 2: Pictorial representation of a roAp star. Adapted from (Percy, 2007).

oblique pulsator model where Bigot and Dziembowski, (2002) showed the pulsation
axis of roAp stars does not align exactly with the magnetic field axis.
The oblique pulsator model introduced by (Kurtz, 1982) is used to describe roAp stars
eigen mode using a single spherical harmonic when the magnetic axis is aligned with
the pulsation axis. Due to this geometric setup, the eigen modes written as 2l + 1
set of frequencies (Dziembowski and Goode, 1985) can be detected in the specified
amplitude spectrum whereby each spectrum is distinguished from the existing by the
amount which is equivalent to the rotational frequency (Cunha, 2002b).
The oblique pulsator model was further developed by Dziembowski and Goode, ( 1985)
in order to accommodate the contribution of observed properties such as magnetic field
and rotation in the oscillation of roAp stars. The inclusion of magnetic field in studying
roAp stars is because its presence affects both the oscillation frequencies and eigen
functions.
Since the presence of the magnetic field regulates the mode of pulsation, their period of
oscillations are shorter as compared to the smaller order radial pulsation period (Percy,
2007). Short period of pulsation makes the measurement of small radial velocity variation difficult due to the fact that both time and velocity resolution play crucial role.
The presence of the magnetic field makes the study of roAp stars very complicated .
This is because its importance is negligible towards the core whereas in the atmosphere,
the importance is significant (Percy, 2007). Therefore, modeling of such kinds of stars
should include the magnetic field rotation as well as the structure of the atmosphere.
Despite the fact that roAp stars pul sate, the cause of pulsation was controversial. But,
due to their position in the HR di agram which is very close to or share the same position
and cover the same range in temperature and luminosity as the 8 Scuti star instability,
researchers believe that the pulsation of such kind of stars can be triggered by K. mechanism in the H-ionization region (Houdek, 2003 ; Houdek and Gough, 2007 ; Houdek,
2012). But 8 Scuti stars are low overtone pulsators as opposed to roAp stars, which
makes roAp stars pulsation region to be confined in the upper layer of the stars. In thi s
regard Matthews, ( 1988) recommended th at r., mechanism acti ng on Si IV can be an
effect to excitation mechanisms. But Matthews, ( 1988) suggestion in this regard face s
a challenge because Si IV ionization region exists deep in the star where in roAp stars
oscillation amplitudes are very low in that region. Further assumptions regarding their
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pulsation mechanism were made based on their position in the HR diagram by considering the similarity of the roAp stars with the sun's pulsation period and suggested
) stated that due
stochastic excitation as the cause of pulsation. But Houdek et al., (
to the large amplitude in roAp stars, it is hard to see the effect of stochastic mechanism
to keep the pulsating going.
Magnetic field contributes a lot in the pulsation of roAp stars. Therefore, attempts were
made to investigate its effect on the pulsation of roAp stars. One of the investigations
was done by Dolez and Gough, (
). Their emphasis was to study and calculate
the growth rate by considering the equatorial region. Convection is untouched with
chemically homogeneous stellar envelopes having H, He, heavy elements, and strong
magnetic fields in the polar regions where convection is totally suppressed (Balmforth
et al.,
). Dolez and Gough, (
) also considered the same stellar envelope with
weaker magnetic field but their attempt failed in obtaining my excited high overtone
modes.
More investigations were done by Gautschy, Saio, and Harzenmoser, (
) regarding
the excitation mechanism. They presented the excitation mechanisms by categorizing
) which is
them into two broad groups: The first one is proposed by Shibahashi, (
resonant driving by observable convection with strong magnetic field in a super adiabatic zone close to the polar region. In this region, the convective motions are limited
which makes the oscillation grow with time because of the heat exchange. Shibahashi,
(
) concluded that the global oscillations due to the over stability are going to be
very high overtones. They are assumed to be the driving mechanism behind the rapid
oscillation which in tum is also responsible for the change in the mean luminosity. The
second is simply the classical K, mechanism acting in the H-ionization zone acting in
the polar region (Dziembowski and Goode,
; Balmforth et al..
). In addition, Dziembowski and Goode, (
) further investigated the driving mechanism by
considering homogeneous equilibrium model and applying non adiabatic code. Pulsation in roAp stars is driven by K, mechanism which is acting in the hydrogen ionization
zone. Further recommendations in their findings revealed that as compared to the radiative damping occurring beneath the hydrogen ionization zone, the driving mechanism
is weak. One should notice that magnetic field was neglected while they did their modelling. More attempts were made to explain the driving mechanism by (Balmforth et al.,
; Balmforth et al.,
).
)
Recent developments in studying roAp stars was conducted by Holdsworth et al., (
by analyzing KEPLER data for KIC7582608. The star shows high pulsation frequency
(1 81. 7324d- 1 ) and low frequency rotational modulation with period of 20.4339d. Moreover, this star shows, from Kepler long cadence observation, a frequency quintuplet split
by the rotational period of the star, typical for an oblique pulsator. Another result from
K epler observation is the discovery of a roAp star KIC4768731, a bright long period
pulsator, which is a dipole pulsator whereby line profile variations are caused by rotation
(Smalley et al.,
).
(e) , -Doradus Stars A new group of population I stars known as , -doradus which was
first discovered to be variable stars by Cousins and Warren, (
) and further discoveries by Balona, Krisciunas, and Cousins, (
). These groups of stars are recognized
as new group of pulsating stars as F (F0-F2) type dwarf variables in a new group of
population I stars. lhese stars are located close to the intersection of the red edge of r5
Scuti instability strip and the main sequence partly overlap the cool edge of the r5 Scuti
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instability strip as shown in the Color-Magnitude diagram in Fig. 1.14.
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F IGURE 1.13: Location of 1 -Doradus Stars in the HR diagram. Where the two lines

represents the boundary of -Doradus instability strip, whereas the broken line is
the cool edge of ·the 6 Scuti instability. Where the dots represents 1 -Doradus stars
whereas the cross and the star represents 1 -Doradus with unique features. Adapted
from (Handler, 1999 modified by Percy, 2007).

Fig. 1.14, color-Magnitude diagram, shows the position of 1 -Doradus Stars. The solid
dot represents 1 -Doradus. The cross and the star on the other hand represents 1 -Doradus
Stars with special features. The two solid lines running perpendicular to ZAMS are the
limits of 1 -Doradus instability strip where as the dotted line in between the two solid
lines represents the colder edge of 8-Scuti instability strip. These stars are found in
the HR diagram that i.s bound by a temperature range (~ 7200 ~ Teff ~ 7550K) on the
ZAMS and ~ 6900 - 7400K near the end of the main sequence (Handler,
; Handler
and Shobbrook,
).
1 -Doradus stars have masses in the range between 1.5M0 - 1.8Nl0 and have periods
of oscillations ranging between 0.3 days (De Cat et al. ,
) and 0.4 - 3 days with
amplitude 0.1 in V (Joshi and Joshi,
). Furthermore, the absolute magnitude and
their luminosities varies between +1.93- +3.07 and 5-15L0 or 0.7 ~ log L~ ~ 1-.05
respectively and luminosity classes V or IV- V. In addition, their effective temperature
as stated in Percy, (
) ranges between 6950 - 7375K and radius 1.43 - 2.36.Ro that
makes them as one of the homogeneous groups of variable stars with convective cores
and shallower convective envelope. , -Doradus stars are considered to be very young
with age ~ 250Myr. (Kaye et al.,
) which have metallicities similar to solar or
subsolar stars.
), high order
1 -Doradus stars pulsate in multiple (dou ble), non radial (Kaye et al.,
(n), low spherical degree
and non radial gravity modes (Kaye et al. ,
; Kaye et
al.,
; Percy,
) pulsators of high radial overtone. The period of pulsation along
with the g modes help to study asterosesmology and investigate the internal structure of
the star. Specifically those stars having both p and g modes play a fundamental role in
studying asterosesmology due to the fact that their multi-frequency pulsation can help
to study both the outer/surface and the inside region of the stars.
Since our understanding towards -Doradus stars pulsation is obvious, research was
focused on understanding their c;:ause of pulsation. The cause of pulsation as discussed
in Guzik et al., (
) and Guzik et al., (
) is due to the modulation at the base
of deep convective envelope of radiative flux and flux blocking mechanism which is

m
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introduced by Pesnell, (
). Flux blocking is defined as a variation of the normal r;,
and 'Y mechanism in Cepheids. This mechanism was further investigated theoretically
by Li, (
) and Li, (
).
Flux blocking mechanism is effective at a region whereby opacity increases and cause an
unexpected transition from full radiative to full convective (Guzik et al.,
; Guzik
et al.,
). In order for convective blocking to be considered as a driving mechanism,
).
the 'Y doradus stars should have a deep envelope convection zone (Guzik et a:l.,
Convective blocking happens when the time of convection is either of the same order or
longer than pulsation period. Radiative luminosity drops dramatically at the bottom of
the convective zone due to the lack of adjustment during the pulsation cycle to transport
the radiation energy which is coming from below the convective zone. At this phase of
the cycle, the radiation luminosity will be blocked periodically whereby it is considered
as a cause for oscillation (Dupret et al.,
). This mechanism also plays a fundamental
role to determine the exact position of the 'Y doradus stars in the HR diagram (Warner,
). On the other hand, the position of 'Y doradus stars in the
Kaye, and Guzik,
HR diagram is between those stars having deep convective envelope and stars having
radiative envelope. This implies that they are located at the position whereby depth of
the convective envelope varies with the star's T eff (Bouabid et al.,
) and plays a
preliminary role in the cause of pulsation of 'Y doradus stars.
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FIG URE 1.14: C-M diagram showing the location of , -Doradus Stars. Where *
shows bonafide 1 -Doradus observed by Handler and Shobbrook. Filled triangles are
bonafide , -Doradus Stars from literature. • represents prime -Doradus candidates
whereas o are other , -Doradus candidates. The dotted lines are blue boundary of
the , -Doradus region. The dashed line on the other hand shows the red edge of the
o-Scuti instability strip. Adapted from (Handler and Shobbrook, 2002)

According to BaJona et al., (
) explanation, the calculation to find the instability
strip for -doradus stars done by earlier researches (Warner, Kaye, and Guzik,
) by
applying frozen-in convecti!:m, found that the theoretical instability strip was far away
from fitting with the observational results. To avoid such discrepancies, models were
developed by implementing the theory of time dependent convection (TDC) to a specific
star with known values of mass, mmies of pulsation, which is assumed to be "(-doradus
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FIGURE 1. 15: Light curves on the left and periodograms on the right panel for sampled -y-doradus stars from KEPLER observation. Adapted from (Balona et al., 2011)

Balon a et al., (2011 b) showed in Fig. I
on the left panel asymetric light curves of
selected 1 -doradus stars from KEPLER observation . The right panel showed the periodograms of the stars under investigation from top to bottom in the following order
KIC 3441414, 4547348, 4661223, 5000456 and 5021 374. Significant contributions in
the discovery of 1 -doradus star was made by K epler Balona et al., (2011 b ). They also
emphasized the discovery of low freque ncy 3.412~ and multi periodic 1 -doradus pulsation detected in Ap star KIC8677585. Further discoveries of 1 -doradus star pulsation
were made by CoRoT in two pre-main sequence stars (Zwintz et al., 2013).
(f) The Sun and Solar-like Stars (Oscillations excited stochastically by convection)

The best example in discussing solar-like oscillation is the study of the closest star to
us, the Sun. The position of solar-like oscillators in the HR diagram and the spectrum
of the solar-like stars are shown in Fig.
n , Fig. · and Fig.
The HR diagram shown in Fig.
clearly shows the position where the main sequence
and stars with solar-like oscillations are positioned. The diagram also shows some of
the solar-like oscillators observed using both gro und and space based spectroscopy. The
solid dots (filled circles) are observed from ground and open circles shows space based
spectroscopic observations.
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FIG URE 1.16 : H-R diagram showing the position of stars with solar like oscillations .

Adapted from (Bedding, 2014)
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Solar-like oscillations can easily be identified by studying their oscillation power spectrum as shown in the top panel of Fig. 1.17 and Fig. 1.18 and it shows p-mode in the
Sun where it also shows the the peak power, Vmax·
The term solar-like is used to describe the pulsation of other kinds of stars where their
pulsation is triggered by the same mechanism as the Sun does. The oscillation of the Sun
is basically excited stochastically by convection (Ulrich,
; Christensen-Dalsgaard
and Frandsen,
; Houdek et aJ.,
; Toutain and Froehlich,
; Bedding,
; Chaplin and Miglio,
).
) and is intrinsically stable (Goode and Strous,
These kinds of oscillations are expected in low mass MS stars, RGB, Asymptotic giant
branch and sub giants. Their pulsation period is found to be around 5 minutes with
frequency range (for the sun 1 - 4mhz) to few days for main sequence (like the sun)
and sub giants and giants respectively (Joshi and Joshi,
). Theoretical investigations
also revealed that their luminosity varies from mmag - ppm (where this range is below
the threshold of ground based photometric observation) in giants, MS, and sub giant
stars respectively (Kjeldsen and Bedding,
). For the cause of their pulsation, those
stars with T eff :::; 7 x 103 K usually in their outer region will have a convective layer which
might be the cause for such stars to have solar like oscillation Kjeldsen and Bedding,
(
). It is even considered as a necessary condition for stars to have or show solar). In order for these stars to have a surface
like oscillation (Chaplin and Miglio,
convective zone, the star under consideration should be cool (Bedding,
).
The convective turbulence plays a fundamental role in exciting thousands of pulsation
modes and confirmed both in photometric and spectroscopic observation in the sun
). The modes observed from solar like oscillations are high order, non ra(Percy,
dial acoustic p modes (Joshi and Joshi,
). These pulsation modes helped in studying
the interior of the sun and the subject is called Helioseismology.
Solar-like oscillations having period of oscillations with an hour or 2: hours confirmed
observationally in a lot of G and K giant stars. Bedding, (
) also stated that solar
like oscillations are observed in semi regular (M-giants) where the observation was
conducted by amateur astronomers in AAVSO (Christensen-Dalsgaard, Kjeldsen, and
Mattei,
). Further evidences of solar like oscillations were detected in one 8 Scuti
some B type stars. CoRoT observations also revealed that one of tbe /3 Cephei star,
_ V1449Aql exhibits solar like oscillation but investigations from Kepler on the same type
of stars failed to prove stochastically excited oscillation (solar like oscillation) (Bedding,
) reference there in.
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Solar-like oscillations are standing waves which are called pressure (p) modes and are
acoustic waves where press ure is the restoring force (Bedding and Kjeldsen, 2003).
Such modes are always seen in the sun and other sun like stars (Bedding, 2014). Such
modes can be characterised using 3 integers: namely n-representing radial order, lwhich specifies the angular degree and m-represents the azim uthal degree. According
to Bedding and Kjeldsen, (2003), it is always possible to write an approximation equation to describe the mode frequencies for lower p modes in main seq uence stars . In
pulsating stars, the asymptotic relations are very important if n » l which is importnaat to interpret the results abo ut stars. The asymptotic relation is given below in the
following equation :

l

Vn ,l

= 6v (n + + E) -

2

l(l

+ l )Do,

( 1.3)

where 6 v-large separation which shows the average stellar density, D 0 -sensitivity to
the so und speed near the core, E-sensitivity to the surface layers.
Solar-like oscillations can easily be identified from their periodogram because of the
existence of a comb like structure where the amplitudes show decrement fro m the maximum point at the middle as shown in Fig.
and Fig.
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FIGURE 1.19: A small sample selected from a solar spectrum with specific (n, I)
values for different modes.
Adapted from (Bedding and Kjeldsen, 2003)
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The power spectrum in Fig. I. 19 shows uniform and well structured design which
clearly designates the property of the the oscillation of a spherical star (Bedding,
).
The two figures, Fig. 1.19 and Fig. 1.20 shows the power spectrum with specific values
(n, l) which also shows 6.v (showing the space between successive radial tones) where,
( 1.4)

where p is mean stellar density.
Defining 6v02 in the following equation as tt •. small separation (frequency spacing between neighboring modes with l = 0 and l = 2), where for a certain radial order n, the
small frequency separations can be written as:
() Vo ,2

=

Vn,O -

( 1.5)

l/n-1,2,

1

. = -2 (Vno' + Vn+10)
'

6Vo1

-

Vnl,

'

( 1.6)
(1.7)

( 1.8)

All these values of small frequency separations are shown in Fig. I .20.

1.6.3

Stars Below the Main Sequence Stars

(a) EC1 4026: Are also called pulsating sub dwarf B stars (sdBV). Pulsating sub dwarf B
stars are groups of B stars along the main sequence star but are not young where in their
evolutionary track they are passing at the end of their evolutionary stage (Percy,
).
Furthermore, these stars are low mass 0. 5M 0 (Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Kurtz,
), extreme horizontal branch found in the HR diagram where they are at the very
hot end of the HB. Their structure consists of the core (centre) where He-burning is
dominant and a shell which is found around the core where H-is deficient (Percy,
Balona,
).
A new class of sdB stars which are rapidly oscillating star EC14026- 2647 were discovered by researchers at the South African Astronomical Observatory (SAAO)(Kilkenny
et al.,
). EC1 4026 has period of 134s with amplitude ~ 0.012mag having temperature 2. 8 x 104 / (2. 2 - 4) x 104 (Green et al. ,
)/ (2. 3 - 3.2) x 104 (Schuh et al.,
) and 5 :::; l ogg :::; 6.
)/3 .6 x 104 (Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Kurtz,
Such kinds of stars are believed to pulsate and their pulsation is confirmed with their
driving mechanism for pulsation. It is suggested that the driving mechanism for pulsation for such kinds of variables is deep in their envelope. K mechanism is operating
in the partially ionized iron atoms which causes the opacity bump (Percy,
). Investigations on their evolution as Balona, (
) claimed, such stars loses H from their
envelopes during mass loss whereas the core gained some mass. As a result of an
assumption made where sdB variables are considered as close binaries leading to the
rnnrl11<:inn that m!Ol<:<: lns <: i<: fp !OJ 5jhlP.

Additional studies were conducted to investigate more on such kinds of stars and Green
et al. , (
) accidentally discovered a new group PG l 716 + 426 low amplitude, long
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period multi mode sdB variable having period of the order of an hour which is longer
than the previously discovered sdB stars (EC14026). Their investigation also revealed
the longer period is because of the g-modes where it is common in cooler sdB stars.
The new groups of stars have ten times longer period than EC14026 which is caused by
g-modes. Moreover, Schuh et al. , (
) discovered a star with frequency spectrum of
EC14026 HS 0702 + 6043 where this star exhibits simultaneous g and p mode pulsations
that makes such kinds of stars to contribute significantly in studying asteroseismology.
Similar investigations were done by Brassard et al. , (
) for a star PG0014 + 067
which is an EC1 4026 star where they are confirmed to have low amplitude, short period,
) and
multi periodic variation. This star was further studied by Charpinet et al. , (
confirmed all the proposed findings in the previous study.
(b) Planetary Nebula Nuclei Variable (PNNV) These stars are pre-white dwarf which are
populated at the center of the planetary nebula. PNNV stars are multiperiodic which
pulsate with a period in the range between 10 - 35 minutes having 0. l mag (Joshi and
Joshi,
). Planetary nebula according to Yungelson and Tutukov, (
) are created
by ejection of envelopes by AGB stars or by ejection of common envelops by close binaries. So, when one studies PNNV, it means the variability of stars contained at the
center of planetary nebula where some have both spectroscopic and photometric variabilities up to 0.2 mag and pulsations with periods ranging from few hours to days and
low Teff between (3- 5) x 104 K. The center of the planetary nebula is the hottest normal
star and are located in the HR diagram in the temperature range 6 x 104 - 1 x 10 5 K.
Their luminosity is fo und to be ( 10 - 3000) L 0 . Investigations on such kinds of variables
were conducted theoretically by Stothers, (
). Photometric observational evidences
also proved that the center of a planetary nebula nuclei is a variable. Among these
). The spectroscopic
variables, the first to be noted is Kohoutek/Kl - 16 (Kaler,
observation result of K l - 16 showed that the star is non-radial, multi periodic, g-mode
pulsator with very high temperature (Teff 2: 1 x 10 5 K), high abundance of C, 0 and
) showed
H-deficiency (Bond, Ciardullo, and Kawaler,
). Bond and Meakes, (
that the planetary nebula Longmore 4(LO4) is non radial , multiperiodic pulsators with
p-p amplitude 0.lmag. Both K l - 16 and LO4 showed strong optical spectra of He II,
CIV and OVI. These results reveal that the PNNV are very hot ~ Teff 2: 105 with stellar
surface dominated by C and O but H-is deficient.
Further studies on observational evidences of PNNV was conducted and reported by
Grauer and Bond, (
) when they presented photometric evidences of the central star
of Kohoutek/Kl - 16. It was found out to be the first PNNV variable to be confirmed as
a low amplitude pulsator. Non radial, non adiabatic pulsation models were performed
on such PNNV stars K l -1 6 by Starrfield et al. , (
) and demonstrated that K l - 16 is
a family of the variable PG1159 - 035 which is a bridge between OVI-CPN and hottest
non DA WD. Moreover, Starrfi eld et al. , (
) modelled theoretically for such types
5
of stars with Teff 2: 10 K with lvf ~ 0.6lvf 0 , hot, C-O pre WD pulsating in non radial
g+ mode and their pulsation is caused by ionization of C and 0 . The same mechanism ·
works for Kl - 16 variable star and are fo und in the same instability strip as the model
done.
The light curves shown in Fig. 1.21 la of the light curve K l - 16 which shows that the
oscillation is sinusoida'. l with 0.0l mag and period of 28 minutes (1680sec). Fig. 1.21 l b
also shows the same befiavior as Fig. 1.21 la but observation was conducted on a different day but the period was still the same as the previous day. Furthermore, Fig. 1. 21 le
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1.21: Light curves showing the variability of the central star in Kl - 16
(Planetary nebula) observed on 20 th April 1982. Adapted from (Grauer and Bond,
1984).

FIG URE

also shows results of the same target observed on a different day. It can be seen from
the graph that there was no clear variability on the first part of the graph but a sudden
change in variability can be seen on the latter stage of the observation (Grauer and Bond,
).

Further evidences on PNNV variables also found in a planetary nebula IC418. Mendez,
Verga, and Kriner, (
) observed light variation with ·a period of a couple of hours
(1 - 2hrs.) and amplitude of O. lmag and suggested modulation in the outer flow as
the cause for variation but they did not exclusively ignore non radial pulsation. More
studies on the center of planetary nebula IC41 8, variable star, HD3591 4 classified as 07f
Kuczawska and Zola, (
) which is observed using multi site photometric observation
(Handler et al.,
).
Handler et al., (
) observed two variabilities from their analysis:
• irregular light modulation (period~ order of days)
• cyclic variations (periods ~ 6.5hrs ) and its variations are semiregular.
Regarding the cause of their variabilities Hutton and Mendez, (
) and Patriarchi and
Perinotto, (
) suggested variable stellar wind where as Zalewski, (
) attributed
stellar o-scillation (non radial pulsation) as th-e cau-se for variability.
More theoretical modeling was done on variability of the centre of a planetary nebula
(Kawaler et al.,
). Kawaler et al., (
) implemented full non adiabatic g-mode
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pulsation to model the nucleus of the planetary nebula. They considered the nucleus of
the PN to be H-deficient but possess a shell having dynamic He-burning. Kawaler et
al., (
) model predicted that the existence of He-burning shell triggers c-mechanism
to drive instabilities with periods 50 - 214sec. These findings further enhances the
suggestion that a number of g-modes might be unstable. In addition, Kawaler et al.,
(
) for H-deficient and He-burning dominated shell showed that the PNNV stars
show variability. Despite these suggestions, observation of the center of the PNNV
using high speed photometry is a bit different due to the contamination occurred because
of the nebular background brightness and error on the tracking of the telescopes used for
observation. Due to this reason, Hine and Nather, (
) suggested how to improve the
contaminations and observe the PNNV variables by modifying a two-star photometer
and letting channel-2 star to implement auto guide which helps small aperture ignoring
contamination as well as decreasing the error caused by tracking. The problems are
noticed in the period range suggested theoretically by .(Kawaler et al. ,
).

1.7

Why Do Some Stars Pulsate?

Stars are usually approximated to have spherical shape where hydrostatic equilibrium is
maintained between the pressure generated by the core and the force of gravity. Therefore,
when we talk about stellar pulsation, it is about oscillation at this equilibrium position. Since
the conception of the idea proposed by August Ritter in 1879 about variation of stars and
prior to that, the cause of variation of stars was assumed to be rotation or eclipse. These
assumptions were true till Harlow Shapely in 1914 demonstrated that pulsation was the cause
of variation in J Cephi stars. More studies for the cause of pulsation was done intensively
and researchers came up with the idea that stars' pulsations are caused by K-mechanism.
Because in most stars, the opacity of the stellar gas decreases as temperature increases. On
the other side, there are regions where this case gets weaker or might reverse. On the other
hand, in Hydrogen and Helium ionization zones, opacity increases as temperature increases
(Zhevakin,
; King and Cox,
).
Stars are considered as giant hot ball of gas and as one moves from the outer surface to the
core, one encounters different regions which vary in temperature and composition as shown
in Fig. 1.22.
A non pulsating star having enough surface temperature, where the hydrogen ionization zone
have large part of the envelope mass, and since helium has single electron bound to the nucleus, a small perturbation in a star can cause it to contract and hence resulted in an increase
in the temperature. This makes the helium full y ionized which leads to an increase in the
opacity of the layer. The increased opacity has the capacity to capture radiation emanating
from the core of the star which causes the helium layer to expand, as a result the radius of
the star increases due to the expansion. When a star expands, its temperature decreases and
cools which in turn makes the electron to have a chance to recombine with nuclei which lowers the opacity and reduces the layer's ability to absorb the radiation. As a result, the layer
shrinks and decreases the radius of the star. The second scenario which causes the stars to
contract can also initiate the expansion. Therefore, this periodic contraction and expansion
). Th-e above scenario i-s illustrated in Fig. 1.22 and
ca·uses th·e-stars to pul-sate Percy , (
Fig. 1.23 that shows the pictorial representation of a pulsating variable star's regions where
hydrogen and helium ionization occurs.
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FIGURE

1.22 : Schematic illustration of pulsating variable star showing the regions
contributing for pulsation (Adapted from Christy (1967)

He II - Ionisationz.o nc

FIGURE

1.23: Schematic illustration of the node lines in the stellar interior for a
radial pulsation with n=2 (Adapted from Zima (1999))

Since the first inception of the concept of driving mechanism for stellar pulsation by Eddington in 1926, a lot had happened to understand the mechanism that drives pulsation in
stars. In this section, we summarize some driving mechanisms for pulsation. When one
studies pulsation, it is fundamental to understand the contribution of opacity, denoted by
K,. In studying stellar pulsation, the emphasis is to study and understand the mechanisms
whereby the energy generated from stars by nuclear fusion is transferred to work. Eddington
1926 suggested a mechanism called valve mechanism, by considering stars as engines. The
following are some of the driving mechanism in stellar pulsation.
(a)

K, mechanism- is one of the mechanisms that excites pulsation in most stars. The reason
behind this is that opacity's contribution to diffuse radiation in the star is higher. Opacity
of a star depends mainly on mass, atoms, wave length and density. In order K, mechanism to have an effect in exciting pulsation, the layers in the star should gain energy
and release it during pulsation (referring to compression and rarefaction). This gain and
lose of energy is related to hydrogen and helium ionization zones (Catelan and Smith,
2015). K, mechanism is a heat engine mechanism for exciting pulsation through ionization dependent K, effect. K, mechanism provides a possible way of excitation of pulsation
and mostly operate in both the partial ionization regions of hydrogen and helium.
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(b) , mechanism- when a star pulsates, in the partial ionization zone, a star contracts, the

energy supposed to heat the region participates in "" mechanism to gain heat and increases ionization, this in turn increases "" and helps to hold more radiation. As a result
an outward pressure dominates. This process gives rise to , mechanism. , mechanism
can be explained based on the adiabatic components, r 3 refer section 2.2 of this thesis
for further explanation of adiabatic components. Due to this fact, the region moves outwards resulting in cooling. Cooling triggers another combination of ionized elements.
The position where this scenario happens, determines their contribution in exciting pulsation.
(c) Stochastic excitation- is a mechanism where pulsation in the Sun and other cool stars
are excited. In such kinds of stars, especially close to the surface, there is a convective
turbulence having a speed close to the speed of sound that causes acoustic radiation or
noise which in turn leads to exciting normal modes or solar type oscillations (Aerts,
Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Kurtz,
).

Chapter 2
Theory of Stellar Pulsations in Ste lar
Atmosphere
2.1

Stellar Atmosphere

"Why in the world would any one want to study stellar atmospheres ? They contain only 10- 10
of the mass of a typical star! Surely such a negligible fraction of a star mass cannot possibly
affect its over all structure and evolution!" question asked to Mihalas by Ed Salpeter during
the 60' s (Mihal as,
).

A stellar atmosphere is a region or medium which is physically intact to a star where photons,
which can provide clue and understand the star, emanate. It is also the outer part of the star
which is visible from outside using our telescopes. The region can also be described as a
region whereby electromagnetic radiation are released to space. Stellar atmosphere is also a
transition between dense stellar interior and its stellar medium (Milne,
; Hubeny,
Hubeny and Mihalas,
). Stellar atmosphere can be divided into three regions (Milne,
):

• Photosphere- One of the regions of the atmosphere of a star whereby the continuous
spectrum from the star is given out where the energy transport mechanism changes from
convective to be dominated by radiative transfer (Vogler, Bruls, and Schussler,
).
• Reversing Layer- is the region of the star where absorption-line spectrum are observed
• Chromosphere- It is the third region where flash spectrum is observed, when observed
edge on. The chromosphere is studied in detail for the sun by different authors.
Understanding of the physics about the stars mainly depends on our conceptualization of the
outer layers of the star, the atmosphere Mihalas, (
). Deep inside the core of the star,
density is higher that makes the photons to have shorter mean free paths whereas further
outside the core of the star density drops drastically. These regions, where the photons
coming from the core of the star pass through, interact with different physical conditions
as well as combine with several atoms, gases, dust and mo lecules; and these encounters
determine the spectral type observed from the stars. The atmosphere of the star is a very thin
10- 10 of the mass of the star at the outer boundary of the star (Mihalas,
). Despite the
size of the atmosphere is very thin , studying it is crucial to understand the properties of stars
using the infonnation coming from it. The information regarding any astronomical objects
(stars, galaxies) comes from the analysis of their radiation spectra emanating from their
atmospheres. This makes the study of stellar atmospheres an important field in astrophysics .
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Hubeny, (
) credited the recent developments in the study of stellar atmosphere not only
to the high quality earth and space based observatories but also to the development of trusted
and r,eliable computer programs. In spite of all these promising research results, more should
be done to unravel the necessary informations to understand the nature of stars. A stellar
atmosphere, in general, is a plasma consisting of atoms, ions, free electrons, molecules, dust
grains and photons where its temperature varies from ::; 10 3 K for coolest stars to ;::: 105 K
for hot stars and 106 - 10 7 K in the stellar corona. Their particle densities is in the range
10 6 ::; p ::; 106 cm - 3 (Hubeny,
). Hubeny, (
), Mihalas, (
), and Hubeny and
Mihalas, (
) summarized the importance of studying the atmospheres of the stars as:
• When one observes a star from a ground or spaced based observatory, the stellar atmosphere is the only visible part of the star. On the other hand, in the sun, where non
radial modes of pulsations can be observed on its disk which can help to infer about the
internal composition of the sun. The remaining stars, where the gas in the envelope of
the star happen not to be transparent, getting information about the internal composition
of the star would be difficult. Due to this fact, the data about the internal structure can
only be obtained from the atmosphere. So it is fundamental to focus on studying the
atmosphere of the stars.
• By implementing a reliable computer program to the analysis of the stellar spectra, it
paves a way to analyse the stellar composition, internal structure and evolution history
of the stars.
• The data that we get from observation of the atmosphere can help to change the observer's colour-magnitude to the theoretical Luminosity- Effective temperature graph
(L - Teff) where it can possibly lead to developing stellar evolution theory.
• To get information about any astronomical object, it is fundamental to study the spectra
and analyse it, where it helps to study the dynamics of the astrophysical objects under
investigation.
• Moreover, by studying the stellar atmosphere of stars, one can study stellar population
in galaxies, ages and chemical compositions and evolutions. Furthermore, it provides
plenty of information on testing the Big Bang.
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Stellar Pulsation Theory

A gas inside a pulsating star is treated as a continuous matter and the pulsation of the stars
are caused by the continuous perturbation of the fluid inside the star. The reason behind this
assumption according to Cox, (
) and Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Kurtz, (
) is
to describe the properties as functions of position (r) and time (t). Some of the basic physical
quantities required to describe the properties of the gas are p(r, t), P (r, t), V (r, t ) local
density, pressure and instantaneous velocity respectively, V (r, t ) = ~; . The introduction of
these terminologies have an important role in the upcoming discussions on stellar pulsations.
By using the basic hydrostatic equilibrium equations and implementing perturbations along
with the physical quantities, we are going to lay foundation on developing the theory of
stellar pulsation .
(a) The continuity Equation- During a stellar pulsation, mass is conserved and can be
written as:

8p

+ V (pV ) = 0,

Bt

{ 2.1 )

where V is the divergent, p, t are density and time respectively. The equilibrium equation stated above shows the equal rate of change of matter in a volume with the flux of
the quantity into the volume which is the manifestation of standard conservation equation . The conservation equation can also be written in another form if one uses the time
derivative,

dp
dt

+ p(V pV ) = 0,

(2.2)

ft

where is the material time derivative. Eqn.(2.2) describes the rate of change of density
due to the motion.
(b) Equations of Motion- Stellar objects including the sun are governed by some factors
which can affect their physical conditions. Among these factors, Aerts, ChristensenDalsgaard, and Kurtz, (
) mentioned the internal friction (viscosity) where this can
be disregarded. The only force, on a given volume of gas, are the surfaces and body
fo rces. This can lead to a new formalism of the equation of motion:
dV
pdt

= -VP + pf,

(2.3)

where j ' = body
for ce and the 2:as pressure P can be defined as - P ndA, where dA i:· the
m ass
surface element and n is the normal. If one implements the time derivative relation </>,
~

(2.4)

then the equation of motion becomes:

av = pV. V V

p !Jt

Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Kurtz, (

= -VP +pf,

(2.5)

) take into account gravity and ignored
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magnetic field where the gravitational acceleration g = - "V ¢, where ¢ is the gravitational potential which satisfies the poisson's equation '9 2 ¢ = 411Gp.
(c) Energy Equations- In order to get basic link among the two parameters p and p, one
should consider the first law of thermodynamics:
(2 .6)

where ~
is rate of heat loss (o0 ain)' E
dt
by assuming V = .!p as:

dq
dt

=

=

Internal energy.
mass

dE _ P dp
dt
p 2 dt

=

dE
dt

Equn. (2. 6) can also be written

+ P "VV
p

'

(2 .7)

if one applies thermodynamic variables, the energy equation becomes:

dq
1
[dq
dt = p(f 3 - 1) dt -

=
Cp

r 1 Pdp]

p dt

[dT _ f 2 - 1 T dP]
dt
f 2 P dt '

~ c. [ ~~ _ (f, _

1): dtl,

'

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)

where cp and Cv are specific heat capacities respectively at constant pressure and at constant
volume for a unit mass. Furthermore, the 1st , 2nd and 3rd adiabatic indices are explained as:
8P
r?-1 = olnPad,
8In T
f 3 - 1 = 8lnT]
h
th e 1sen
· trop1c
· coeffi c1en
· tS measures
r 1 = olnpad,
G
olnp ad W ere,
the ratio of the differentials dP, dp, dT that are responses to reversible isentropic changes in
thermodynamic system (Cox,
; Prialnik,
).
The foundations of theoretical stellar pulsations presented above can help to further enhance on
studying stellar pulsation and develop additional information that contribute to the development of
stellar modelling.
To this end, one should consider stars as spherical in shape and to be three dimensional (Kurtz,
). Due to this fact, their pulsations modes have nodes in three orthogonal directions namely:
radial direction (r) , longitudinal direction (.p) and latitude (0) . So the general solutions of the
equation of motion for a spherically symmetric star have components in three directions which are
given by the following:
(2.11 )

(2.12)

(2.13)
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where ~r, ~0 and f,,cp are displacements in the three orthogonal directions whereas the coefficients
a(r ) and b(r ) are the amplitudes, vis the frequency of oscillations and Yim (0, <p) are spherical
harmonics given by Arfken and Weber, (
. ) as:

Yim (0, <p) =

2l + 1 (l - m )! pm (
) imcp
41r (l + m ) ! l cos 0 e

(2.14)

and Pt( cos 0) are Legendre polynomials given by

,
(-1 )
m
dl+m
2
Pt (cos 0) = 2il! (1 - cos 0) 2 d cosl+m (cos 2 0 - I l,
0
where 0 is measured from the pulsation pole which is the axis of symmetry (Kurtz,
normalization constant after integrating the 1Yim l2 over a unit sphere gives:
2l + 1 (l - m )!
41r (l + m )!'

(2.15)
). The

(2.16)

The pulsation axis in most stars except the rapidly oscillating Ap stars coincides with the rotation
. axis. Since stars are considered as spherical, one needs three quantum numbers to clearly specify
the modes of pulsation: n related to the number of radial nodes which is called the ov er ton e
of the pulsation mode; l the degr ee of the mode and specifies the number of surface nodes that
are present; m the azimuthal order of the mode, here 1m l describes how many of the surface
nodes are lines of longitude and the value of m will have a range -l to +l implying existence of
m = 2l + 1 modes for each degree (Kurtz,
).

2.3

Radial Oscillation

This type of pulsation is the simplest form of pulsation whereby a simple spherically symmetric in and out expansion and contraction occurs (Percy,
). Radial oscillations are generally
observed due to their effect in the change of the star's luminosity, which is due to photometric
temperature change. Therefore, photometry is very effective in analysing radial pulsations. Stars
are to the first order assumed to be spherical and the entire surface of the star has the same radius where it increases and decreases throughout the pulsation. Analysis of radial pulsations can
provide information regarding the mean density. A star has an infinite number of radial modes
and the simplest is called fu ndamental radial mode with l = 0, n = 0 (Kurtz,
), where the
entire atmosphere of the star expands and contracts together. First overtone, on the other hand, is
caused when the outer zone of the star's envelope expand and the inner zone contracts and vice
versa. Cepheids, RR Lyrae stars, and Mira stars primarily pulsate in radial modes. Radial pulsations produces significant changes in luminosity and temperature which in turn affects brightness
and colour respectively, and radial velocity measurement that provides an evidence for a rndial
pulsation.

2.4

Non-Radial Pulsation

Non radial pulsation causes the star to change the shape h-y keeping volume constant. Non radial
pulsation modes are typically characterized by three wave numbers n (number of nodes, radial
quantum number (the number of shells between the centre and the surface of the star as previously
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shown), m (azimuthal order of the mode) where 1ml specifies how many of the surface nodes
are lines of longitude (Kurtz,
), l (number of nodal lines on the surface of pulsator). During
observation on a two dimensional surface, the lines which remain at rest while other parts of the
star are oscillating are known as nodal lines. In non radial pulsation, the variation in brightness
are not as strong as the radial oscillations due to the cancellation effects between parts of the star
). These cancellation effects are greater as
being out of phase in the pulsation cycle (Percy,
the degree l of the pulsation is higher (Cunha et al.,
) with one exception for l = l , where the
).
observable amplitude is greater than the radial mode (Kurtz,
Non radial modes are more complex than the radial modes because these modes are caused by
the movement of some parts of the star's surface inward while the other moves outward. Analysis
of the pulsation modes in general will only give us information about l and m where these corresponds to the degree and azimuthal order of the spherical harmonics
0, <p) that represents the
dependence of the mode on the angular variables for a star assumed to be in spherically symmetric
equilibrium. Pulsating white dwarfs, 1 Doradus stars, slowly pulsating B stars, Beta Cepheids and
Delta Scuti stars undergo non radial type of pulsation.

rr (

2.5

Modelling Stellar Pulsation

As any objects vibration mode, stars have patterns or modes of vibration. It is discussed earlier
that asteroseismology depends critically on understanding of the physics from the observed phenomena. Stars including the sun, display different kinds of pulsation. When modelling a stellar
pulsation, it is mandatory to study the basic stellar pulsation theories :

2.5.1

Linear Adiabatic Theory

This theory was first introduced by Eddington, (
). It is one of the simplest pulsation theory
models due to its inability to replicate the characteristics of pulsations. But, linear adiabatic pulsation theory can be implemented for simple radial mode pulsators. It also helps to obtain relations
among some pulsation properties and some stellar physical parameters. In addition, this theory
helps to coin the relationship between period and mean density (Christy,
; Cox,
),

T
It can also be written as : TI

= Q,
VCfP0

1

<X

Jp .

(2.17)

where p0 is the mean density of the sun, Q pulsation

constant. The theory proposed by Eddington take into account the assumption that for an element
of mass, the lagrangian variation in pressure 6P and density 6p can be related as :

5P =
p
where

r 1 6p

p'

r 1 is the adiabatic exponent. This theory is based on the following assumptions:

• small amplitude oscillation about the equilibrium
• there is energy transfer between the zones in the star (ADIABATIC).

(2.18)
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Modelling Stellar Atmospheres

The information one gets from the star comes from the light they emit that gives some clue about
the source. However, to analyse and interpret the information gathered from stars, via the light
they emit, it is prominent to have either a semi-empirical or theoretical stellar models of the atmosphere where the stellar radiation emanates (Magic et al.,
). For this reason, modelling stellar
atmosphere is a pillar in studying stellar atmospheres and stellar pulsations to do asteroseismology.
For some kinds of stars like, the late type stars, modelling their atmospheres is very difficult due
to convection, turbulence and magnetic field (Nordlund, Stein, and Asplund,
). The spectral
distribution and the atmospheric stratification are influenced by convection (Magic et al.,
).
Therefore, in order to make the modelling more efficient, one needs to include both radiative and
convective energy transport methods. In this regard, the first grids of line blancketed model atmosphere was developed for late type stars (Querci, Querci, and Tsuji,
; Gustafsson et al. ,
Kurucz,
). Since then, a lot has been done to understand both atomic and molecular absorptions. Moreover, the introduction of Opacity Project (OP)(Seaton et al.,
) contributed highly
to study continuous opacities for heavy elements in the stellar envelope. Gustafsson et al. , (
)
developed one of the grids of line blancketing atmosphere called MARCS (Model Atmospheres
in Radiative and Convective Scheme) for late type stars (F, G and K) to model their atmospheres
by considering the Opacity Distribution Function (ODF). Milne, (
) defined line blancketing
as the effects that the lines produced in the structure of the calculated atmosphere using only the
continuum opacities and in the emergent spectrum. More advancements in modelling stellar atmosphere was done by Kurucz, (
) and introduced ATLAS model atmosphere program Castelli
and Kurucz, (
). Carbon and Gingerich, (
) introduced scaled solar models to study dwarfs
of solar composition in the temperature range 4 x 103 ::; T eff ::; 6 x 103 K where the scaled solar
model is proved for such types of stars. Moreover, the Iron project (Bautista,
) contributes
immensely on the continuous absorption coefficient. Here, we only focus on ATLAS model atmosphere computer program.
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2.6.1 ATLAS9 Model Atmosphere Program
ATLAS9 is a FORTRAN program, originally developed by Kurucz in 1970 by assuming LTE, hydrostatic equilibrium and plane parallel atmosphere, that is used to compute stellar atmospheres for
a wide range of Teff, g, and metallicities. ATLAS9 model atmosphere computer program works for
both radiative and convective equilibrium with Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE) assumptions (Kurucz,
; Kurucz,
; Castelli and Kurucz,
; Cugier,
). The improvements
in ATLAS code from ATLAS5, ATLAS8, ATLAS9 and ATLAS12 significantly improves modelling stellar atmospheres. The improvements include the inclusion of a large number of spectral
lines by using Opacity Sampling (OS) or Opacity Distribution Function (ODF). The basic principles behind ODF is to sample the dependencies of the line opacities on frequency in order to form a
monotonic function of the opacity with respect to frequency.' Then, this function will be presented
by a small number of frequencies in the derivation of stellar model atmosphere. The principles for
OS is to statistically sample the real opacities of the lines averaged using very many frequencies
within narrow bins to form again a monotonic function of the opacity or synthetic spectra for a
given model atmosphere (Vogler, Bruls, and Schlissler,
; Castelli,
; Cardona, Simonneau, and Crivellari,
; Cugier,
). ATLAS9 model atmosphere computer program takes
the following assumptions:
• Homogeneous atmosphere where physical quantities vary with depth. The homogeneity reduces the problem to one dimension and ignores granulation and star spots,
• Plane parallel atmosphere where the thickness of photosphere is much less than the radius of
the star and g is constant through the atmosphere,
• Hydrostatic Equilibrium where pressure stratification balances g,
• Steady state where all movements of matter, rotation, expanding envelopes, winds, shocks,
variable magnetic field etc are ignored.
Based on the assumptions ATLAS, can implement iteration method to get the parameters needed
to explain the model atmosphere (Kurucz,
). For iteration, the starting point of temperature
should be set first for a particular point in the atmosphere to calculate number density, pressure and
opacity at these points. By using these outputs, one can determine the radiative and convective flux
at a particular point. To this end, temperature variation will be done and successive iterations will
also be concluded till we get constant total flux (Kurucz,
). The importance in using the grids
of stellar models according to Trampedach et al., (
) is to analyse the stellar observations and
obtain the fundamental properties. In this project, we are going to use ATLAS9 model atmosphere
program to construct opacity tables and solve some of the parameters introduced in our mode
identification formula. To develop opacity tables, one needs to include all sources of opacity while
modelling stellar atmosphere. Therefore, in ATLAS9 possib le sources of opacity are included.
Castelli, (
) stated that ATLAS9 was the last version for calculating model atmospheres using
ODF whereas ATLAS1 2 uses OS for opacity sampling. ATLAS9 and ATLAS12 are similar except the inclusion, treatment and analysis of linear opacity. The models developed using ATLAS9
are restricted to microturbulent velocities and abundances so as to calculate the pre-tabulated line
opacities (Castelli,
). More detail information regarding ATLAS can be obtained from the following website (http : // kurucz. harvard. edu and http : // wwwu ser.oat .ts.astro.it /cast elli) .
ATLAS9 model atmosphere program has been computed for temperature ranges 3500K ~
Teff ~ 50, 000K, 0 ~ log g ~ 5, -4.0 ~ [1;;] ~ 0. The values and parameters given are very
important for RGB, SG (subgiant) and the LMS (lower main sequence stars). ATLAS9 _model
atmosphere program was developed with different subroutines that calculates the radiative transfer
equations. Moreover, optical depth calculations, source functions, mean and specific intensities
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calculating subroutines are well presented in the FORTRAN program. In addition, subroutines
to compute radiation pressure, Roseland optical depth and opacities are included in the program
(Kurucz,
). ATLAS9 has also additional subroutines to include ionization, molecular equilibrium equations and thermodynamic derivatives which are very important in the construction of
model atmospheres. Moreover, the inclusion of opacity is made by grouping all possible sources
of opacities in 20 groups (Kurucz,
).
The sources of opacities in ATLAS9 model atmosphere program are the following:
• HI bound-free and free-free transitions
• H:}' bound-free and free-free
• H- bound-free and free-free
• HI Rayleigh scattering
• Hell bound-free and free -free
• Hel bound-free and free-free
• Hel Rayleigh scattering
• H e- free-free o bound state
• Low-temperature absorbers (T :::; 1 x 104 K ) CI+MgI+SiI+AJI bound-free and free -free
• Intermediate temperature absorbers (1 x 104
free and free -free

:::;

T :::; x 104 ) SiII+MgII+CaII+NI+OI bound-

• High absorbers:CII-IV+NII-V+OII-VI+Nel-VI bound-free fo r frequencies greater than the
Lyman limit of hydrogen
• Electron scattering
• H 2 rayleigh scattering
• HI lines
• Line absorption distribution fu nctions.
• Line scattering distribution fun ction. Here, the line opacity is included as scattering as Sv : : : :
lv
• Experimental absorption line
• Experimental scattering line
• Experimental continuous absorption
• Experimental continuous scattering.
) during modelling stellar atmosphere, it is not mandatory to know
According to Kurucz, (
the exact values of opacities at every frequency, since the structure of the atmosphere of the star is
composed from the integrals of the average quantities not on the details of the spectrum.

2.6.2

Stellar Opacity

Rosseland, (
) and later Eddington, (
) were the pioneers in studying stellar absorption
coefficient known as opacity. Eddington, (
) was the first to identify opacity as one of the two
clouds which can make derivation of stellar parameters dubious and secondly, it contributes in the
production of stellar energy. Opacities are one of the fundamental ingredients of stellar physics.
Opacity, r;, of a stellar material is the measure of how electromagnetic radiation interacts with the
atoms, electrons, molec;u!es and ions which are constituents-of the stellar material. Opacity occurs
due to photon absorption which is caused from energy dependent matter photon interaction (Cox,
) where absorption depends on wavelength. The first real measurement of opacity was first
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done by Rosseland, (
) and proposed how to get the mean absorption over wavelength to get
relationship between the total energy transport from hotter to cooler parts of the star with rate of
change of temperature and local density known as Rosseland mean Opacity defined as :
_1

= ( X) ...!_ oEv(T ) dv = ( oo 8Ev(T ) dv = ~ ( oo Ev dv.

R JO

l'i,v

oT

}o

E } o l'i,v '
where E is total brightness (intensity), Ev specific brightness and K,v is specific opacity.
l'i,

BT

(2. 19)

(2.20)

where E (v, T ) and E (T ) are the monochromatic and integrated black body specific intensities,
K,v consists both effects of absorption and scattering (Carson,
). The Rosseland opacity has
significant advantage for analytical study of stellar structure, stellar atmosphere. The Rosseland
opacity is familiar kind of opacity. Opacity (K,) can be calculated as a harmonic average of radiative
(K,r ) and conductive (K,c) opacities Carson, (
) as:
1

1

1

l'i,v

l'i,r

l'i,c

-=-+-.

(2.21)

Stellar opacity depends on temperature, density and composition of the stellar constituent. At
quantum level when electrons change their quantum levels, photons with distinct freque, cies can
either be absorbed or emitted based on the transitions. Opacity is considered as an engine that signifies modelling of stellar atmosphere as well as other radiative domains (Alexander et al.,
).
One can also define opacity as the state or quality of being opaque or a measure of the absorption of photons on their way from ·stellar centre to the surface which depends on the frequency of
radiation, K,v, the density, the chemical composition and thermodynamic state of the stellar gas.
During the early developments of the study of stellar opacity, the contribution of bound-bound
absorption towards the stellar opacity was considered to be minimal (Rogers and Iglesias,
ibanoglu,
). The contribution of bound-bound transition on opacities was added on stellar
models by Cox and Stewart, (
), Cox, Stewart, and Lilers, (
), Cox and Stewart, (
),
and Cox and Stewart, (
) and was found to increase the Rosseland mean by three fold. The
inclusion of this (Cox-Stewart opacity) significantly enhances stellar modelling. This formalism of
opacity further improved and the effect was revised to construct more reliable and detailed stellar
models. Cox, Stewart, and Lilers, (
) and Cox and Stewart, (
) introduced both conductive and radiative opacities and more researches lead to the development of opacity tables to obtain
opacities for different compositions (from pure hydrogen (H) to compositions with heavy elements
like (Fe)). Moreover, opacity calculations needs broad understanding and background facts about
absorption, detailed knowledge of atomic structure where it gives a clue on matter and radiation
interactions (Cox, Stewart, and Lilers,
). Progress were made in advancing the study of opacities by Cox and Tabor, (
) and at Los Almos Opacity (LAOL) in 1960' s and 70' s calculated
radiative and conductive opacities. In addition, the opacity project introduced and led by Seaton
University, OPAL led by LLNL (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory) contributed significantly to the study of opacities. Despite the fact that the first generation of Los Almos opacities
significantly improves and clears some aspects of stellar structures, there were a number of observational discrepancies which lackS, clarification Rogers and Iglesias, (
). More researches
in OPAL increased the quality of studying opacity (Iglesias, Rogers, and Wilson,
; Iglesias,
Rogers, and Wilson,
). The theoretical Rosseland mean opacity increased by four folds for
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temperature close to 3 x 105 K due to the improvements and treatments of atomic physics. Moreover, the inclusion of iron or metallicity dependence on opacity calculations enhances in solving
gaps between observations and theory (Rogers and Iglesias,
).
Defining and studying opacity primarily focusses on studying the effects of photons on atoms,
free electrons, ions and molecules during photon-matter interactions. The following are known
to be the contributing factors for opacity calculations. All these contributing factors for opacity
should be considered when modelling ste1lar atmosphere.

2.6.3

Sources of Opacity

1. Bound-Bound Transition (Photo Excitation)- Bound-Bound transition is a thermal process
at temperatures ~ 106 K and happens when a photon is absorbed by an electron in an atom

where it transits from lower energy level to a higher energy level of an atom, molecules or
ions which occurs due to one of the following:
• Radiative Excitation
• Spontaneous Radiation De-excitation
• Collisional Excitation
• Induced Radiation De-excitation and Collisional de-excitation
At cooler temperature regions, Bound-Bound transitions is the dominant source of opacity.
Bound-Bound transitions occur when a photon of particular frequency interacts with an electron of a definite atom at a particular quantum level. During such scenario it kicks the electron
up to a higher bound energy level. Then, if the electron instantly comes back to its original quantum level , a photon of the same frequency as the incident photon will be released
in an arbitrary direction. Bound-Bound transitions can also produce both the emissions and
absorption lines which are observed in the stellar spectra.
2. Bound-Free absorption (Photo ionization)- Occurs when an interaction of a photon with
sufficient energy to ionize an atom results in to a free electron. When the electron combines
with an ion, bound-free absorption will occur where photon is radiated in a random direction.
In this process, the frequency of the photon should be equal to or higher than the ionization
energy of the orbit where the electron is currently placed.
hv ~ X

z2

ex-½·
n

(2.22)

In the Bound-free absorption, it is fundamental to study the cross-section, the ionization and
excitation conditions. For a particular H atom, the cross section for absorption from level n
for ionization state i is given by:
(2.23)
where Zi-atomic number, S -screening factor (due to electrons from lower orbits) and 9bf
Bound-free gaunt factor (order of unity). Based on this cross section, the total Bound-free
opacity becomes the total sum of all elements in all ionization and excitation stages, therefore
the Bound-free opacity is given by:
(2.24)
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Whereas the existence of an influential i

+ 1 ionization state for a particular element,
(2.25)

gives the number density which contributes to opacity.
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(a)

(b )

FIGURE 2.1 : Figure demonstrating interaction of photon with matter. Adapted from
((LeBlanc, 20 I 0)).

Fig.
demon strates interactions between matter and photon . From top to bottom is explained in the following order. The first figure (a) shows a radiation or photon assimilated
by an atom and makes the electron to jump from its original state to the higher state later
de-excited to come back to its original state by emitting photon. The second figure (b) the
same as figure (a) where a photon interacts with an atom and makes the electron jump to the
higher level but due to the collision with a free electron makes to de-excite the electron. The
third figure (c) demonstrates an electron excites an atom by collision which triggers release
of a radiation. Figure (d) shows an electron excites an atom then de-excitation occurs due to
the collision from the second electron. Figure (e) on the other hand shows a photon ejecting
an electron to the higher energy level then 2 successive radiative de-excitations occur. Figure
(f) shows a photon changes the state of an atom then merge back to the electron. The last
figure (g) demon strates that an atom changes its state by collision of the atom with electron
then recombine with the second electron triggering photon emission (LeBlanc, 2010).
3. Free-Free Absorption- This phenomena happens when an electron unbound or in (free state)
orbit in the neighbourhood of an ion interacts with a photon but is not captured. This means,
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the electron is free before and after interaction. During this process, the free electron experiences increased speed leading to an increase in kinetic energy as well as increased acceleration.The accelerated electron generates radiation. Free-Free radiation is sometimes known as
Bremsstrahlung.
In a free-free, especially if the electron's velocity distribution is maxwellian, then the amount
of electrons having KE :::: Boltzmann factor, which is e K~ that leads to the relation for frequency dependence to be ex e Jtr . Moreover, the rate of emission ex nine (densities) therefore
depends on n; (ex n~, ex p2) and the volume of emissivity becomes:
(2.26)
- 1

2

-hv

ex T T p e KT,

. (2.27)

this leads to the contribution of free-free opacity to become:
(2.28)

In general, during a free-free absorption, the free electron travels across or along the electric
field generated by the ion. During this time, the electron has very high acceleration and emits
radiation as a result its acceleration decreases afterwards soaks up energy. This phenomena
leads to the production of electron and ion with distinct/discrete dissimilar energy to the state
where the system begins.
4. Electron Scattering- Electron scattering is a process that happens when a free electron interacts with a photon where the electron changes direction and losses its energy. When an
incident photon interacts with an electron, prompts a force (Electromagnetic wave interacts
with electrically charged particle (electron)). Due to this interaction, it begins oscillating or
vibrating as a dipole since from electromagnetic theory, an oscillating dipole gives off radiation.
5. H - opacity- When a free electron interacts with a neutral hydrogen, it can produce a dipole
moment forming H - and can absorb photons by either bound-free or free-free
(2.29)

H-

+ e- + hv +:=

H-

+ e- ,

(2.30)

this can happen in regions where H can be neutral (Teff :S 8000K) in the photosphere.
TABLE 2 . 1: Summary of Dominant Sources of Opacities ((LeBlanc,
Types of Stars
Cool stars (G-M) of Normal composition
Warmer (A-F) Stars

Species

HHH
H
H

Types
Bound-Free
Free-Free
Bound-Free
Free-Free
Free-Free

)).

Dominant
Secondary
Dominant
Secondary
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TABLE 2 .2 : More Sources of Opacities ((LeBlanc,
Sources
HI
H2HHeI
He II
HeLow Temperature Atomic : T
Mg I
Sil
Al I
Intermediate Atomic: 1 x 104
Si II
Call
I

Bound-Free
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
-

< 1 x 10 K CI
4

< T < 2 x 104 Mg II

or
Hot Atomic: T>2 x 104 C II-N
II-V
e I-VI

2. 7

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

)).

Free-Free
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Other
Rayleigh

Rayleigh

Mode Identification

If we have a vibrating string, its mode of vibration can be expressed using a single integer, n.
A two dimensional vibrating membrane requires two integer numbers to describe its vibration
l , m . On the other hand, a three dimensional object, like a sphere, a star, requires three quantum
; Aerts, Christensen-Daisgaard,
numbers l , m, n to fully specify its mode of pulsation (Kurtz,
and Kurtz,
). To determine the mode of vibrations, one needs to study osci11ation frequencies.
Pulsation frequencies play a primary role in studying asteroseismology where their analysis can
improve modelling of stellar physics. Therefore, we need to investigate which pulsation mode
causes the frequency.
Mode identification is a method of identifying or determining the mode parameters n, l and m .
The n is a measure of nodal lines in the radial direction, l number gives the total number of surface
nodal lines. The azimuthal order m gives the number of surface nodal lines that are parallel to the
longitudinal lines.
I. p (pressur e m odes) : In this type of waves, the motion of the mass element is primarily dominated by radial motion where the restoring force is pressure. p-modes are acoustic waves that
).
propagate by compression and rarefaction (Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Kurtz,
p-modes have relatively high frequency and are designated with Pn where n represents the
radial order: p 1 , p 2 , p 3 .... From the designations, one can claim that p 1 mode relates to the
radial fundamental mode and accordingly p 2 represents the first radial overtone.
2. g (gr avity m odes) : The motion here on the other hand where the restoring force is negative
buoyancy (Kurtz,
; Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Kurtz,
). g-modes have relatively low frequencies that do not have a radial analogue and shows deviations from a spherical
). This implies that g-modes do not exist for l = 0. Similar to
symmetry (Cunha et al.,
the p-modes, g-modes can be labeled with 9n·
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FIGURE 2.2: An illustration of various pulsation modes and their relation with fre-

quency, l and n. Adopted from ((Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Kurtz,

)).

In addition to the aforementioned properties, the increase in the number of radial nodes leads to the
increase in the frequency of p-modes whereas the frequencies in g-modes decrease with n (Kurtz,
) as shown in figure 2.2.
Furthermore, p-modes are more abundant and are easily affected by the situation in the outer
part of a star whilst g-modes are affected around the core of a star as it is shown in figure 2.3 (Kurtz,
; Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Kurtz,
) for the case of the Sun. Figure 2.3 (a) shows
that a p-mode traveling inward from the surface is refracted as its speed increases with increasing
stellar temperature. The refraction causes the p-mode to move towards the surface where it is
reflected inwards by sharp drop in density. Figure 2.3(b) shows how in the Sun, g- modes , are
trapped under the convection zone.
The classifications asp and g modes is based on the restoring force when a pulsating star comes
back to its equilibrium position after the motion of the masses that causes pulsations (Handler,

FIG U RE

2.-3: .A,.n illus-tration cf solar interior

s-hov✓ing

the rays of p modes and g

modes,in panel a aFd b respectively. Adopted from Cunha et al., (2007).
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FIGURE 2.4: Figure showing the surface distortion caused by pulsation where the
light colored areas moves outward whilst the darker shaded regions move inward.
Adopted from Zima., (2010).

2006). Moreover, the division on pulsation waves (p or g) can also be done based on the shape
caused after the deformation that can have an effect on the interior and surface of the star whereby
the stellar surface has regions identified as contraction and expansion or heating and cooling as it
is shown in Fig.
. The figure also shows a three dimensional non-radial oscillation for l = 3.
Understanding the types of waves in stars can help to get information about the interior and the
stellar surface where they travel. Besides, asteroseismology plays a significant role in identifying
and studying modes of pulsation in stars.
The light coming from the stellar object carries plenty of information about the physical conditions of its origin. Therefore, in order to decode relevant information, astronomers invest a lot
of time in determining the pulsation modes due to the fact that the amount of astrophysical information that can be obtained from observed pulsations depends on the number of modes identified
from the pulsating star (Aerts and Eyer, 2000a).
For slowly rotating pulsators like the Sun and solar like pulsators, derivation of frequency or
period spacing is sufficiently enough to identify modes of pulsation (Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard,
and Kurtz, 20 l 0). However, mode identification using the information from frequencies will be
inefficient if
• the number of modes excited are too small or
• the number of modes excited do not have a particular trend in their frequency separation or
• the estimated frequency spectrum is too dense to identify (Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and
Kurtz, 20 I 0 ; Cunha et al., 2007).
According to Cunha et al., (2007), for such complex scenarios, asteroseismic modelling is possible by taking all possible values of (n , l , m) into account for all pulsation frequencies observed.
Although its modelling is time consuming, it is possible to shorten the computation time by considering mode values l ~ 3, m = 0 and ignoring rotational splitting. The reason behind this is that
stellar rotation can result in non-equidistant splitting which in turn leads to merging of frequency
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multiplet that makes the procedure not satisfactory for frequency analysis. The challenges in the
method is that some classical pulsators show evidence for modes with l 2:: 3 from spectroscopy,
where partial cancellation has a different effect than photometry. This makes the assumption l :s; 2
or m = 0 baseless or unreasonable. Due to the complexity of obtaining modes of oscillations,
researchers introduced different techniques for mode identification. In the upcoming sections of
the thesis, I will summarize some of the techniques used for mode identification.

2.7 .1

Mode identification from Multi-Colour Photometry

The two major inputs for asteroseismology are frequencies of pulsation and mode identification
where the data to perform all these are collected using photometry and spectroscopy:

• Photometry- It is a technique used to measure variability in stellar flux or intensity of a
stellar object's electromagnetic radiation. This observational method measures changes in
temperature which are triggered by pulsation of the stellar obj ect. Stellar photometry plays
a fundamental role in getting stellar pulsation frequency for asteroseismology which in turn
contributes significantly for mode identification.
• Spectroscopy- When stars pulsate, surface elements of the star move, which causes velocity
variations that can be observed spectroscopically from periodic shifts in spectral lines and
changes in line profiles.
The two observational techniques supply relevant information for doing asteroseismology. Variations in shape, geometry and temperature of a star which are caused by pulsation can affect the
observed luminosity further affecting the spherical harmonic of the mode of oscillation (Aerts,
). Photometric observations obtained from ground based
Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Kurtz,
observatories measure the intensity of the light that is coming from the star using different filters
and measures the variations in different wavelength range. Due to the fact that temperature variations are wavelength dependent and impacts light variability from pulsation, mode identification
for pulsating stars specifically spherical degree l, can be obtained from the observed pulsation
amplitude as well as phases observed using different filter bands. The technique which uses photometric amplitudes to determine the mode of pulsation is the emphasis of this section.
Theoretical derivations of light and velocity variation and its implication on identification of os). His theory and derivation were extended by
cillation modes was derived by Dziembowski, (
Balona and Stobie, (
) and Balona and Stobie, (
). Moreover, their work implemented
this method for the determination of an observational data for 53 Persi variables by Buta and
Smith, (
). Furthermore, the idea presented in the previous works was extended by Stamford
and Watson, (
) who mentioned the concept of photometric mode identification. Moreover,
Cugier, Dziembowski, and Pamyatnykh, (
) were the first to use non adiabatic computation
) and Heyndfor photometric mode identification. Heynderickx, Waelkens, and Smeyers, (
erickx and Haug, (
) further extended the theoretical work by including perturbation in limb
darkening to derive an expression for surface variation for non radially pulsating stars in a Lagrangian formalism. They applied the method to determine the pulsation model (spherical mode)
for f3 Cephei stars. During their derivations of the theoretical expression, the foundation of the
theoretical derivations of the pulsation equations are all adiabatic but the non adiabatic theory is
included as a special criterion in the external stellar atmosphere (Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and
Kurtz,
). Mode identification using photometric amplitudes and phases of the stellar magnitude measured using filter bands helps io determine the spherical degree l . Dupret et al., (
)
improved the theoretical work which was developed by Heynderickx, Waelkens, and Smeyers,
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(
) by including non adiabatic eigen function in the outer stellar atmosphere where the photo- metric modal discrimination is independent of the adhoc parameter for non adiabatic oscillation
behavior. Dupret et al., (
) and Dupret et al., (
) implemented their improved photometric
mode identification on SPB stars, HD74560, HD1 38764 and ,8Cephi star EN(l 6)Lac and obtained
reliable solutions. Moreover, their equation contributed in determining the degree l as well as understanding the atmosphere and the internal structure of stars by introducing additional parameters
such as metallicity ( 1;,;).
Photometric mode identification method in Garrido, Garcia-Lobo, and Rodriguez, (
) and
Garrido, (
) are all developed based on flux changes on a pulsating star introduced by Watson,
(
) but ignoring the effect of the limb darkening for Z ::; 2 on the flux changes. Garrido,
Garcia-Lobo, and Rodriguez, (
) and Garrido, (
) used the Kurucz model atmosphere to
evaluate some terms from the flux change equation and implemented the flow chart given in Fig. 2.5
to determine the required mode of pulsation. The flow chart shows the procedures to follow to
determine the values of Z for -Doradus and 8-Scuti type stars. Some of the variables Tef f and
Zogg can be acquired from model atmospheres. Moreover, estimated values of R (deviation from
adiabaticity), '11T (phase lag) and [ 1Xf ] metallicities are used. Furthermore, pulsation constant Q
was used which is calibrated using Garrido, (
) as:
ZogQ

= - 6.456 + ZogP + 0.5Zogg + O.lNfbol + ZogTef J·

Limb darkening and others such as

(2.31)

ox, u~;i,>.ef f , Zogg can also be obtained from model atmospheres.

The values of Rand 'lj;T can be selected from the ranges of 0.25 < R < 1 and 90° < 1/JT < 135°
respectively. Then, one can determine the region of interest for several Z values.
Later Garrido, (
) used the same idea of Watson, (
) formalism which is literally the
same as their previous argument in Garrido, Garcia-Lobo, and Rodriguez, (
). They started
by using the following photometric variation equation introduced by Watson, (
) to describe
changes in luminosity due to stellar pulsation.

where,
•

ax(t)
T l -_ bl,>. B 81ogT'

T, _
•

2 -

B
8b1,>.
2.3026 alogT'

• T3 = bi.x (2 + Z)( l - Z),
rr _
• -14 - •

T _
5 -

• b1,x =

b P *C
l,>.

-P*C 8b1,>.
2.3026 Blogg

ax(t)

Blogg'

an

d

f01 h;.. (µ)µf>i (µ)dµ, where h;.. follows quadratic law.

• P* = (~:~: ~)-r=l shows the relation between p and g. Its value can be obtained from model
atmosphere.
2

• B = R (l - / 2 )C, where C = (4 + 0 ~ ) - Z(Z+ l )a.H and a.H = GP~~ , where Q and f 2 are
pulsation constant and adiabatic exponent respectively.
Pt ,m is associated Legendre polynomial, b1,x is-- weighted limb darkening, 1PT is the phase lag.
[N.B. Derivation and detailed discussion of Watson 's formula i-s presented in Chapter 3.]
), Dupret et
According to Garrido, Garcia-Lobo, and Rodriguez, (
), Dupret et al., (
), one can
al., (
), Cunha et al., (
), and Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Kurtz, (
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FIG URE 2.5: Flow chart summarizing the input and the procedure to determine the
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determine the mode of pulsation l by comparing the amplitude ratios and phase differences measured in different filters . Fig. 2.6 from Garrido, Garcia-Lobo, and Rodriguez, (
) shows the
ratio of phase shift versus amplitudes to determine the mode of pulsations for different filter bands,
temperature range and surface gravity. They also compared their formalism with photometric
amplitude ratio versus phase difference for l = 0, 1, 2. Fig. 2.6 shows the amplitude ratios for
different colours and their phase differences for <5-Scuti stars. It also shows the values of R (magnitude showing deviations from adiabaticity) as well as wT phase lag. Particular values of (R, wr),
l = 0, 1, 2 are used to construct the loci for a given T = 8000K and logg = 4 for the six plots
shown. The only difference among the plots is the filters used (u, b, v, y ) . The combination of
u filter with others shows significant variations in the phase (2° - 10°) as it is shown in the first
three plots of Fig. 2.6. But their separation among radial and non radial pulsations for values of
l = 0, 1, 2 is not clear. This is because 8
< 0 for u filter is positive for other filters. Therefore,
9
mode identification is an impossible task when using u and its possible combinations (Garrido,
Garcia-Lobo, and Rodriguez,
). But mode identification can be improved by implementing
other filter combinations. The challenge in this case is the lack of significant phase shifts. Particular} y for filter combination (v - b), it is hard to see the phase shift whereas for (v - y ) and ( b - y ),
one can see radial (positive phase shift) and non radial (negative phase shifts) as clearly shown in
the last three plots of Fig. 2.6.
The procedure to achieve the main objectives in photometric mode identification is summarized
in the flow chart shown in fig. 2.5 . Garrido, (
) stated that the flow chart takes parameters from
a model atmosphere and it also takes into account Rand 'l/Jr to get l where the value is chosen using
the least squares method fit to photometric amplitude and phase difference.
To find the values of l, one needs to calculate the theoretical equilibrium model by using the
)
relevant values Teff , luminosity and M. The non adiabatic code developed by Dupret et al., (
and Dupret et al., (
), gives the values for fr (amplitude of local effective temperature variation), f 9 (amplitude of local effective gravity variation) and 'l/Jr (the phase difference between Teff
and radial displacement). Then, the amplitude is calculated for every filter j and mode l by using:

fo;

(2.33 )

r 1 h ;.. µ P,l dµ, (3Tj =- ~
- ~
blj =- Jo
8 ln Teff and (3 gj =
8 ln g .
Moreover, reference filters ( A re f) were chosen with maximum amplitude having maximum
th
SNignal afterwards, ( AAi, )theor etical is compared to ( 1• b•) which leads to the required values of the

W he r e ,

oise

1

1,,th

0

l.obs

model which decreases the values of the chi-square (x 2 ) according to the following expressions:

(2.34)

x2( l ) =

L
N

j=l

~ ]2

[~

Aref ,tho.

Aref,obs

(2.35)

'

J,Obs

where is the number of filters and Oj,obs is the propagated standard error of the observed amplitude ratio for filter j which is defined as follows:
2

2

,

_

Oj obs

'

=

A j,obs
A ref,obs

S A j .obs ]
[ Aj,obs

+

[SAr ef.obs ]
A ref,obs

,

(2.36)
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More explanations are given in the text. Adopted from (Garrido, Garcia-Lobo, and
Rodriguez, 1990).
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for best fit parameters of a model developed using
9NI0 , Z = 0.016 and Teff = 2.25 x 104 K for frequencies (vi, v2 ... v10) found
in ,8-Cephei star v Eri stars (Adapted from (De Ridder et al.,
)).

where, S A ,j,obs is standard error in the observed amplitude in filter j. More studies on mode discrimination using photometry amplitude ratio was done. Improved suggestions were made by
Randall et al., (
) especially on the x2 minimization by introducing a scaling factor f 1 where it
is considered as a free parameter. Then the minimization equation becomes:

x2 (l) = L
N

j=l

[

Jr A,·e f ,obs A
Aref ,th

c5 j,th -

A

l

2

j ,obs

'

(2.37)

J,obs

(2.38)
The implementation of the x2 minimization and its contribution for mode identification is illustrated in Fig. 2.7 and Fig. 2.8. The advantage of using the latter x2 minimization Eqn. (2.37) and
Eqn.(2.38) is the introduction of free parameter where amplitude ratios are still significant without
taking a particular filter to calculate the amplitude ratio. This implies that the latter formalism
Eqn. (2.38) treats all filters equally. But one thing that should be noted is the introduction of an
extra free parameter to be selected for every l.
Figure 2.7 shows best fit photometric observation in the x2 fieid for different frequencies.
The model plotted in figure 2.7 has a mass NJ = 9M0 , Z = 0.016 and Teff. = 2.25 x 104 K.
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The x2 plot shows an alternative way of obtaining the modes of pulsation unlike in figure
According to the x 2 plot as a function of the spherical degree l, v1 is a radial mode. The rest
(v2 - vs) are dipole modes whereas vg can be considered to be a higher order greater than 1. The
significant differences between the two figures presented as photometric mode identification is how
one chooses the modes. Figure
heavily relies on comparison of theoretical and observational
photometric amplitude ratios, only where unstable modes are used. Whereas the x 2 map uses
unstable modes only, excluding v 10 . Because of v 10 has stable modes (De Ridder et al. , 2004).
Figure
shows the comparison of theoretical and observational amplitude ratios of ,8-Cephei
star vEri for nine different frequencies. The theoretical amplitude ratios (represented with solid
lines) and observed ones are shown in full circles with error bars. The solid lines in the plot shows
radial modes, the dotted lines (l = 1), dashed lines (l = 2) and the lines shown as a combination
of dots and dashed lines represent (l = 3). Moreover, the region represented by shaded grey
shows the minimal uncertainty for the amplitude ratio obtained theoretically using the root mean
square. Among the nine amplitude ratio plots for different frequencies (v1 , v2 ... v10 ) , v1 is radial
mode whereas v2 , v 3 and v 4 are elements of l = l and v 5 is an l = l mode. In addition , v 6 and vs
are l = l. But due to the fact that the amplitude is too small and huge error bar for vg, photometric
mode identification is hard to implement. For the last frequency, v10 the amplitude ratio and root
mean square is large for higher values of l. Therefore, the regions of uncertainty for l = l , l = 2
are detached whereas the regions of uncertainty (grey shaded region) in Fig.2. 8 for l = 4 lie over
both regions of l = l and l = 2. Therefore, mode selection for this particular case was done by
comparing theoretical and observational amplitude ratios that lead to l = 2 or l = 4 though l = l
can 't be ignored as a possible solution (De Ridder et al. , 2004).
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Mode Identification from Line Profile variation

Since the breakthrough published by Osaki, (
) about non radial oscillation where its oscillation generates a velocity field in the line forming regions which are revealed as a disturbance in
the profiles of the spectral lines, a lot of progress has been made on calculating line profile variations. The pulsation velocity field creates regular change in the profiles of the spectral lines which
contributes to the study of mode identification. The main reason behind using spectroscopically
observed data is that it provides a fine detail of pulsational velocity field created in the photosphere that helps to find the mode of oscillation (l , m) (de Pauw, Aerts, and Waelkens,
).
Spectroscopic mode identification, which primarily uses the time changes of a line profile, play
a significant role in determining not only the azimuthal order m but also intrinsic displacement,
amplitude or the inclination angle (Zima,
). Based on the ideas of Osaki, (
), Balona,
(
) expanded and proposed a quantitative method that should provide an objective criterion to
determine both l and m based on spectroscopy known as the moment method. Finding the mode of
pulsation from observational data of variables from non radially pulsating stars is a primary step
leading to asteroseismology. The emphasis on using high resolution spectroscopy is that it paves a
way of determining radial and non radial modes of pulsations as it can be seen from the oscillations
and it appears on the line profile (Mantegazza,
). Based on the the theoretical work introduced
by Osaki, (
), to develop the theoretical line profile for non radially pulsating stars, one needs
to write the pulsation velocity vector using spherical coordinates (R , 0, </>)into components:

Vasc (R , 0, </>. t ) = (vr . Ve, V<iJ, t ).
The velocity of the second harmonic oscillation at the surface is given for m
Vr

(2.39)

± 2 as.

= A (2 ) sin 2 0 cos </>,

(2.40)
(2.41)

and
V¢

= ±2A (2 ) K sin 0 sin ¢,

(2.42)

where A (2 ) and 2A (2 ) k are radial and the azimuthal velocity amplitude of the star's equator.
Form= ±1
• Vr = A (1) sin 20 cos ¢ '
1
• v<b = ±2A( ) k cos 0 sin ¢ ,
• Ve = 2A (i ) k cos 20 cos ¢ ,
•
•

Form= ±0
Vr = A (O) (

!

V¢

=

COS

20 -

½) COS c5t,

0,

• ve = -3A (o) sin 0 cos 0 cos c5t.
More descriptions on the terminologies can be found in Osaki, (
). Aerts, Christensen-DaJsgaard,
and Kurtz, (
) expanded the formalism and wrote the equation by neglecting the rotational effect.
(2.43)
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- !Jl { - iwS,(R)( l , K

! , :¢
si~

0

)Y,m (e, ¢

)e-iw'},

(2.44)

rr (

where ~ referring the real part of the given expression,
0, ¢) is spherical harmonics, w is the
pulsation frequency and K is ratio between the radial and horizontal components of the displacement. For a real stellar pulsation, it is important to write the total velocity as the combination of
surface oscillation velocity and rotational velocity as follows:

v( R , 0, <p, t ) = V08 c( R , 0, <p, t ) + Vrot(R , 0, <p, t ).

(2.45)

where Vrot (R , 0, ¢, t ) = DRa¢, D is the angular velocity of rotation, R is the radius and Ra</> is
rotational surface velocity. The first step towards line profile method is to determine the observed
line profile, P(>-., t ) which is related to the velocity field by!

(2.46)

where, dA is the local surface area, 1>.. and ] ~on are the intensity and continuum intensity respectively where the continuum intensity is detected if spectral lines are missed. The integrals in
equation (2.46 ) are evaluated by slicing the surface of the star by contour lines. The changes in the
velocity field as a result of both oscillation and rotation causes Doppler shift at the specified coordinates. Therefore, to solve the above equation, I;.., should be assumed constant. The numerical
solutions for P(>-., t ) can be achieved if one considers the following effects:
• Intensity perturbation
• Flux perturbation
• Atomic broadening
• Pressure broadening
• Thermal broadening
• Rotational broadening
• Periodic broadening of the line profile caused by stellar oscillation.
For line profile variation calculation based on the previous equation (Eqn.2.46) and its numerical
calculation, one can write Aij as:

Aij - Ao = A(R, 0~, ¢J, t) - Ao _ 6.A (R , 0~ , ¢J, t )
Ao
Ao
Ao

v( R , 0~ , ¢J, t )

(2.47)

C

Aerts, de Pauw, and Waelkens, (
) and Aerts and Eyer, (
), where Aij is Doppler corrected
wavelength. Then, after coordinate transformation,
= I:~=-l a lmk ( i) Y/ (0' , ¢ 1 ) where v is the
sum of the velocities of pulsation and rotation, that can be written as:

rr
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where vp and vn = v sin i are velocity amplitude and projected rotation velocity respectively.
Hence, the line profile becomes:
I h (0')

p( A, t ) =

L · -~

t ,J v'2nVin t

e

[

- ( >- · ·- » )2
2
211'·

int 2

]

R 2 sin0' cos 0'b..0'b..ql
t

t

t

J

(2.49)

L i,j Ioh>. (0DR2 sin 0~cos 0~b..0~b..¢ii

Based on the equations presented earlier, Aerts and Eyer, (2000b) produced theoretical line profile
variations shown in Fig.
The theoretical line profile variation shown in Fig. . is calculated using the line profile variations given above by considering m = -2 and l = 2 presented on the right, l = 2, m = - 1
for the centre figure and l = 2, m = 0 presented on the left figure. Moreover, for the calculations of the variations on the line profile Vp = 5km/ s, is the pulsational velocity amplitude,
vn = v sin i = 30km/ s, Vint = 4km/ s and i = 55°. Further assumptions regarding the 0' and ¢'
where 0° :S 0' :S 90° and 0° :S ¢' :S 360°, this further reveals the assumption of surface normal
and stellar surface constant. Getting the line profiles by implementing the equation provided earlier alone wont make mode identification feasible therefore, researchers introduced techniques that
will complete the mode identification process by using line profile variations.

2.7.2.1

Line Profile Fitting

The introduction of theoretical work on line profile calculations by Osaki, ( 1971 ) was the first
attempt to use line profile variation for mode identification on a trial and error basis. The idea
of using trial and error method is based on the comparison between the theoretically calculated,
using eqn.(2. 49) and the observed ones (Campos and Smith, 1980a; Campos and Smith, 1980b;
Aerts and Eyer, 2000b). Campos and Smith, (I 980b) used the line profile fitting to identify the
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mode of pulsation for 5 Scuti p Puppis stars. Moreover, the line profile fitting was implemented for
5Scuti stars by Campos and Smith, (
), ,BCephei stars Smith, (
). In spite of the fact that
the implementation of line profile fitting by trial and error has played a major contribution, there
are drawbacks in the technique due to the high number of free parameters in the fitting model.
Another drawback is that it is limited to a single period oscillators (Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard,
and Kurtz,
).

2. 7 .2.2

The Moment Method

Due to the large number of parameters that makes the computational work for line profile fitting
more time consuming, researches were conducted to improve on the techniques of mode identification using line profile method. Balona, (
) developed a new quantitative method for
determining the modes using the first, second and third moments of a line profile, where these
moments measure line width, centroid and skewness. The method introduced works based on time
variations of the moment. Moreover, Balona, (
) extended his own formalism and developed
a quantitative least-square algorithm which is used as a tool in obtaining parameters that are relevant in identifying the required modes of pulsation . In his first paper, Balona, (
) defined the
th
n moment as:

l'vln

=

1:

Xn J (x) dx ,

(2.50)

wheref (x) is frequency distribution.

Definition: A line profile is "a convolution of the intrinsic profile and the component of the
velocity field in the direction of the observer (Aerts, de Pauw, and Waelkens,
)".
A line profile as described in the definition can be written as:
Ptheor ( V)

= (f * 9) (V ) ,

where the equation stands for convolution of the intrinsic profile g( v ), the velocity v
and f (v) stands for flux towards the the observer given by:

F>.. (R, 0' , ¢/) = I oh>..(0' )R 2 sin 0' cos 0' d0' d</>' ,

(2.51 )

= v( R, 0' , </>', t ),
(2.52)

where 10 is the continuum intensity at 0' = 0 and h>.. is limb darkening law.
A formal approach to the moment method is to write:
n

<x

!Vfn

> t*g= Mo '

(2.53)

and the nth moment for a line profile (f * g)(v) is

n
<v

J~ vn f (v) * g(v) dv
J~ J (v) *g (v) dv
00

>J*g =

(2.54)

00

From a Fourier transform equation, the centroid of a convolution is equivalent to the sum of
the centroids of the functions being convolved. Therefore, one can write the above convolution
equations for the first three moments where they can provide substa,Qtial facts about the spectral
lines (Aerts, de Pauw, and Waelkens,
) as:

(2.55)
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(2.56)

< V 3 > f *g = 3 < V 2 > f < V > g + 3 < V > f < V 2 > g + < V 3 > J + < V 3 > g,

(2.57)

where the first moment < v > is the centroid of the line profile in a reference frame with origin
at the stellar centre, the second moment < v 2 > is the measure of the width of the line profile
)
and the third moment < v 3 > is a measure of the skewness of the line profile. Balona, (
further derived the velocity fields due to rotation and pulsation by using a spherical coordinate (r,
0, </>) where the Z -axis directs towards the observer and the rotational axis is tilted at angle i 0 with
respect to the Z axis, so the rotation velocity is given by:

½at = f2
where

n = n(x sin i

X

(2.58)

r,

+ 2 cos i) is the angular velocity of rotation and r

R( x sin 0 cos¢ +

y sin 0 sin ¢+ z cos 0) is position vector with x, y and z as unit vectors. He considered a single
oscillation having modes of oscillations l , m and spherical harmonic Yim (0, </>) and Legendre poly. 1 plm(COS 0) -- (1-m)
. m 0 dµ
dl+m
(
l )m p lm an d
1(!!) 2 Slll
l+m ( µ 2 - 1), W h ereµ -- COS 0, an d FD /,-m -norrua
2

came up with the equation that shows the total velocity as detected by the observer as:

v = - vn sin 0 sin </>+

L L
Vtm

lm

almkFzk

cos (61m + k<f>).

(2.59)

k

• where 61m = Wtmt + Xl m , where Wtm and Xt m are observed angular frequency of oscillations and
phase constant respectively. More discussions on total velocity can be found in Balona, (
).
Moreover, he calculated the zeroth moment which represents the observed luminosity at a certain
wavelength, ,\, f>.. . In addition, Balona, (
) and Balona, (
) calculated the first, second
and third moments of the line profile in reference to the centre of mass (CM) as a stepping stone
for mode identification. The first moment < v >, second moment < v 2 > and the third moment
< v 3 > stands for the centroid of the line profile, measure of the width and skewness of the line
profile respectively (Aerts, de Pauw, and Waelkens,
; de Pauw, Aerts, and Waelkens,
Aerts,
). Based on the work of Balona, (
) and Balona, (
); Aerts, de Pauw, and
Waelkens, (
) extended to implement the formalism to observed line profiles. In addition,
by writing the determinant as a function of l , m, i and Vp , it allows mode identification possible.
Mode identification by the moment method is usually done by implementing a simple comparison
of the Fourier components obtained from line profile variation with the Fourier values obtained
theoretically (de Pauw, Aerts, and Waelkens,
). The first three moments of the line profile
are given by the following equations (Balona,
; Aerts, de Pauw, and Waelkens,
; de
Pauw, Aerts, and Waelkens,
):

< v > = vp A (l , m, i) sin [(w - mD )t + 1P],
3

(2.60)

3

< v 2 > = v~C(l, m, i) sin [2(w - mD) + 2?p + ; ] + vpvnD (l, m , i) sin[ (w - mD )t +'Ip+ ;]
..L
I

,,2 R. ( 7
Vp ~

\V)

,yn
"V)

v;1

,,-

..L
I

"2
V

..L
I

h22.,2
V

vn,
(2.61 )
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3

< v 3 >= v; F (l, m . i) sin [3(w - mO) + 3-ip] + v;vriG (l, m, i) sin[2(w - mO)t + 2-ip + ; ]

+ [v; R(l , m , i)vpv~ S(l , m , i) + vpb 2T (l , m, i)]

x sin[(w - mO )t

+ -ip],

(2.62)

where n, w are rotation and pulsation frequencies, vp and vn are pulsation amplitude and
projected rotation velocity, -ip and b(Gaussian) are phase constant and width of the intrinsic profile.
A, C, D , E , F, G, R, S, Tare dimensionless normalized functions that depends on types of modes
and inclination. These terms along with the pulsation velocity vP consists of the full physical
information connected with the theoretical expressions of the non radial pulsation modes. From the
theoretical expressions of the three line moments given above in Eqns. (2.60) , (2.61 ) and (2.62), the
terms which are significant in the mode identification are those with frequency variables like w, 2w,
and 3w for that they are influenced by the star's pulsation. For the purpose of mode identification,
) and Aerts, (
) defined the discriminant as:
de Pauw, Aerts, and Waelkens, (

r ;n (vp, i , Vri , Vint ) = [I Aobs - Vpl A (l , m , i)ll2!1

+ (! Cobs + (I Eobs + (I Fobs + (! Tabs -

+ (I Dobs - Vpvol D (l , m , i) II½ JD)2
2
v;I E (l , m,i)I - ½?it - b2v~ l½ Ji)
2
v;I F (l , m. i) 11 ½f F ) + (! Gobs - v;vrilG (l, m, i) 11 ½Jc)2
v;IC (l , m , i)II½ f c)2

v;I R(l , m , i) I - Vpv~ IS(l , m, i )I - VpV[nt lT (l , m , i )I I½ fr ) 2 ]½,
(2.63)

where the terms with obs are observed values of the functions, A , C , D , E , F, G , R , S , Tare all
dependent on l, m and the inclination angle i . In addition, the respective terms f A, f 8 . f c•.. fr are
averaged weights . The quantity r r (Vp, i , Vri , Vint) has a dimension of velocity. Mode identification
using the discriminant can be done by minimizing rr (vp, i, Vri, Vint ) for every set of value (l, m)
and determine the values of i and vp . Therefore, by defining another function,
= minvp ,i,I'i(vp,i)
where the best values for l and m are those values which gives minimum values for
de Pauw,
; Aerts,
). de Pauw, Aerts, and Waelkens, (
) discussed
Aerts, and Waelkens,
to be considered as an uncertainty for the values vp and i which implies
that the least value of
is assumed to be a lower boundary on the pulsation amplitude. Rigorous theoretical work was
conducted by both Aerts, (
) and de Pauw, Aerts, and Waelkens, (
) to check the ability
of the discriminant with significant noise level. The technique to use mode identification is more
reliable for low degree modes (l ::::; 4) and more advantageous than the photometric counterpart
since the factors considered in this case are only dependent on the velocity terms given earlier in
this section. Although the moment method plays a major role in identifying the mode of pulsations, there are still drawbacks. The values obtained are accurate by implementing a statistically
is
significant test where one does not have a proof to decide whether the minimum value from
the best choice from the immediate neighbor.

"fz

'Yz

'Yz (

'Yz

'Yz
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Wa veleng lh

FIGURE

2.7.2.3

2. 10: An observational line profile of a star X caeli at>- = 4501 x 10Adopted from (Mantegazza, 2000)

10 m .

The Pixel- by- Pixel Method

Despite the fact that the moment method played significant role in identifying (l , m), the lack
of statistical inference on the values and contradictions between several values of (l , m) lead researchers to look for a better alternative for mode identification. According to Aerts, ChristensenDalsgaard, and Kurtz, (2010), if one observes a (1 , 1) mode of pulsation from the eq uator and a
(1 , 0) mode of pulsation from the poles, it is impossible to identify them from the radial modes
of pulsation due to the similarities in their line profiles for possible permutations of (l , m , vp , i).
As a matter of fact, these discrepancies can be corrected using pixel-by-pixel method that helps to
unfold modes with similar line profiles. Pixel-by-Pixel method relies heavily on the characteristics
of both phase distribution and amplitude of the pulsation frequency as well as the first harmonic
of the whole line profile (Mantegazza, 2000). This technique usually takes into account the flux
measured in the same pixel of the line profile at the same wavelength that varies with the same
period throughout the pulsation cycle of the star's pulsation.
Figure
shows the observational line profile for a star X Caeli at .>. = 4501A and phased
at the dominant period 7.36c/ d where the dots on the line profile shows the flux at a fixed pixel.
Among the fluxes, with identical pixels, one should obtain all the matching line profiles in time
series so as to analyse and understand the ID time series (Mantegazza, 2000). Furthermore, Mantegazza, (2000) stated that in order to implement pixel-by-pixel for mode identification, the line
profile should be devoid of observer's velocity which is caused by the spinning of the Earth. This
helps to select particular pixel time series.
The two figures, Fig.
, top left panel, shows the average line profile in F e! I 4508 line
of BY Cir star where the top right panel shows the pixel-by-pixel spectra calculated using the
least square and the lower one displays the global least square spectrum which is identical to
the weighted mean of the separate pixel-by-pixel spectra. Fig.
, bottom, shows detailed line
profile and reveals the real pulsation spectrum (mean of pixel-by-pixel CLEAN spectra) computed
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using the CLEAN algorithm. As compared to the least square power spectrum, the one obtained
using CLEAN algorithm is more clear that it can easily be seen on the frequency analysis shown
in Fig. 2.1 2 (Mantegazza,
). CLEAN algorithm has an advantage over least square power
spectrum because it takes prior knowledge, like the period of oscillations, from the light curves.
More researches were conducted in this regard among these are the one by Zima et al., (
)
who extended Mantegazza, (
) idea of pixel-by-pixel method by incorporating a statistical
significance test and used it to identify the mode of pulsation. He implemented the technique to
detect line profiles for c5Scuti and FG Vir and observed 11 modes in the line profiles similar to
those found in multi colour photometry.
Zima et al., (
) examined for every observed frequency by using pixel-by-pixel technique
and he calculated changes in the phase as well as the amplitude. He also showed the two best fits
for FG Vir amplitudes and phase changes using spectroscopic analysis. In addition to getting the
best fits, this method has more advantages than the moment method because one should not bother
about mode coupling in the linear approximation and analyse the modes individually. Moreover,
Telting and Schrijvers, (
) did simulations on line profile variations for non radial oscillations
with several l and m values as a means of mode identification. The Montecarlo simulations implemented in their analysis takes into account coriolis force in the velocity eigen function, several
pairings of the parameters (l , m , Vp , i , v 0 , Vint), 0 ::; l ::; 15, and -l ::; m ::; l. By using these
parameters, Telting and Schrijvers, (
) created a set of time series spectra and then applied
Fourier transform of the time series so as to examine the amplitude and phases. They also found a
relationship between the red and blue phase differences and the mode of pulsations l and m. For
particular frequency, 6 'l/J 0 (l ) and its first harmonic(6'l/; 1 (m)) with frequency of oscillation w, then
the approximate value for l is given by:
l ~ [0.1

6-'l/Jo
+ 1.09-]
± 1,

(2.64)

7r

Furthermore, Telting and Schrijvers, (
) also showed the weak relationships between 6-'l/; 1
from blue to red for 1st harmonic with 2w frequency and m. Then they came up with the relationship:
m ~ [1.33

6 'l/J1
+ 0.54-]
± 2.

(2.65)

7r

They implemented the method to analyse the spectroscopic data for~ Oph and E Per and suggested pulsation mode values of land m. The two equations Eqn. (2.64) and Eqn. (2.65) above can
be used if the oscillation frequencies are determined (Telting and Schrijvers,
; Cunha et al.,
). The pixel-by-pixel method discussed above helps to identify m value using spectroscopy.
But the method has a drawback. The drawback is the inability to determine the pulsation l value
for the example considered FG Vir and c5 Scuti variables

2. 7 .3

Mode Identification from Combined Photometry and Spectroscopy

As discussed in previous section pixel-by-pixel method has certain pitfalls. In order to avoid such
problems and to identify both l (multicolour photometry) and m (line profile variations), it is
advised to implement both photometric and spectroscopic identification due to the fact that one
complements the other.
De Cat et al., (
) studied slowly pulsating B stars (SPB) and ma.in sequence g mode pulsators. They combined and implemented photometric amplitudes, moment method using phase
and amplitude variations to determine the modes of pulsations. The summary of the significance
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of photometric mode identification is to determine l, spectroscopy to determine both l , m values
was given in the section before. Combining both techniques was done by De Ridder, Aerts; and
Dupret, (
) using the two as a means for identifying the methods of pulsation. They used the
photometric amplitude ratios ( th ) to the observed ( 2• b•) then implemented x2 minimization to
1 th
l,o bs
identify the degree l:

1i·

1

1

x2

=

t[
j= 2

0

Aj,th _

A j.obs

A1,th

A1,obs

l

2

(2.66)
'

where k is the number of filters. To determine the values of l, they used spectroscopic technique followed by photometry (cyclic implementations of both photometric and Spectroscopic
techniques). Then they did photometric amplitude fitting so as to get the possible values of l and
m. De Ridder, Aerts, and Dupret, (
) tested their methods to /3 Cephei, 16 Lac and SPB star
HD1 23515 as shown in Fig. 2.13 for 16Lac.
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2. 13 : Illustration showing the photometric amplitude ratios for 16Lac
where, lines(Theory) and Circles(Observation). Adopted from (De Ridder, Aerts,
and Dupret, 2004)

FIGURE

Figure
shows the amplitude ratios for different filters U, B , V where the data points represented with circles are observational amplitude ratios. Moreover, the largeness of these circles
is related to the uncertainty of the measurements. For different values of l, the solid lines shown
in the figure are theoretical amplitude ratios. From Fig. " 13 , one can also see that for the 1st
frequency, the amplitude ratios are directed to a radial mode of pulsation (De Ridder, Aerts, and
Dupret, 2004).

Chapter 3
Watson's Flux Variation Formula
3.1

Derivation of Watson, (
mula

) and Watson, (

)'s For-

By considering a non radial pulsating star, Watson, (
) and Watson, (
) developed an equation to describe observed flux. In his formula, he presented the contribution of geometry, pressure,
local temperature and limb darkening in the observed flux variations. He also showed the contribution of these factors on light variability that helps to determine the modes of pulsation.

3.2

Basic Assumptions and Principles

In this section we are going to explain the fundamental principles and assumptions that are taken
into consideration while deriving the new mode identification formula. Before going into detail,
one needs to know the physical parameters that affect stellar spectra:
• Surface temperature (Teff )
• Surface gravity
• Stellar composition
• Rotation
• Magnetic field
where the last factor has a very weak effect except for roAp stars. In order to derive the mode
identification formula, there were assumptions considered.
These assumptions are:
• A star spherically symmetric in hydrostatic equilibrium,
• Local Thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE)
• that the pulsations are linear adiabatic
• The star has a plane parallel atmosphere
Where the last assumption is applied when the thickness of the atmosphere of the star is less than
the radius of the star. Moreover, rotation and magnetic field are ignored in this calculation. Our formalism is based on the works done by (Dziembowski,
; Buta and Smith,
; Watson,
Watson,
; Heynderickx, Waelkens, and Smeyers,
; Medupe, Christen en-Dalsgaard, and
Phorah,
). Based on the aforementioned articles, stellar pulsations give rise to perturbations·
on both surface temperature and gravity, that contribute to the variation in the observed flux.
Using the approach by Dziembowski, (
) and Buta and Smith, (
), we develop a theoretical express-ion that explains the observed light variations of non radial pulsators . . . ~on Fadial

Yr (

pulsations are described by spherical harmonic functions
0, </>) . Therefore, by assuming a very
small radius variation (« 1), small amplitude oscillation causes linear pulsation in:
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• Surface Normal- When there is a non radial pul sation, the surface normal will point in different directions. This effect occurs as a result of periodic variations in the direction of the
normal of the small area.
• Surface area- Pulsations in a star cause the radius to vary periodically in time. Thus, the
surface area of the star will vary. This affects the variation in light output which is caused by
change in the projected small area element considered.
• Temperature- this effect is caused by the regular pulsation or contraction and expansion of
the stellar material which leads to variations in the surface brightness.

In addition, when a star pulsates, the following variations will happen:
• Radius of the star from its equilibrium (r 0 ) will be perturbed as r 0

+ 6r,

• Temperature and Pressure will be perturbed,
• Surface area will be disturbed da = da 0 + 6da,
• Variation in the surface normal will happen,
• Perturbation in the limb darkening and
• Variations in the observed surface flux .
Therefore, Watson, (
) and Watson, (
) took into account all the effects while deriving his famous equation for observed flu x. His formalism is an extension of the work done by
(Dziembowski,
; Buta and Smith,
; Stamford and Watson,
). Watson, (
) and
Watson, (
) considered a non radial pulsating star and used a linear approximation to calculate
the changes in the observed flu x. In this part of the thesis, the emphasis is to revisit how he came
up with his equation:

where
• T 1 is the local temperature change due to pulsation,
• T2 and T5 are variations in the limb darkening (Te, logg), where these terms are not important
if l :::; 2 is considered but if one considers l > 2 both terms are very important (Watson,
),

• T3 is the term that stands for local geometry change,

• n refers to local surface pressure changes.

The terms T 1 .. . T5 are shown below but later we are going to present the detailed derivations of the
equations.

T1 = EJ'tm (eo , </>o )a.rBbl)\)
where, bl>,

=

f

1
0

h>,µp1dµ is the weighted limb darkening.

T2 = EJ'tm (eo ,o) B
2.3026

and

n=

- Ep* C Obz>.
2.3026 8 log g

8b1>.
8 log Teff

m

Yi (Bo , </>o).
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Derivation of Watson's Formula

To derive Watson, (
) equation, one can start by writing the perturbed flux of stellar pulsation
and taking in to account the assumptions introduced in section 3.2 as:

(3 .2)
since the formalism in his expression is in terms of predicted flux magnitude (tlm), it is easy to
write the magnitude as:

tlm>..

6F;.,

= -2.5ln(l + F>.. )

(3.3)

To make the calculation easy, it is important to write the .>quation as follows:
(3.4)

where 1~}0 = -1. 086 and for small values of x, one can take linear approximation as ln(1+x) ~ x,
then the magnitude reduces tb:
(3.5)

The flux for a star in equilibrium is given by,

=

F>..

1

dao

(3.6)

h...2'

s

ro

where r 0 and h are the radius of the star in equilibrium, da 0 is the projected surface area and
intensity respectively, the integration is done over the surface. Then, l >.. = l o>..9,\ (µ ), where 9>.. and
l o>.. are limb darkening and intensity at the centre, µ = cos 0. As stated earlier, during pulsation
the surface normal is perturbed as µ' = µ + 6µ which further affects the limb darkening 9>.. (µ )
1
and intensity l~ = l o>..+ 6!>.. = l o>.. (1 + ~
1Q,\ ) . Since the perturbation is assumed to be very small
(when linear approximation is applied), the perturbation in the limb darkening can be written by
),
implementing Tylor's expansion like (Buta and Smith,

= 9>.. (µ ) + (µ' - µ)

9>.. (µ' )

8:: ,

(3 .7)

therefore, if one perturbs the flux introduced earlier in eqn.3.6:

F{

=

1

1

J~9>-. (µ )da

1

(3.8)

,

,1

F>..

=

s

6!>.l. ) [ 9>.. (µ ) + (µ , - µ)~
09>.. l ( dao+ba
I o>.. (1 + 2
),
o>..
uµ
ro

(3 .9)

where 9>.. is the unperturbed limb darkening. By doing simple algebra to simplify the perturbation
in the surface flux, one can get:
P.,

~ "

= J(

T,

~ 0"

[(

,

n , ( 11 '\ _-1- ( 11 -

\~" \ r

1

,

\r

09>...\ \ _dao
µ'\I

o::i

uµ

)

2

ro

6da
ro2

-1- -

•

51>- 6da]
l o>.. ro2

-1- - -

·

,

(3.10)
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then , eqn.3.10 becomes:
(3.11)

(3.12)

To simplify eqn. 3.1 2, let us introduce terms that can help us achieve what we need and
derivation of the following terms:
(3.13)

8da = 8w

(3.14)

r5

In order to solve the change in the solid angle, one needs to calculate the area of the surface
---+
element dA . The rest of this section is done based on Buta and Smith, ( 1979). Hence, for the
derivation of the equation, we consider an infinitesimal area element, dA on the surface of the
sphere of radius r shown in fig.
. Any vector 7 in spherical coordinate can be written as:

.,

.,

FIGURE

►

'

3.1: Area element from a sphere with spherical coordinate. Credit: University of California Davis Lecture, 2012

7 = r sine cos 0er + r sine sin </>eo + r cos 0e<j,,

(3 .15)

where er, e0 , e~</J are the unit vectors. Buta and Smith, (1 979) considered a spherically symmetric
non radial pulsation that change in the observed light which is caused by a little perturbation
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from the equilibrium position. The little change in the radius of the star is expressed using the
Lagrangian expression as:

(3.16)

rr

where b(r ) and
are radial amplitude and spherical harmonics function respectively, and w is
frequency of oscillations. Then, Buta and Smith, (
) calculated the area dA by taking the
instantaneous radius during pulsation given as r = (r 0 + 5r )e"r . Then

8
8
dA = ( r
r )d0d</J
80 x 8</J
'

(3. 17)

where

(3.18)
and

8r
<p = r sm 0e</>
8
A

O

+

85r
<P er ,
8
A

(3.19)

therefore, the surface area vector is given as:

e; ) ,

r

r sin 0

0
which implies that

- ( .
85r
85r
dA = r 2 sm 0er - r sm 0 </J e0 - r <p e</> .
8
8
A

•

A

A

)

(3.20)

This can be simplified further to be:
2 .
1 85r
1 85r
dA = r sm 0[er - - -e0 - - - - ed>] r 80
r sin 0 8</)
A

A

A

(3.21)

This is one of the equations that is going to be used later in our derivation so as to get the
variation in the solid angle.
The unit vector towards the observer is rt = cos Ber - sin 0e0 . The magnitude of dA gives the
is that of the surface normal and rt is the
actual area of the surface element. The direction of
unit vector. Moreover, one needs to write the radius of the star in terms of the unperturbed radius
r 0 and the displacement 5r as:

dA

r = r 0 + 5r.

(3 .22)

Then, the dot product between ii and dA is:

(3.23)
which leads to :
--+

l 8Jr

rt • dA = r 2 sin 0d0d<j) cos 0 + sin 0 ro 80 ,
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If we put the radius in terms of r = r 0

-t

rt • dA =

+ <Sr, then r 2

[

? .
.
l 8<5r
r 0 sm0d0d</> cos 0 + sm0 - !'.:l
ro u0

= r5 ( 1 +

2
;;).

2<5r
cos0
ro

+-

Therefore,

.

+ 2sm0

[l l
Jr
ro

8<5r
.
80

2-

(3.25)

If we rearrange the second and the fo urth terms of eqn. (3.25), then
~

-t
2<5r
fJ <Sr
n • dA = rJ sin 0d0d<f>[cos 0 + - cos 0 + sin 0 ~ (- )] .
u0 r 0

r0

(3.26)

Multiplying and distributing the term r5 sin 0d0d</> throughout, then
~

fJ <Sr
u0 r 0

2<5r

-t

n • dA = rJ sin 0 cos 0d0d</> + r5- sin 0 cos 0d0d</> + r5 sin 2 0d0 ~ (- )d</> .
r0

(3.27)

By implementing the definition µ= cos 0 and dµ = - sin 0d0, the above equation becomes
~

-t
? 2<5r
fJ <Sr ,
n • dA = -r5µdµd</> - r 0-µdµd</> + r5 (l - µ 2 )~( - )dq> ,
r0
uµ r 0

(3.28)

where we used the trigonometric identity sin 2 0 + cos 2 0 = l and sin 2 0 = l - cos 2 0.
➔

-t
2<5r
n • dA = -r5µdµd</> - r5-µdµd</>
r0

?

+ r 0(l -

fJ <Sr
µ 2 )~( - )d</>dµ ,
uµ r 0

(3.29)

where the first term, da 0 = - r5µdµd</>, is the unperturbed area and the rest of the terms represents
perturbations in surface area:
? 2<5r
fJ <Sr
<5dA = -r 0-µdµd </> + r5(l - µ 2 )~( - )dµd</>.
r0
uµ r 0

(3.30)

The perturbed solid angle can be derived from:
(3.31)
Therefore, the perturbed solid angle becomes:

2<5r
a (<Sr)
d<5D = 21 [- r 02 -µdµ
d</> + r 02 (l - µ 2) ~
- dµd</>,l
r0
ro
uµ r 0
·

(3.32)

-2<5r
fJ <Sr
d<SD = -µdµd </> + (l - µ 2 )~( - )dµd</>,
r0
uµ r 0

(3.33)

Intensity and limb darkening are the factors contributing to the spectrum of a pulsating star and
are functions of (Teff ·Zogg ). Therefore, a small perturbation on both temperature and gravity has
an impact on the perturbation of intensity that can be written as:
(3 .34)
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where, ay =

%t~if~ and a 9 = 8~~;;:;\ . In addition, the perturbation in the limb darkening is written

as:

= f3r 8Teff + (3 8g,

6g>,.
g>,.
W

h

ere

(3 _ _
T -

1 _ 8lng>,
2.3026 lo9Teff

an

d

Teff

9

(3 .35)

g

/3 _ _ i _

8lng»
2.3026 lo99 .

9 -

= Fo>,. + 8F>,..

Then, the perturbation in fl ux can also be written as F{

(3.37)
By introducing the values of ~

9>.

1
and ~
in the previous equation, eqn.(3.37) becomes:
1
o>.

After a simple algebra, eqn. 3.38 becomes:

(3 .39)

If we introduce the fo llowing terms to simplify eqn.(3 .39) above:
olng>,.
2.3026 fJlogg
l

(39
f3r

=

=

fJ ln g>,.
2.3026 fJlogTeff
l

l

,

= 2.3026 (3

9,

l

'

2.3026 (3y,

(3 .40)

(3.4 1)

then using the two terms, eqn. (3.39) reduces to:

(3 .42)
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As it is defined earlier, Fa>..
get:

= fs Io>..9>..dw0 , if we divide the previous eqn.

(3.42) with F 0 , we will

(3.43)

Since 10 is constant, one can factor it out and cancel with the term in the denominator. This
leads us to the following simplified equation, where simplifications are done term by term as
follows:
• First term on RBS of eqn. (3.43) :

Jg>.. (3~ §f:: dwo
2.3026
J 9>..dwo
1

=

1
2.3026

_
1
- 2.3026
where we used h>.. (µ )
usinot, ~
aLogTeff

=

~..
= J g89>,. uwo

JJ
J

(3 .44)

9>..
(3' i5Teff d
9>..dwo T T eff Wo ,

(3 .45)

h>.. olng i5Teff dwo
ologTeff T eff
'

(3 .46)

is the normalized limb darkening and

f3r =

81
81 ognT.gelf •

Then by

. l ~ the first term becomes:
g>,. 8logTeff'

=

1
2.3026

J

8 h>.. i5Teff d
ologTeff T eff Wo .

(3.47)

• Second term on RBS of eqn. (3.43):
g>.. (3'g §JJ.
g dwo

1

- 2.3026

J 9>..dwo

'

(3.48)

Appplying the same procedure as we did in the first, this equation becomes:

1
2.3026
where (3'g

=

81 9
n >. .
81ogg

JJ

9>..
8lng>..6gd
- Wo
9>..dwo ologg g
'

(3.49)

Therefore the equation above reduces to the following:

1
2.3026

J

8h>.. i5g dwo .
Bl ogg g

(3 .50)

• Third term on RHS of eqn. (3.43)

f (µ' - µ ) ~dwo
J 9>..dwo

(3 .5 1)
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then it reduced to
(3.52)
• Fourth Term on RHS of eqn. (3.43)

f I o>-.Odw
J I o>-.9>-.dwo'
=

(3.53)

J

(3.54)

h>-.odw.

• Fifth term on RHS of eqn. (3.43)

I o>-. ar 6r.T•ff dwo
elf

(3 .55)

(3.56)
• Sixth term on RHS of eqn. (3.43)

10>-. a/f dwo

(3.57)

J Io>-.9>-. dwo '

J

~

ag dwo
J g:dwo

J9
.

=

og
ag h>-.dw0 .

(3.58)

By combining the simplified individual terms done previously, the variation in the :mrface flux
becomes:

oF
Fa

=

1
2.3026

J

ah>-. oTeff d
1
a logTeff Teff Wo + 2.3026

J

ah>-. og dw
0
a logg g
(3.59)

where, the terms in the integral above respectively stands for T2 , T 5 , T 3 , T1 and T 4 of the Watson's
formula. Then, one can see that the variations in flux is the combinations of all the five terms
derived above. Where these terms account for:
• Perturbation in the surface normal,
• Perturbations or Effects of the surface area/ variation in the surface area,
• Variation in the surface brightness.
In addition, Watson, (
) equations account for limb darkening (g>-. and h>-.)- For more simplification of terms in the equation above by using some of the equations derived in the earlier section
including the following :
• The solid angle: dw 0 = - µdµdcp,
• The variation in the surface normal: µ' - µ = - (1 - µ 2 )
2 8
th<> u,:,r;,:,tiAn ;nth<> s11rfar-<> nr,r,-,.,,:,] fu r,,:,n ht>
µ - l-µµ_ 8Yim
µ Dr
T

/µ (i:) derived as follows:

LJ..lV

YU.1.J.UL.1.Vl.l .l J.1

L.l.H..,

\ ,U. .l.

\.,V

1.lV.lJ J.lU.l

\.,U.1.1

U \,.,

rl,,r;u,,rl

U.'-'.i..J. Y \.,U

"' S f,..,11,..,,.
,s .•
lV.l.lVYY

U.

by definition
COS

0 =. \ .ri8 = µ ,

(3.60)
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and

(3.61)
where the unit vectors

n=

cos 0ir - sin 0eo

(3.62)

and
A

ns

=

1 obr

A

er - -

r0

A

,:i0 e0 -

u

1
.

r 0 sm

0

obr
!'.:i,I.,

u 'I-'

A

e<P .

(3.63)

By using the definitions, one can write:
(3.64)
and,
1.

n :uns =

-

sin0 or _ 1.
ro 80 - uµ ,

(3.65)

butµ= cos 0, therefore 8 µ = - sin 0d0. Hence leads to:
(3.66)
but from trigonometry sin 2 0 = l - cos 2 0 = l - µ 2 . Using this identity our equation for bµ
becomes:
2

- 1) or _ ( 2
1.
(µ uµ
-_ - µ - l ) - 8 ( -br )
ro
8µ
8 µ r0 '

• The variation in the solid angle: bw = - 2 ~: µdµd ¢
•

8
;

=

+ (1 -

µ 2)

(3.67)

;µ (~:)dµd ¢,

Yim (0, ¢) eiwt, where E < < 1 is amplitude parameter.

E

Therefore, inorder to simplify the terminologies introduced above, we need additional terms so
as to come up with the final expressions that we are looking for. For such simplifications, one can
relate the variation in effective temperature with radius and variation in local gravity with variation
in local pressure given below as:
(3.68)
and

bg = o log g l bP
g
o log P -r=l p .

(3.69)

Applying these terms to the different components labelled T1 , T2 , T 3 , T 4 and T5 , then Watson 's
terms become:
(3.70)

(3.71 )
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T

2

=

1
8h>.. oTeff dwo .
2. 3026 8 log Teff 7'eff
'

11
J
2

E
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T2 = 2.3026 o

1

m
- iwt
8h>..
o 8log Teff BYz (0, </>)e
µdµd</>.

1r

(µ' - µ) ~~ dw0

T3 =

3 72
( · )

+ h>..odw ,

(3.73)
(3.74)

T3 = 1 271" 1 1 - (1 - µ 2) : µ (EYzm (e, </>)e - iwt ) ~:>.. (µdµd</>)+

r27r r1
l o l o h>.. (- 2EYzm (e, </>)e-iwtµdµdq> + (1 T3 =

-E

a
µ 2) 8µ (EYzm (e, </>)e~wt )dµd</>),

{ 21r (1 (1 - µ2) 8Yzm (0, </>) 8h>.. µdµd</>+
lo lo
Bµ
8µ

(3.75)

(3.76)

E1 21r 1 1 h>.. [2}"tm(0, </>) µ + (1 - µ2 ) 8Yz~~, </>)] dµd</>,
T4

=

og

J 99
a

h>..dw0 .

(3.77)

).
In order to simplify this equation, we used the following terms from Stamford and Watson, (
They assumed the variations in g is in phase with the variation in p, therefore, they comeup with
6.g

* 6.p

-= p - ,
g
p

(3.78)

where, p* = (; i~ogg: )IT= l· Here one can get the value of p* from stellar model atmosphere that
shows the variationl in atmospheric gas pressure. Moreover,

Op = - COT ,
p
r

(3.79)

then,
(3.80)
therefore,
(3.81 )

{ 271"

r1

- Ep*C l o l o Ctg h>..Yzm (e, </>) µdµdq>.

(3.82)

In a similar fashion, the last term can be written as:

Ts =

1
/ 8h >.. ogdwo.
2.3026 J 8-log g g
'

(3 .83)
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r1

_ - Ep*C ( 2

7r

T

5 -

2.3026 .)

ohA

0

0

m

o loggy; (0 ,c/>) µdµd cp .

.)

(3.84)

For further simplification, if one rotates the coordinate (0, c/>) arbitrarily towards the direction of
the observer, any spherical harmonics y;m (0, c/>) can be written as a linear combination of spherical
harmonics of the new polar coordinate. In this case, it is fundamental to notice that both (new and
old) coordinates have the same l valp e (Mathews and Walker,
; Buta and Smith,
; Arfken
and Weber,
). Then,
l

I:

y;m (0, <I>) =

c~m,y;m' (0' , <!>'),

(3.85)

m'=-l
where (0' , ¢') are the angular coordinates of a point on the stellar disk in the coordinate system
where the polar axis points towards the observer. The coefficient of the new transformed polar
coordinate (C~m' ), that shows spherical harmonics are orthonormal over the surface of the sphere,
can be calculated using:
(3:86)
where, C~m' depends on the rotation (0, c/>) -+ (0' , ¢') and l , m and m'. Then, the non zero term
(C~ 0 ) can be obtained after integrating the equation which is given by:

C~ 0 =

✓ 2l4:

1

y;m(0o , c/> o),

where (00 , ¢0 ) is the subobserver angular coordainates in stellar frame (Buta and Smith,
Therefore,

✓ 2l4:

y;m (0, c/>) =

1

y;m (0o , c/> o)Yi 0 (0' , </>' ),

y;m (0, c/>) = y;m (0o , c/>o)Pz (µ' ),

(3.87)
).

(3.88)
(3.89)

where p 1 is the Legendere polynomial. Now, the terms introduced earlier T1 , T2 , T3 , T4 and T 5 can
be simplified as follows by using the terminologies introduced previously. Consider the first term
T1:

11
2

T1 =

1

1r

1

ar B EYtm(0, c/>) µdµ dc/>,

(3.90)

1

ar B Ey;m (0o, c/>o)P1 (µ 1 )h>. µdµ ,

(3.91 )

= El'tm (0o , c/>o)arBblA ;

(3 .92)

finally the equation becomes

T1
where, b1>-

=

f01 h>.µp dµ is the weighted limb darkening. The second te!"ffi T2 becomes:
1

(3.93)
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[1

Oh>.,

m

Jo 8 log Teff BYi (Bo,</>o)µdµ.

(3.94)

then applying the same definition to the weighted limb darkening, one can get

(3.95)
By using the same principles, T3 becomes:

)[1

T3 = EYi m(eo, <Po

.o

1
(

l - µ 2) 8p1 (µ' ) µdµ
0µ

r1 2h>-. (P1 (µ )µ + (1 + Jo
I

r1 (1 T = EYim (0o , </>o) [ Jo
3

2 8p1(µ' )

µ )

aµ

µdµ

l

(3. 96)

2 8p1 (µ )
µ ) aµ ) dµ ,

r1 2hp1 (µ')µdµ + Jo
r1 2h>-. (l
+ Jo

- µ

2) 8p1(µ )

l

aµ dµ ,
(3.97)

(3.98)

- (1 (1 -

Jo

µ 2)h>-. opi (µ ) dµ] , (3.99)
8µ

by rearranging the terms above, one can get:

(3. 100)
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Now consider the second term separately and integrate by parts as foll ows:

1

2) 8p1(µ' ) 8h.,, d

1(1 -

aµ aµ µ

µ

0

To solve the integration by parts we let:
• u = (l _ µ 2) 8p1(µ') du = _ 2µ 8p1(µ' ) + (l _ µ2 ) 8 2 p1(µ')
2
8µ

8µ

8µ

µ,

(3.101)

,

µ~
g_µ , V = µ h>, ,
the definition of integration by parts,
•

dV =

j udv = uv - j vdu ,

(3.102)

therefore,
(3.103)
From the definition of Legendere differential equation:
(3.1 04)
Therefore,
(3.105)

(3.106)
then T3 after a simple algebra becomes:
(3 .107)
The fo urth term T4 of Watson 's equation can be simplified as follow s:
(3.108)

(3.109)

T-1 = - EP*CYt (0o, c/>o)b1.,, a 9 .

(3.110)

The last term T 5 is simpli fied as the other terms as follow s:

T5 =

- Ep*C (
2.3026 }

0

( 2-rr 8h.,,
m
}
8 log g °Yi (e, c/>) µdµd c/>,

(3.11 1)

0

(3.112)
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Therefore,

T- = - Ep*C 8bl>, Y,m(0
0

2.3026 8 log g

I

,,I... )

O,'!-'O ·

(3.113)

As it is shown in (Watson,
; Watson,
), these are the terms introduced to get the
observed flux by including some of the factors which contribute to the variations in the surface
flux.

Chapter 4
The New Improved Mode Identification
Formula
4.1

Introduction

The basic radiative transfer equations and detailed revisions of mode identification techniques for
pulsating stars were explained briefly in chapter 2. In this chapter, by considering appropriate physical conditions and mathematical formulations and applying linear perturbations on the radiative
transfer equation, we -are going to consider the relationship between luminosity pulsation amplitudes for a multilayer atmosphere of an A star. Therefore, the aim in this chapter solely focuses on
deriving the new and improved fo rmula for photometric mode identification that is based on the
work done by (Watson,
; Watson,
) and (Medupe, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Phorah,
). In this chapter, we apply the same approach to Watson's formula derived in chapter 3 but
here, we ·assumed multilayer atmosphere. We also look at the radiative transfer unlike Watson's
approach where a semiempirical approach was taken .

4.1.1

Flux Variations

Radiative transfer .·s the transport of energy by photons in optically thin media and it can also be
defined as a change in the intensity I,,\ as radiation propagates. The intensity in general changes
due to:
• Scattering or Directional change
• Doppler or red shift frequency change
• Absorption
• Emission
In this investigation, we only include the last two effects to derive a new and improved mode
identification formula starting from the radiative flux (F) and radiative transfer equations. Here,
one can write the radiative flux (F) as:

F,,\ =

[2-,r r1

Jo Jo µh (µ , ¢) sin0d0d¢,

(4.1)

where µ = cos 0 is the directional cosine, 0 and ¢ are the spherical coordinates of a point in the
rest frame of the star. If we apply perturbations on both sides of the equation including the surface
normal (µ ), we get:
(4.2)
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where oµ is perturbation in µ. The above equation can be written out as:

Since linear approximation is considered the fourth term will be neglected, therefore eqn. (4.3)
reduces to:
(4.4)

Applying the same principle and neglecting higher order terms and keeping first order terms,
we obtain:
(4.5)

the first term is F:,. 0 , the unperturbed radiative flux, as the definition given previously. Therefore,
ec;-1ation (4. 5) becomes:
(4.6)

The first term on the right of the above equation represent perturbation in surface area. The second
term represents the perturbation in flux .
Following the above derivations, one can evaluate the two integrals in eqn. (4.6) separately so
as to get the required formulation . But before doing so, it is better to have an understanding on the
basic concepts that are required for our interpretation of the equations that we are going to solve.
An observer from the gro und observes the luminosity of the star:

L=AF,

(4.7)

where F is the energy flux (erg/ cm 2 / sec) and A is the surface area of the star. By taking linear
perturbation on both sides of the above equation we obtain:

L + oL = (A + c5 A )(F

+ c5 F ),

(4.8)

+ F c5A ,

(4.9)

or

L + c5L = A F+ Ac5F

where the first term L is the unperturbed luminosity which cancels with the first term on the right
of eqn. (4.9), then we can re-arrange the above equation to :

c5L

c5F

c5N

c5A

-L = + -+-.
F
N
A

( 4.10)

We can rearrange eqn.4.6 to become:

c5F = -2:_
F
F

r µOI:,.dD + -2:_F Jor µI:,.d c5D .

Jo

(4.11)

Here, before going in to details for the derivation, I am going to do the calculations of the two
integrais separately.
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To evaluate the first integral on the right hand of eqn. (4.11 ), we begin by writing the radiative
transfer equation in a plane parallel atmosphere (Mihalas,
) as follows:

(4.12)
where µ = cos 0, S>.. is the source function, ). wavelength of radiation, T>.. is optical depth defined
as dT>.. = - K,>..pdr. Therefore, by substituting these expression of T>.., the radiative transfer equation
becomes:

(4.13)
For a local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) case, the source function equals the Planck's function B>.. = S>... This assumption does not imply a complete thermodynamic equilibrium because
this assumption would be wrong at the outer layers of the star as it is known that there is a large
amount of energy loss at the outer layer. To simplify the radiative transfer equation, we introduce
the mass dm = pdr, leading to eqn.(4.13) to become:

(4.14)
The radiative transfer equation, after applying linear perturbations on all terms including the µ
term, becomes:

(µ

+ c5µ ) d~ (h + c5f>.. ) =

(K,>..

+ c5K,>.. )[B>.. + c5B>.. -

I>.. - c5I >.. ]-

(4.1 5)

This becomes after a simple algebra:

(4.16)
Ignoring high order terms, one can get from eqn.4.16:

(4.17)
Simplifying the equation by noting that µ~ - B>..K,>..

+ K,>.. J>.. = 0, we obtain:
(4.18)

To simplify eqn. (4.18), we divide the whole equation by - K,>.. and using definition T>.. we obtain
this equation:

dh
c5µ dT

dc5I >..

+ µ-=
dT

- c5B>..

+ c5I>.. -

c5K->..
B>..K-).._

c5K->..

+ I >.. -K-).._

(4.19)

By doing simple algebraic manipulation we end up with:

(4.20)
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(4.2 1)
The last term on the right hand side in eqn. (4. 21 ) gives the effect of pulsation on the surface
normal. This term is zero for radial oscillation due to the fact that the surface normal does not
change direction during radial oscillations. It is also easy to see that the above equation is a first
order differential equation with {JI>.. as a solution and we will show this in the following section.

4.1.2

Finding the Solution to Radiative Transfer Equation

The radiative transfer equation shown in eqn. (4.21) can be solved as follows. The solution to such
type equations can be obtained by using the integrating factor. In this case, the integrating factor
1
is given by ef -;. dT>. . Hence,

dfJh
l _
1
- - oh = - -fJB>..
dT).,
µ
µ

1 Jr;,>.. .

+- (I>.. µ

8µ

B>.. ) - - (h - B>.. )-

(4.22)

µ2

/'i,)._

Then we multiply the whole equation above, eqn.(4.22) by the integrating factor to get the solution
of the above differential equation.
Here the quantity 7µ>- is the actual path along the direction µ taken by the radiation. Therefore, in
general , as Collins, (
) stated extinction by scattering or absorption will exponentially dimini sh
the strength of the intensity by e~. Multiplying eqn. 4.22 by the integrating factor e ~ and doing
some algebraic manipulations, then eqn. (4.22) will reduce to the fo llowing:

d(8he-'1 )
dT

~

-1

- - - - = - fJB>.. e
µ

µ,

1 Jr;,

+ - - (h µ r;,

B>.. )e

~
µ,

8µ

- (I>.. - B>.. )e

-

µ2

~
µ,

(4.23)

Then, we can rewrite eqn. (4.23 ) as:
(4.24)

If we integrate eqn. (4. 24) given above from O to oo in T>..:

- 1

00

of>.. (O) =

0

fJB>.. e~ dT).,
µ
µ,

-

1

00

-

0

6r;,>..
dT).,
-(I>..
- B>.. )e -~
µ, /'i,)._
µ

+1

00

0

6{l
-~
2µ (1>.. - B>.. )e µ, dT>.., (4.26)

where eqn. (4.26) gives the perturbed radiative intensity. Since our aim is to get the perturbed
radiative flux variation due to non radial pulsation of stars, the next step is to get the radiative
surface flux using the radiative intensity. By definition, radiative surface flux at freq uency .\ is
interpreted as the net rate of energy flow through a surface element.
(4.27)
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By applying this definition to eqn. (4.27), the radiative surface flu x becomes

(4.28)

If we assume the solution of the non radial oscillation to be of the form

8r(r, 0, ¢, t ) = M (r) Ytm( 0 , cp)e -wt
r
r

(4.29)
(4.30)

{5r;,>. (r, 0, ¢. t ) = (5!{>. (r )Yim (0, cp)e -wt
K,>.
K,>.
where Y.1m is the spherical harmonic functi on, M, 6B>. and

llK-:-.

,-;,:-_ .

(4.31)

are obtained from a stellar pulsation

8
;

code and
is relative displacement. If we substitute the solutions for the non-radial oscillations
given above in eqns.(4.29 - 4.31 ) into eqn. 4.28 we obtain:

(4.32)

As was shown in chapter 3, 8µ
8µ = (µ

2
-

ro

1) or

= (µ2 -

8µ

1)~ (6r ).
8 µ ro

(4.33)

therefore the displacement eigen functi on is given by:
(4.34)

here we ignore time dependence for now and the final equation becomes:

6µ
µ

(µ 2

-

1) 8Yim(0, ¢) 6r

µ

8µ

r

(4.35)
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By implementing this equation, one can get the following:

(4 .36)

By applying coordinate transformation to an observer's frame as defined in Arfken and Weber,
(

):

(4.37)
where 00 , ¢ 0 are observer's coordinates and P1(µ) is the Legendre polynomial. For simplicity, in
2
this study, the time dependent term e- iwt is merged in the integrals of Jih,(r ), ~ and (1 - : ) . This
shows that the variations of these terms are time dependent. Then, we can write the variation in
radiative flux as:

(4.38)

The lack of ¢ dependence comes from the fact that Yim (00 , ¢ 0 ) is constant and that depends on
observers ' location, therefore, it comes out of the integrals. Then eqn. (4. 38) will after applying
coordinate transformation give the following:

(4.39)

), it is convenient in the theory of stellar
According to Christensen-Dalsgaard and Frandsen, (
atmosphere to work in terms of moments of radiation field. Therefore, the perturbation in surface
flu x can be changed to perturbed Eddington flux (6H) by using the following equation :
(4.40)
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where the perturbed Eddington flux is related to flux 6F>.. thus:

(4.41)

In this calculation, we are giving more emphasis in obtaining the solutions for 6H >.. and 6/<i,>..,
because both 6H>.. and r5/<i,>., are important to calculate the structure of the atmosphere and their
spectra. In addition, the two quantities are depth-weighted means of the source function.
The formula for the perturbed relative flux equation can be written as:

(4.42)

where H>..(0) is the surface Eddington flux. According to Buta and Smith, (
), limb darkening
law is written in terms ofµ to account for changes in the limb darkening due to the surface normal
as cos 8 (t ) =
8 • But, in our calculation, the effect of limb darkening is incorporated in the term
I>.,. In the above equation,
includes perturbations in temperature and opacity of the gases of
the atmosphere of the star. The third term represents the perturbations in the surface normal. Note

n·n

i ~~)

that the integral in the third term consists of 5: e =?- which is significant only for surface layers and
rapidly approaches zero at T < l. Note that the surface normal term differs from the one presented
in chapter 3 on Watson's formula in that it includes a factor 5; e=ff . This factor drops rapidly
with depth for µ values that are different from 1 for high overtone pulsations (n » 1). This is
demonstrated in the following figures : Let us call the last term on the right hand side of eqn. (4.42),
the variation in the normal term T N:
But, we can show that

(4.43)
it can be written as:

T = Yr (eo. <Po) (1 (1 _ 2 ) d?i f ( )d _
N
2H (O) )
µ dµ µ µ µ ,

(4.44)

0

where,

-1

f (µ ) -

0

00

=

dI >.. M eµ dT.
dT r
µ

(4.45)

But, we can show that,

(4.46)
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Therefore,

f(µ)

= -d

dT

1

00

O

of _,,.
I (T, µ )- e ,, r

1

00

O

d
dT

({Jr)
_,. dT l JI (T, µ) I (T, µ )e,, - + -

dT
e,, - . (4.47)
r
µ

{Jf _,,.

r0

µ

µ

We show in Chapter 5 that ~ is nearly constant in the atmosphere for low overtone (~ 1)
pulsators. This means that in this case d~ ( 8: ) '.:::'. 0. Thus, the second term in eqn.(4.47) vanishes
for low n pulsation.
If we define,
{J f
dT
I (T, µ )- e,, - ,
o
r
µ
00

h=

1

-

7"

(4.48)

then,

µf (µ)

dh

= µ dT + h .

(4.49)

Note also that for low frequencies ,

h

= -6r
r

In Watson 's formula, it is known that

8
:

l oo
o

=

- r dT
I (T, µ )e,, - .
µ

E.

(4.50)

Therefore,

T = Ytm(00,¢0) 1 1( l - 2)d?i(dh
N
E
2H (O)
0
µ dµ dT

+

h) d

(4.51 )

µ,

which reduce to:

)1

1

EYt m( 0o , ¢0 o ( 1 - µ 2) dPz
dµ ( dh'
dT

+ h ')

(4.52)

dµ.

If we approximate I ~ B and assuming dT ~ dµ then, h' the normalized limb-darkening
function . The second assumption is reasonable since the limb-darkening effect suggests that
T ~ µ. The discussions above can be seen in the following figures:
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4.1 : The variation of the factor 8; e ~ with T in the atmosphere of the
model with T eff = 5778 Kand µ = 0.1. The arrow indicates the location of the
photosphere where T = 2/ 3.
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4.2 : The variation of the factor "; e=ff with T in the atmosphere of the
model with T eff = 5778 K and µ = l. The arrow indicates the location of the
photosphere where T = 2/ 3.
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4 .3: The variation of the fac tor ~: e=ff with Ti n the atmosphere of the
model with T eff = 5778 K and µ = 0.01. The arrow indi cates the location of the
photosphere where T = 2/ 3.
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Fig.
- Fig.
show the variation of 8; e=if with respect of T for an equilibrium model with
T eff = 5778 K, values of n = 1, 9, 27 andµ = 0.1 , 1, 0.01 for the three plots from top to bottom
respectively. In particular, one can see that for n = 27 and µ « 1, this factor is near zero for
T > 0.1. The arrow indicates the location of the photosphere where T = 2/ 3.
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4.4 : The variation of the factor 8; · e=if with T in the atmosphere of the
model with T eff = 7512 Kand µ = 0.1. The arrow indicates the location of the
photosphere where T = 2/ 3.
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4 .5 : The variation of the factor 8;·e=if with Tin the atmosphere of the
model with T eff = 7512 K and µ = 1. The arrow indicates the location of the
photosphere where T = 2/ 3.
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4.6: The variation of the fac tor 8; e ~ with T in the atmosphere of the
model with T eff = 7512 K and µ = 0.01. The arrow indicates the location of the
photosphere where T = 2/ 3.
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Fig.
- Fig.
show the variation of 8; e~ with respect of T for an eq uilibrium model with
Teff = 7512 K with the values of n = 1, 9, 27 and µ = 0.1 , 1, 0.01 for the three plots from top to
bottom respectively. In particular, one can see that for n = 27 and µ « 1, this factor is near zero
for T > 0.1. The arrow indicates the location of the photosphere where T = 2/ 3.
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4.7 : The variation of the factor 8; e~ with Ti n the atmosphere of the
model with T eff = 9440 Kand µ = 0.1. The arrow indicates the location of the
photosphere where T = 2/ 3.
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4.8: The variation of the factor "; e=if with Ti n the atmosphere of the
model with T eff = 9440 K and µ = 1. The arrow indicates the location of the
photosphere where T = 2/ 3.
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4 .9: The variation of the factor ";e=if with T in the atmosphere of the
model with T eff = 9440 K and µ = 0.01. The arrow indicates the location of the
photosphere where T = 2/ 3.
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Fig.
- Fig.
show the variation of "; e=if with respect of T for an equilibrium model with
Teff = 9440 K with n = l , 9, 27 andµ = 0.l , 1, 0.01 for the three plots respectively. In particular,
one can see that for n = 27 andµ « l , this fac tor is near zero for T > 0.1. The arrow in the plots
show the location of the photosphere where T = 2/ 3.

4.1.3

Surface Area Variation

In order to complete our calculation, I need to solve the second term in eq n. (4. 11 ), given below:
(4.53)
shows one of the effects caused by pulsation of the star, that is, the surface area variatio n. Therefore, to solve this integral, we need to solve the value of the perturbed solid angle dbD..
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Going back to the beginning of the calculations of the second integral, i.e eqn. (4.11 ) and substituting the perturbation of the solid angle, calculated in chapter 3 in the integral, then:

1
n

µI;.,d<5D = -

11
2

1

1r

o

o

µI;., -25r µdµdcp
ro

+11
2

1

1r

o

o

0
µ1:,._ (l - µ 2 )~ (-<Sr )dµdcp,
uµ ro

(4.54)

using the coordinate transformation, [see eqn.4.37], used in the calculation of the first integral in
the perturbation:

(4.55)
and

Yt (0, ¢) = Yim (0o, c/Jo)Pi(µ ),

(4.56)

then, eqn.(4.54) will reduce to :

(4.57)

Since the integral over ¢ gives the constant 21r, then:
m
/1
6r
m
(
2 8 Pi (µ ) 6r
µI;.,d<5D = -21rYi (00 , ¢0 ) l o 2µ1 P1(µ )µ7dµ +21rYi (0o, c/Jo) l o µ1 (1-µ ) oµ --;:dµ .

JJ

(4.58)
This expression is equivalent to the third term T3 of Watson 's formula. The difference in the
two expressions is T 3 takes the displacement eigen function and other terms by represented as E
(amplitude parameter) assumed to be constant whereas here in our calculation, the displacement
eigen function is not constant.

(4.59)

(4.60)
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Therefore, simplifying the equation above as we did before by multiplying it with
equation is simplified as follows: ·

4

H~ (o ) ,

the

(4.61 )

4.2

The New Formalism

In the previous sections, I derived the very important components of our formalism and going back
again to the very definition of luminosity where an observer measures luminosity from a star, we
now include surface area effects taking into account the definition and derivation introduced in the
previous equation.
We now note that perturbed luminosity of a pulsating star is given by:
(4.62)

where the first term includes, as discussed earlier, radiative surface flux and variation in the surface
normal. For ;~t), we use first two terms on the right of eqn. (4.42) and for 6: we use eqn.(4.51),

L.x (O ) is surface luminosity and for

6

we use the third term of eqn. (4 .42).
Now, by substituting all the equations for the different terms, the perturbed luminosity that
takes into consideration the multi layered atmosphere is:
~>.,

(4. 63 )

This equation can be arranged in such a way that the observed luminosity becomes the combination of the perturbed radiative transfer equation where it includes variations both in the surface
normal as well as variations in the area and temperature. Moreover, eqn. (4.63) al so includes the
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variation in opacity.

(4.64)

where we used µ ddh = f:>.. - B>-. from radiative transfer equation.
One can simplify the last three terms of the above equation to show the variations of the surface
normal due to pulsation and compare it with the geometric effects from Watson's formula and prove
that it vanishes for dipole oscillation l = 1, where l = 0 refers to radial oscillation. In the following
derivation, I wil1 keep the first two terms as it is and simplify the last three terms.
T ).

(4.65)
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By taking the common factor from the last three terms, we can rewrite the above equation as:

(4.66)

By usingµ%

= h... - B>. from radiative transfer equation, the above equation becomes:

(4.67)

We can further simplify the above equation by combining the last two terms as follows:

(4.68)
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Now, if we define two new functions from the last calculation f (µ) and g(µ ) as:
(4.69)

and
(4.70)

Substituting both function s defined above, back to the previous equation, eqn. (4.95), the perturbed luminosity becomes:

For TE [O, 1], the exponential term can be expanded using Taylor expansion as:
e

.=.-2
µ.

T )..
1 T>.2
1 T>.3
1 T >.4
-:::: 1 - - + - - - - - + - - + .. .
µ
2! µ 2 3! µ3 4! µ 4

(4.72)

Using the above Taylor expansion and only considering first order terms, the two functions
defined earlier becomes:
(4.73)

and the second function reduces to:
(4.74)

Substituting these back to the original equation shown above, the observed variation in luminosity for pulsating stars becomes:

For radially oscillating stars where l

= 1, the geometric term (the term in the square bracket)
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in the above equation, the variation in the surface normal vanishes as Watson, (
) and Watson, (
) shows. The final equation for observed luminosity is given above where it shows all
the variations during non radial pulsation including the variation in the surface normal , where this
term vanishes for radial pulsation, variation in the smface area and temperature. More over the two
functions, f (µ) and g(µ) are as defined before. Both functions show the integral over the displacement eigen function, where it was assumed constant during Watson, (
) and Watson, (
)
publications. Moreover, the two functions demonstrates how the displacement eigen function
behaves and varies in the atmosphere of a pulsating star. In previous works, as mentioned before,
the displacement eigenfunction was treated as constant and their calculations were based at a particular point in the atmosphere with a value of T = 2/ 3. Both f (µ) and g(µ ) are integrals of the
displacement eigenfunction with respect to optical depth. This variation in the displacement eigen
function for different equilibrium models of variable stars is presented in the upcoming chapter.
Moreover, the two integrals demonstrates the integrals of intensity with respect to optical depth as
well as how B>-. (Planck function ) and H >-. (surface Eddington flux) behave with respect to optical
depth .
If one compares Watson's equations introduced in chapter 3 term by term with our calculations, one can see that the contribution of the geometrical effect (T3 ) will be ignored for l = l in
(Watson,
) case. But the effect of geometry in contributing for the observed flux should be
significant as it is known that during pulsation, the shape of the star change which in tum affects
the observed flux. Moreover, the derivation of the mode identification formula is done by considering the atmosphere of the star as a distinct individual layer and calculated at a particular optical
But in our calculation, we treated the atmosphere of the star as multilayered so as
depth T =
to treat as a whole by varying the integral of the optical depth from the surface to deep inside the
star, to include the effect of the atmosphere by varying the integral of the optical depth from O to
oo. The variation in the observed flux can be caused by any physical changes occurring inside the
).
atmosphere of the star. Not at a particular point as suggested by (Watson,

°;

l

Chapter 5
Results and Discussion
The derivations we did in chapter 4 is an improved photometric mode identification formula for
pulsating stars derived from the combination of radiative transfer equation and the radiative flux
emanating from pulsating stars. The formalism introduced is based on non-grey approximation
where the pulsation equations and opacity depends on the depth and frequency of observation.
Moreover, in the new formalism introduced in this thesis, the effects of local temperature, geometry, pressure, surface normal and limb darkening effects are included, where they contribute to the
variation in the observed flux.
Some of the parameters in our calculations such as 0 0 are obtained from pulsation code
obtained from Medupe, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Phorah, (
). In addition, by using an equilibrium model as an input I v, E v, Tv , it is easy to get the opacity table r;,v (T , P , ll) using model
atmosphere ATLAS 9 where (Kurucz and Bell,
) included convection based on the mixing
length theory (MLT). In this approximation, he used the mixing length parameter l/ Hp = 1. 25.
Hence by using the model stellar atmosphere, opacity tables were constructed. Moreover, by
using the outputs (the opacity tables) the following three dimensional opacity contours of log P,
log T and r;,v are plotted.
The three dimensional plots (logP, logT , r;,v) shown in figures 5.1 to 5.6 show two humps which
are caused by hydrogen ionization. The opacity contours shows an opacity bump for frequency
')
and wavelength of 1. 21 6 x 10a and 2.46 x 10- respectively. Moreover, the second raw also shows
(l ogP, logT, opacity (r;, v) ) for f = 397549 x 10 14 and ). = 3.57 x 10 2 . In this particular plot,
it is easy to note that the bump is due to hydrogen ionization where the region of the star both
temperature and pressure are high leading to high opacity.
In addition, all the figures show the opacity (r;,v), log P and log T three dimensional plots where
the bump shows hydrogen ionization zone. Parameters from our calculations such as a r (/\ ), 9 ( ,\ )
and p* =
7 = 1 are obtained from model atmospheres using ATLAS9.
The fundam~ntal differences we introduced in this study is the derivation of photometric amplitude in a plane parallel atmosphere where the derivation is based from perturbation of radiative
transfer where we got the flux perturbation. In addition, the variation in luminosity includes the derived variation in the surface normal and in area by considering a spherical, hydrostatic equilibrium
star.
Researches in the derivation of the flux variation ( 6f,;--) was done by Toutain and Gouttebroze.
(
) with an assumption of a star with radius Ro where their integral, mostly for a rotating star
(the Sun), to obtain the observed flux across the disk. In their calculation, they included the radiative transfer equation in the photosphere of the sun and the opacity perturbation as a result of
non radial pulsation. Toutain, Berthomieu, and Provost, (
) tried to improve the formalism and
calculated and derived analytical equation for the amplitudes of non radial pulsation by considering the photosphere as a sphere. They calculated the intensity perturbation by using both Eulerian
and Lagrangian formalism (for the Sun) for low degree p and g solar modes. Both Lagrangian and

:J, J:

(;,~ifo )

a
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5.1 : Three dimensional contour showing how opacity behaves
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zone.
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Eulerian expressions for plane parallel approximation give rise to the same value and obtained the
same outputs as previous works. In addition, Toutain, Berthomieu, and Provost, ( 1999) checked
both formalisms numerically. But for numerical calculation it came out that the Lagrangian formalism is more suited than the Eulerian form due to the fact that convection is ignored in this form.
Moreover, their analytical expression is derived based on grey atmosphere assumption. Toutai n,
Berthomieu, and Provost, ( 1999) also compared their analytical equation flux perturbation and intensity for non radial pulsation both in the spherical and plane parallel assumptions. During their
analytical calculation, they treated the atmosphere as a layer and integrated over the visible disc.
Since its inception, calculation of flux variation due to non radial pulsation , a lot of progress has
been made and our contribution in this regard will play fundamental role in progressing mode identification and studying the internal structure of the stars. In this study, we introduced and treated
the atmosphere of the star as a continuous state and integrated from outside to deep into the core
which is completely different from the analysis presented by Watson, ( 1987) and Watson, ( 1988) 's
treatment as a single layer and calculated at an optical depth of T = 2/ 3.
The quantity in our photometric amplitude calculation (h.. - B>.) has a value of zero for isothermal atmosphere (T > 2/ 3) whereas it is non zero near the surface of the star. Our photometric
amplitude, calculated by assuming plane parallel atmosphere, shows the contribution from the different layers of the atmosphere (from inside to outside of the atmosphere) which is different from
Watson, ( 1987) and Watson , ( 1988), where he calculated the atmosphere as a single layer. The
calculation we did showed an integration over the optical depth from O to oo which is completely
different from the understanding presented by different authors. Their calculation is not wron g but
valid only for low frequency oscillating stars. The equation that we introduced, as the new photometric amplitude, which helps us to use as a mode identification formula, incorporates almost
all the ingredients that contribute to the variation in the observed luminosity (intensity). Those
parameters are briefly discussed and their analytic formali sm are extensively derived in chapter 4.
Watson, (1 987) and Watson , ( 1988) formali sm introduced limb darkening by writing normalized
limb darkening in a quadratic form where as the equation we introduced here assumes the limb
darkening introduced in the variation in the surface normal. Moreover, his formula is solely calculated on the basis of intensities formulated from a boundary condition (at optical depth T = ~)
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defined at the photosphere. In addition, the atmosphere is treated as a single layer, by assuming
the eigen function as constant.
When a pulsating star is observed, there is a manifestation of changes in brightness. The
observed brightness changes are caused due to changes from geometric effects (distortion in the
surface area, for non radial pulsation, variation in the surface normal). Other changes that causes
variation in brightness are thermodynamical changes which are associated with optical depth perturbations and (h . - B >J Hence, our calculations are developed by taking into account the variations or changes mentioned. As discussed above, Watson, (
) and Watson, (
) developed
his equations assuming that the atmosphere as a single layer which implies there is no integration over the optical depth and displacement eigen function 8;. He also assumed constant eigen
fun ctions in the stellar atmosphere but the displacement eigen fun ction is not constant and the
luminosity observed comes from all layers of the atmosphere of a pulsating star where the outer
layer contribution is dominant during pulsation . Therefore, to include and show the non constant
shape eigen function, we assumed a plane parallel atmosphere, where the solution for the radiative
transfer equation is given by:
(5.1 )

In our calculation of photometric mode identification formula, one can easily see that for a given
stellar model, the observed luminosity variation caused by stellar pulsation is caused by temperature perturbation, perturbation in opacity, displacement eigen function and departure from thermodynamical (radiative) equilibrium (h - B >..).

5.1

Analysis of the Theoretical equation using Equilibrium Models

The photometric mode identification formula introduced in chapter 4 is given below:

where,
(5.3 )

and

00

g (µ )

=

1
0

Where P1~o

= 1 therefore d,:1; 0 = 0.

c5r BA
T).
- - - (1 - - )dT). ,
r 2H>. (0)
µ

(5.4)
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For a radially pulsating star, the variation in the surface normal becomes zero as there is no
change iri the direction of the surface normal, refer to the fourth term in eqn. (5 .2). To demonstrate how this equation works, we studied equilibrium stellar model s and their atmosphere and
analyze the properties of the eigen . functions (Pressure, temperature, opacity and displacement
eigen functions ). The following table shows the equilibrium stellar models used in this analysis.
We implemented a FORTRAl"l' code called naledi introduced by Medupe, Christensen-Dal sgaard,
and Kurtz, (
) and Medupe, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Phorah, (
) to check the improved
mode identification formula using the foll owing equilibrium models.
5.1 : Equilibrium models used in thi s study Medupe, Christensen-Dalsgaard,
and Kurtz, (
) and Medupe, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Phorah, (
).

TABLE

Model No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

T eff

5778
6164
6430
7072
7512
7900
8340
9088
9440

log g
4.43
4.41
4.35
4.29
4.30
4.30
4.31
4.32
4.32

The table above shows the stellar equilibrium models with the respective T eff, frequency of
pul sation ranging between n = 1 and n = 30 with a step of 3 and log g. The values of l og g
presented in the table are obtained from our model atmosphere calculations. These models are
typically A-type variable stars. Their effective temperature ranges between 6000 -11 , 500K, where
in our model atmosphere the effective temperatures are chosen in such a way that they cover the
temperature range of A-type stars. This work is to study their atmosphere and pulsation based on
Medupe, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Phorah, (
).
Here, we treat the models by introducing a new formula where its derivation is shown in chapter
4. The analysis here shows the variation in the temperature eigen function, disp lacement eigen
function, opacity, temperature, pressure and displacement ( i) in the variable star.
Medupe, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Phorah, (
) presented a theoretical equation that relates perturbation in the surface flux, opacity and temperature. The theoretical analysis presented
here uses a FORTRAN program called nal edi.f using if art compiler, where the program takes
all equilibrium models and gives iterated values for acoustic cutoff frequency. When one compiles
naledi.f, it gives several options to load equilibrium model s, do iterations, create eigen frequency
spectrum and more. But for this particular work, we load the equilibrium models fo llowed by doing iterations by giving range of frequencies manually. Since the solutions for pulsation equations
are complex, we provided both (real and complex parts of the so lution) to the program. But in
this work we focused and presented the real part of the solution. Moreover, the program gives
the freedom to calculate the damping rate for several frequencies, but in this work we did not give
emphasis on damping. naledi .f also provides an option to calculate the eigenvalues and eigen fre quencies and create eigen value spectrum. In this process-, v-.1 e demonstrated hO'A' the temperature
opacity eigen function and other physical
eigen function 8:f, the displacement eigen function

°;,
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parameters vary in the star especially in the atmosphere. In the upcoming sections, we demonstrate
the outputs of naledi .f.

5.1.1

Eigen Values and Eigen Functions

Eigen frequencies are natural vibrations or frequencies where stars normally pulsate. The solution
to pulsation equations for grey atmosphere is complex where it has real and imaginary solutions.
The following are some of the real so lutions plotted with respect to depth (logP), optical depth
T and other physical parameters which can significantly vary throughout the star, especially the
atmosphere of the star. In most calculations and plots, one can see that the Eigen solutions are
higher in the atmosphere of a pulsating star and becomes smaller as one traces deep into the core
of the star. The model s in this study are based on studying their atmosphere and envelope; the
point where the two meet is known to be the matching point. The interference of the waves that
we mentioned earlier is caused due to the medium change in the star (atmosphere/ envelope).
Here, the atmosphere is treated as purely radiative and constructed from several layers, where
energy transport is dominated by radiation and the focus is to solve radiative transfer equations by
considering different assumptions as solved in chapter 4.
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5.1.2

Equilibrium Model with Teff = 5778 K and log g = 4.43

The equilibrium model with Teff = 5778 is tested for various pulsation frequencies ranging from
n = l - 30, where the frequency range is A-type stars pulsate. The solution to the pul sation
equation gives both real and imaginary solutions where in this analysis we focus on the real solutions. The imaginary solutions shows that the displacement gets smaller and smaller or higher and
introduces damping and phase difference but it is not our interest here.
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5.7: The real part of temperature eigen function with respect to depth
(logP).

The temperature eigen function is shown in Fig.
. The eigen functions shows variations in
the atmosphere of the star where hydrogen ionization dominates in a region between log P = 5
and log P = 6. The temperature eigen function 8 as shown here demonstrates great variability
for different n values, where n is associated with frequency; especially those equilibrium models
with high frequency shows tremendous variability close to the surface. It is easy to notice from
Fig.
that 8 shows variation up to log P = 8. But as one traces deep in the star, the temperature
eigen function becomes constant. All frequency models have constant temperature eigen function
close to the surface but dramatically changes around the hydrogen ionization zone.
Fig.
demonstrates the real part of the temperature eigen function as a function of optical
depth T. The temperature eigenfunction ( 8 shows great variability in the atmosphere; even goi ng
deep in the star it shows variability. Near the surface of the star 8 remains constant but as one
traces in the atmosphere, 8 shows variation for all the models. These variations continue through
the atmosphere of the star. Deep in the star, on the other hand, 8 becomes constant for all models.
The variation in the displacement eigen function shown in Fig.
shows great variability in
8
the atmosphere and becomes maximum ( ; = 1) near the surface of the star for all n values.
The position where variation in the displacement eigen function corresponds to the position where
variation of temperature eigen function occurs. Various frequencies shows significantly different
displacement eigen functions in the atmosphere of the star. The positions correspondence between
the temperature eigen function and displacement eigen function shows that the displacement eigen
function responds very well to the effect of the temperature eigen function. Low frequency eigen
functions are nearly constant in the atmosphere. ~: with respect to depth (log P) between log P =

:J

:J

:J )

:J

:J

:J

10
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5.8: The real part of temperature eigen function with respect to optical depth
T.

6 and log P = 8 show great variability. Deep in the star 0; becomes constant except n = l and
n = 3.
Another quantity that we studied using this model is the properties of the displacement eigen
function as a function of optical depth T shown in Fig.
) . Near the surface, the di splacement
eigen function becomes maximum with a value of 1 regardless of the frequency used in the equilibrium model. Those with lower values of n appears to have co nstant ~ deep in the star whereas the
equilibrium models with higher values of n show variation across T. Near the surface, those with
high values of n = 21 - 30 show sharp decrement in the displacement eigen function as compared
to lower n-values (n = 1 - 9).
More analysis is done in this model with regard to opacity variation . The variation in the
opacity eigenfunction is shown in Fig.
. Lower frequency models shows that the opacity eigen
fun ction is constant near the surface of the star whereas those with high frequency demo nstrates
th at the opacity eigen function increases from the surface to the atmosphere and vary g reatly in the
hydrogen ionization zone, where the cause for opacity fluctuation occurs. It is also easy to noti ce
form the fi gure that the dip in the perturbation of opacity varies with frequency. Moreover, some
samples with high frequency also shows variation even near the surface and shows some bumps
in the atmosphere of the star. These small bumps are visible between log P = 3 and log P = 4.
Furthermore, the variation in
continues even deeper between log P = 6 and log P = 7. Deep
in the star 0,,, becomes constant for all values of n.
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5.9: The real part of the displacement eigenfunction with respect to depth
(logP).
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5.1.3

5. 10: The displacement eigenfunction as a function of T (optical depth).

Equilibrium Model with Teff = 6164 K and log g = 4.41

As we did in the previous equilibrium model, Teff = 5778 K, the test was done for a range of
frequencies simjlar to the ones presented earlier. From the temperature eigen function with respect
to depth (log P), one can see that the higher the frequency the more the perturbation in the temperature eigenfunction. Moreover, as compared to the previous equilibrium model , Teff = 5778 K,
the dip in the perturbation moves towards the surface. The effect of the perturbation is happening
in the first hydrogen ionization zone. A close observation, close to log P = 5 in the plot shows that
the high freq uency pulsation causes a greater dip in the first hydrogen ionization zone as shown in
Fig.
and the variation continues up to log P = 7.
From Fig.
, it is easy to note that all models show constancy of temperature eigen functi on
near the surface.
The temperature eigenfunction CC'J) is also studied as a function of optical depth. In a simi lar
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5. 11: The real part of the variations in opacity with respect to depth
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5. 12 : The real part of the temperature eigenfunction as a function of depth .
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The real part of the temperature eigen function as a function of optical
depth T .
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way as before, the temperature eigen function demonstrates variability in the atmosphere. In addition , one can see from Fig.
that the variability moves toward the surface as compared to the
lower temperature model Teff = 5778. All models near the surface have constant 8
The displacement eigen function , on the other hand, has a slight variation in the hydroge n
ionization zone where its variation is observed in the area where temperature eigen function also
varies. It also shows that the displacement eigen function reacts quickly to most frequency ranges
presented in the hydrogen ionization zone except the lowest frequency. The displacement eige n
function as a function of depth is presented in Fig.
. The displacement eigen function fo r
smaller n value (n = 1) is constant up to log P = 7. If one traces deep in the star the displacement
eigen function for n = I shows slight deviation.
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FIGURE 5 . 14 : The displacement eigenfunction as a function of (log P) depth.
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Analysis in the variation in the displacement eigenfunction "; with respect to optical depth (T)
appears to be constant for small n values or lower frequencies as shown in Fig.
. "; attains
its maximum value of 1 at T = 0 as shown in fig. 5 15 regardless of the frequency used. Those
with high frequency shows variation as one goes deep in the star with the highest value of n = 30
shows a larger negative slope.
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5.15: The displacement eigenfunction as a function of optical depth
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5. 16 : The opacity eigenfunction as a function of depth.

From fig.
, it can be seen that the variation in the eigen function of opacity as a function
of depth and its variation is clear in the first hydrogen ionization zone in the atmosphere of the
star. It is also noticeable that the equilibrium model with hi gher frequency significantly shows
variation and greater dip. On the other hand, the lower frequency models shows a slight dip or
variation but still their change or variation discards the premise suggested by Watson, ( 1987) and
Watson, (1 988). Higher n values show sharp increase with slight humps in the atmosphere and
great variability in the atmosphere. Moreover, deeper in the star though very small there is still
variation in ": around logP = 6.3. Deep in the star the opacity eigenfunction becomes constant.
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One can also see that the position where the variation in
occurs moves closer to the surface as
compared to the lower temperature model (Teff = 5778K) presented in the previous section .

Equilibrium Model with Teff = 6430 K and log g = 4.35

5.1.4

For the equilibrium model with Teff = 6430 K, the same anal ysis was done as before. The temperature eigen function have larger or bigger depth as compared to the lower temperature model s.
Moreover, the dip in the hydrogen ionization zone moves to the left, that is towards the surface of
the star. For different freq uencies, the temperature eigen function as shown in Fig.
behaves
differently with the higher frequencies with a larger dip , at log P = 5, as compared to the lower
freq uency ones. Near the surface of the star, all frequency models, display constant temperature
eigen functi on. All freq uency models shows great variabi lity in the temperature eigen fu nction between log P = 5 and log P = 7. Moreover, the temperature eigenfunction shows disparity when
one traces deep in the star up to a region where log P = 7. Deep in the star, the temperature eigen
function becomes constant. This manifests that the temperature eigen function is affected mostly
in the atmosphere of the star.
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FIGUR E 5.17 : The temperature eigenfunction as a function of depth (log P) .

The temperature eigen function is also studied on how it behaves with respect to optical depth
and is presented in Fig.
. From the fig ure, one can see the behavior of the temperature eigen
function from two positions . The first position is near the surface of the star, where all models
show no variability in 8 and the other one is in the atmosphere of the star, in the region between
log P = 4. 7 and logP = 7.5, where greater variability is observed. For lower n values 8 shows a
very small variation in the first hydrogen ionization zone but deep in the star it becomes constant.
It is clear that the place where variability in 8 dominates move towards the surface as compared
to the lower temperature models Teff = 5778 Kand Teff = 6164 K.
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5.18: The temperature eigenfunction as a function of optical depth (T).

The same can be said regarding the di splacement eigen function as compared to the other
model s considered. The higher freq uency models have high gradient as compared to the lower
freque ncy models. The displacement eigen function picks the maximum value near the surface of
the star regardless of freq uency used as clearly seen in Fig.
) . For n = l, 8; shows co nstancy
up to log P = 7 then deep in the star, 8; shows slight deviation. The significant vari ation in ~~ is
observed for all the models considered starting from log P = 5. At log P = 5, ~ behaves uniquely
due to hydrogen ionization. Moreover, in the region between log P = 5 and log P = 8 significant
variations in 8; is observed. As in the previous models, Teff = 5778 Kand Teff = 6164 K, deep in
the star 8; becomes constant except for the first three lower n values.
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5. 19: The displacement eigenfunction as a function of depth.

We also investigated the displacement eigen function

8
;

as a function of optical depth to stud y
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how the displacement eigen function behaves inside the star. As presented in Fig.
, 8/ looks
constant for equilibrium models with lower frequency up to a certain region but it behaves differently deep in the star (purple line in the plot). The displacement eigen function has a maximum
value near the surface. The higher frequency models, on the other hand, show deviation from
constancy. The high frequency model n = 30 deviates the most from constancy across the optical
depth. Fig.
also shows the highest value of 8/ = 1 near the surface of the star.
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5.20: The displacement eigenfunction as a function of optical depth.

The variation in opacity eigen function in this particular model is different from the previous
models, e.g. Teff = 6430K, considered except the dip in the perturbation is higher for this model as
compared to the lower temperature models. The implication is that the higher the effective temperature the higher the temperature eigenfunction ( 8 to respond for perturbation in the atmosphere
of the star as shown in Fig.
. Around logP = 6, there is also a small variation in 8/ that
might be caused by second hydrogen ionization zone. Deep in the star, 0;: becomes constant for
all n values . One can also see that the position where significant variability in °;: observed moves
towards the surface.
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5.21 : Variation in opacity

8;:

as a function of depth.

Equilibrium Model with Teff = 7072 K and log g = 4.292

5.1.5

As discussed in the previous equilibrium model stars (Teff = 5778 K, Teff = 6164 K and Teff =
6430 K), the temperature eigen function with respect to log P (referring to depth) is depicted in
Fig.
. The depth or perturbation is deep for lower frequency equilibrium models (n = 6, 9, 12)
and the dip in this model moves towards the surface. The dip in 8 is observed in the hydrogen
ionization zone and this might be caused as a result of change in opacity.
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5.22: The temperature eigenfunction as a function of depth (log P ).

All n value models show constant temperature eigen function close to the surface. Deep in the
star the variation in the temperature eigen function becomes constant.
The temperature eigen function ( 8 as a function of optical depth is presented in Fig.
As the previous models, the temperature eigen function shows variation in the atmosphere. The
variability also moves towards the surface with lower n value models show slight variation in 8
Fig.
shows the dependence of displacement eigenfunction in depth (log P) of the star. One
can clearly see that the displacement eigen function is large at the surface of the star for n = l.
The gradient of the displacement eigenfunction is different for different values of n. The dip in the
displacement eigen function occurs in the same position as the temperature eigen function where
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5.23: The temperature eigenfunction as a function ofoptical depth (T).
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5.24 : The displacement eigenfunction as a function of log P (depth).

opacity fluctuation occurs. The variation in ~ show different gradient with higher frequency ones
having high gradient. Between log P = 4 and log P = 5, 8; shows unique variation, visible hump.
For low n values, 8; looks constant with a slight deviation around log P = 9.
The displacement eigenfunction is also tested with respect to optical depth (T) and one can see
. In the atmosphere, 8; = 1 and
how it behaves near the surface of the star as presented in Fig.
it is the largest value regardless of the n val ues and Teff· For smaller values of n , 8; with respect
to T displaying constancy and those with high n values show larger deviation from being constant
deep in the star.
This model is also tested to check the opacity eigen function 8: with respect to log P and is
presented in Fig.
The dip in the opacity eigen function 8: occurs in the hydrogen ionization zone shown in
Fig.
. High frequency equilibrium model pulsation stars behave in a different way as compared to low frequency ones. Higher values of n spikes in the hydrogen ionization zone. Equilibrium models with n values (n = 9, 12, 15, 18) have greater depth as compared to low n values.
Moreover, around logP = 6 there is a slight variability displayed in 8:. One can also see that
near the surface, those models with low n -values are constant and the other models with high n
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5.25: The di splacement eigenfunction as a function of optical depth (7).
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5.26: The opacity eigenfunction as a function of log P (depth).

values demonstrate a positive slope up to log?= 3. Between logP = 3 and logP = 4. 5,
constant. In addition, the deeper one goes in log?, except between log? = 4 and log P
becomes constant.
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5.1.6

Equilibrium Model with T eff = 7512 and log g = 4.301

The high temperature equilibrium model with Teff = 7512K is presented in this section. The temperature eigen function as a function of log P (referring depth in this case) behaves in the same
way as the previous model (Teff = 7072 K) . The variations occur in the first hydrogen ionization
zone around logP = 4.5. As compared to the previous models presented, the position where this
variation occurs moves toward the surface.
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FIGURE

5.27 : The temperature eigenfunction as a function of depth (log P).

A closeup investigation of the depth shows a slight deviation or change in position towards the
surface towards log P = 4 as compared to the lower temperature models. This model has a larger
depth in the temperature eigen function as shown in Fig. 'i r . Moreover, there is a slight variation
in the temperature eigenfunction between logP = 5 and logP = 6. Deep in the star, 8 becomes
constant. Once again the temperature eigen function is tested with respect to optical depth and is
presented in Fig.
. From the figure , it is easy to see how 8 behaves inside the star and the
variation is clearly seen in the atmosphere. In addition, one can see that the lowest n value models
show a very small variability in the temperature eigenfunction as compared to the higher n values.
Fig.
shows the displacement eigen function as a function of depth (log P). The position
where the depth created in the displacement eigen function plot is the place where the temperature
eigen function also varies, which is the hydrogen ionization zone. Moreover, it is easy to notice
from the displacement eigen function plot that those equilibrium models with n- values (high
frequency) (n = 21 , 24, 27, 30) have higher gradient than the low frequency models (n = 1, 3, 6, 9).
In addition, one can see that the displacement eigenfunction becomes larger( ~ = 1) close to the
surface. One can also see the feature (hump) between log P = 4 and log P = 5 which is caused
by hydrogen ionization.
More analysis on 8; was also done with respect to optical depth (T) and near the surface regardless of then values and Teff, 8; has a maximum value of 1. The displacement eigenfunction
~ for lower n values is constant across T except deep in the star as shown in Fig.
. For higher
values of n , the displacement eigenfunction shows variability across T.
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5.28 : The temperature eigenfunction as a fu nction of optical depth (T).
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5.29: The displacement eigenfunction as a fu nction of depth (log P ).

The opacity eigenfunction, on the other hand, shows variation between log P = 4 and logP =
5, where the variation is caused due to first hydrogen ionization zone. The second variation around
log P = 6, which is smaller as compared to the first variation, is the second hydrogen ionization
zone as shown in Fig.
. Deep in the star, on the other hand, r,,,, becomes constant.
Near the surface, almost all n values show constant 8; except the two highest n values. Again,
here the position where r,,,, shows great variation moves towards the surface between logP = 4 and
logP = 5.
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5.3 0: The displacement eigenfunction as a function of optical depth (T).
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5. 3 1: The variation in the eigenfunction of opacity as a function of depth

(log P ).

5.1.7

Equilibrium Model with T eff = 7900 Kand log g = 4.3

The temperature eigenfunction as a function of log P (depth) for an equilibrium model with T eff =
7900K is presented in Fig.
In this figure, the equilibrium models with low frequency creates a sharp dip close to log P =
4 and the others shows the variability in the region where hydrogen ionization dominates. As
compared to the lower temperature models mentioned before, the hydrogen ionization zone moves
towards the surface. The trend one can notice in the temperature eigen function is that, as the
temperature for the equilibrium model increases, 0 near the surface becomes more fl at or constant.
Deeper in the star, 0 becomes constant.
and significant variaFurther studies in the temperature eigen function is presented in Fig.
tions can be seen in the atmosphere of the star. As compared to the previous models, the variability
moves towards the surface of the star. Near the surface, 0 becomes constant for all models under consideration . When one traces through the atmosphere of the star, those models with high
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FIGURE 5.32: Plot showi ng the real part of the temperature eigen function as a

function of log P inside the star.
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FIGURE 5.33: Plot showing the temperature eigenfunction as a function of optical

depth

T .

n -values creates a hump in the hydrogen ionization zone but the remaining models create various
depths depending on their n-values. Deeper in the star, on the other hand, 0 becomes constant.
As in the previous models mentioned in previous sections, the displacement eigen function as
a function of log Pis presented in Fig.
. Low frequency equilibrium models have low gradient
and shows a small bump around the region where hydrogen ionization dominates.
As n (frequency) increases, the gradient increases and the bumps become clearer. The displacement eigen function becomes constant starting from log P = 8, that is, deep in the star except the
low frequency one n = I that behaves differently. The gradient for n = I , 3, 6 increases rapidly.
Fig.
shows how the displacement eigen function behaves inside the star as a function of
optical depth. As shown in the figure, near the surface of the star the displacement eigen function
becomes higher and has a value of 1. For lower values of n between 1 - 6, 0; tracing throu gh
the atmosphere it looks constant. But the high frequency models behave differently deep inside
the star. For such models, 0; show huge deviation with negative slope. Deep inside the star, 0;
becomes constant. One should notice from the plot of 0; with respect to T that, 0; has the highest
value for all models regardless of then values and T eff ·
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5.34: An illustration showing the di splacement eigenfunction as a function
of log P inside the star.
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5.35 : The displacement eigenfunction as a function of optical depth.

Fig.
demonstrates the variation in opacity as a function of depth where the significant
variation occur very close to log P = 4, the region where the opacity fluctuation is caused due
to hydrogen ionization zone. The variation in the temperature eigen function , the displacement
eigen function and opacity fluctuations occur almost at the same position around log P = 4. As
compared to lower T eff models (Teff = 5778K, T eff = 6164K, T eff = 6430K), the position where
the opacity variation occurs moves towards the surface. In addition, all the n values, except one,
have constant 8; near the surface. Both the spike and the dip are large as compared to the previo us
model s. Deep in the star, 8; becomes constant regardless of the n-values considered.
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FIGURE 5 .36: Opacity eigenfunction as a function of log P inside the star.

Equilibrium Model with Teff = 8340 K and log g = 4.3185

5.1.8

The temperature eigen function as a function of log P is presented in Fig.
. The striking
difference between this model and the previous models di scussed in the previous sections is that
some frequencies creates a sharp spike and the rest creates larger depth. But near the surface and
deep in the star, the temperature eigen function remains constant.
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FIGURE 5.37 : Figure showing how the temperature eigen function behaves in the
star.

Again the position where the perturbation happens, moves towards the surface as compared to
the previous models.
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5.38: Plot showing how the temperature eigenfunction behaves in the star
with respect to optical depth T.
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Further study of 0 with respect to optical depth (T) is shown Fig.
which demonstrates
high variability in the atmosphere of the star. Near the surface and deep in the star the temperature
eigenfunction is constant with respect to optical depth (T). The unique feature in the variation in
the temperature eigen function , 0 is that higher frequency models (n = 27 and n = 30) shows
significant hump in the atmosphere of the star.
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5.39: An illustration showi ng how the displacement eigenfunction behaves
in the star with respect to log P.

Fig.
demonstrates the behavior of the displ acement eigen function as a function of log P
(depth). This model, with hi gh temperature, shows larger gradient with high n val ues and low
gradients for small values of n. In the hydrogen ionization zone, with high n values, the bumps are
clearer. For lower values, n = 1, the displacement eigen function behaves differently deep inside
the star. But regardless of the frequency used, the displacement eigen function attains its maximum
value towards the surface. Further studies in the displacement eigen function are presented in
Fig.
. Lower frequency models show constant ~ with slight deviation deep in the star. Between
log P = 4 and log P = 5, the hydrogen ionization zone, ~ shows clear hump and variation. In
addition, as in all the previous models discussed in previous sections, 0; attains maximum value
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in the atmosphere of the star. Those with high n = 30 value demonstrates that 0; shows large
deviation. As one traces deep in the star, the variation in decreases and approaches 0.
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FIGURE 5.40 : An illustration showing how the displacement eigenfunction behaves

in the star with respect to optical depth T.

Regarding the perturbation in opacity, Fig . .
star.
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demonstrates how opacity varies inside the
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FIGURE 5.41 : Figure showi ng how the opacity eigenfunction behaves in the star.

The three highest n values n = 24, 27, 30 shows variation in opacity near the surface of the
star. In the atmosphere, where hydrogen ionization is assumed to be the cause for opacity variation.
Despite the fact th at we used different frequencies, all models shows significant variability around
log P = 4. Deep in the star, between logP = 5 and logP = 6, though it is small , there is still
change in the opacity but not as significant as the first hydrogen ionization zone. Deep in the
star, the opacity variation becomes constant implying that there is a very small chance of noticing
opacity perturbation in the center of the star.
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Equilibrium Model with Teff

=9088 K and log g =4.327

The temperature eigen fun ction for this model behaves differently as compared to the previous
low temperature models disc ussed in the previous sections. Near the surface of the star some of
the models with a particular range of n values looks constant up to the hydrogen ionization zone,
which moves towards the surface of the star in comparison to the previous models. Higher n value
models have a variable temperature eigen function near the surface. It also has more deviation and
variation in the hydrogen ionization, that causes opacity fluctuation. Moreover, 8 continues to
vary up to a certain depth around log P = 5, logP = 6 and logP = 7 then it becomes constant
deep in the star. These variations can be seen in Fig. 5 4 ... . Near the surface, 8 shows different
behavior; some have constant 8 and others have a negative slope.
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5.42: The real part of the temperature eigenfunction as a function of depth
logP.

:J

Additional studies conducted to study the behavior of 8 with respect to optical depth are
shown in Fig.
. As the temperature Teff for the equilibrium model increases, the variation
moves towards the atmosphere. Deeper in the star, 8 becomes constant. But in this particular
model, the variation in the temperature eigen function is unique.
. It
The displacement eigen function as a function of log P (depth) is presented in Fig.
is easy to notice the significant differences between this model and the previous models, T eff =
5778K, Teff = 6164K, Teff = 6430K, with the same frequency but different effective temperature.
Higher n values demonstrate higher gradient and greater variability. In this particular model, the
plot of ~ shows the vanishing humps in Fig. '5 a as compared to the previous models discussed
in the previous sections.
The other physical quantity studied here is the displacement eigen function as a function of
optical depth (T). Fig.
shows 0;, the displacement eigenfunction, as a fun ction of T . Low n
is constant across the star. On the other hand, the higher val ues
value models demonstrate th at or
r
of n near the surface show negative slope and deeper in the star those with high values of n shows
that 0;
larger deviation with negative slope and approach 0. One can also notice from Fig.
attains the maximum value of 1 near the surface at T = 0.
The stellar models with smaller values of n shows that the displacement eigen fu nction has
a low gradient (constant) approximately zero. Those with high values of n have higher gradient
(negative).
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FIGURE 5.43: An illustration showing how the temperature eigenfunction behaves

as a function of optical depth.
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FIGURE 5.44 : The real part of the displacement eigenfunction and how it behaves

as a function of log P (depth).

Fig.
shows the effect of opacity eigenfunction 8;: as a function of depth. To begin with, the
position where these variabilities are observed, moved closer to the surface. For certain n values,
the opacity eigenfunction looks constant near the surface of the star whereas higher n values shows
non constant 8"' near the surface of the star. 8"' shows great variability close to logP = 4 where
hydrogen ionization dominates, that causes opacity fluctuation . Moreover, between logP = 5 and
log P = 6 there is a small variability in 8;: that is not as dominant as the previous one. Deep in
the star, on the other hand, 8"' becomes constant. In between logP = 3 and logP = 4, all models,
regardless of the frequency used, they show high variability.
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FIGURE 5.45 : An illustration showing how the displacement eigenfunction behaves
as a function of optical depth (T).
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FIGURE 5 .46 : Figure showing how the opacity eigenfunction behaves as a function
of log P (depth).

5.1.10

Equilibrium Model with Teff = 9440 K and log g = 4.327

An equilibrium model with high temperature T eff = 9440 K is used to investigate the theoretical
work presented in this work. As in the previous models, we tested the temperature eigen functi on as
a function of log P (depth). 8:J demonstrates large variability near the surface, for some n val ues,
and constant for others. But inside the atmosphere it demonstrates a huge variability, assumed to
be the hydrogen ionization zone, shown in Fig. ') 4 . Lower values of n show no variation near the
surface but between logP = 3 and logP = 4.
The variability in 8:J continues to be significant even deeper in the star up to logP = 7. Then
the temperature eigen function becomes constant deep in the star. One can easily notice from
the temperature eigenfunction Vs log P plot that, as the effective temperature of the equilibrium
model increases, the position where the variability occurs move towards the surface (atmosphere) .
More analysis in the variation in the temperature eigen function is performed with respect
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FIGURE 5.47 : The real part of the temperature eigenfunction showing how it be-

haves inside a star.

to optical depth and is presented in Fig. _ 4 . From the figure, one can see the variation in the
temperature eigen function happening in the atmosphere. Near the surface 8 is co nstant.
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FIGURE 5.48 : An illustration showing how the temperature eigenfunction as a func-

tion of optical depth (T) inside a star.

The displacement eigen function "; as a function of log P is presented in Fig.
.
From the figure, it is easy to see that the displacement eigen function "; attains maximum value
near the surface of the star. Moreover, the gradient of the displacement eigen function becomes
higher for higher values of n. The hump in the hydrogen ionizion zone which was visible in the
previous models disappear. The smallest value of n = 1 behaves differentl y inside the star. On the
other hand, the di splacement eigen function for most n values show variation with negative slope
and deep inside the star becomes constant and approaches zero.
Further analysis in the displacement eigen functi on is presented in Fig.
. As shown in the
figure , those with smaller values of n shows that "; looks constant in the atmosphere. Deep in the
star, for high values of n, the displacement eigen function shows deviation with negative slope.
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5.49 :

A

plot showing Displacement eigenfunction as a function of depth .
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FIGURE

5.50:

A

plot showing Displacement eigenfunction as a function of optical
depth.

Moreover, deep inside the star, "; drops sharply and approaches to zero. Despite the fact that we
used different n values for this equilibrium model, "; reach the highest value near the atmosphere
T = l.
For this high temperature model, opacity eigen function is tested with respect to log P (depth)
and its behavior is studied. Near the surface of the star, all n value models show variation in
the opacity eigen function. The variability near the surface as compared to the previous models
discussed (Teff = 5778 K, T eff = 6164 K, T eff = 6430 K, T eff = 7072 K) is significant and none
of the n value models show constancy near the surface. In the hydrogen ionization zone, all n
models happens to show great variability in ":. More variability or perturbation in the opacity
eigen function can be seen around log P = 6. But these variations are not as dominant as the
perturbations that happened in the atmosphere between log P = 3 and log P = 4 as shown in
Fig.
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FIGURE 5 .5 1: Figure showing opacity eigen function as a function of depth.

If one compares this model to the previous models discussed in this work, the hydrogen ionization zone moves towards the surface (atmosphere) and the premise made before regarding the
constancy of the opacity eigen function can be disproved by studying Fig.
. As compared to
the previous models presented in this thesis, the variation in opacity eigen function is high and
significant for higher temperature model.
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Comparison between our formula with Watson's formula

Watson 's formu la has five terms T1 , T2 , T 3 , T4 and Ts essentially describe the effects of flux perturbations on the luminosity perturbations. T 2 and T5 account for the perturbations in limbdarkening. Therefore, in order to compare our formula with the Watson's formula we need to
compare T1 + T 2 + T4 + T5 with the first two terms of our formula , namely:

T 3 is equivalent to:

(5.6)

We have shown that for low frequencies, the above expression becomes T3 exactly.
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5.52: The first two terms of our formalism fitted with HR3831. and roAp
stars.

For the equilibrium models Teff = 6164K, Teff = 7072K, Teff = 7900K, Teff = 8340K and
Teff = 9088K, we tested the first two terms of our formula, with a real data HR3831 and roAp
stars. Our equation does not fit well to roAp stars, as discussed earlier we neglected the presence
of the magnetic field . The yellow bars show HR3831 as presented in Fig.

Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this thesis, we have achieved the following:

1. We have derived an equation that models the impact of radiation and p-modes on the light
output of a star taking into consideration the several layers of the atmosphere.
2. We have shown that our derived equation is consistent with Watson, (
) and Watson,
(
) formula for a single layered atmosphere at low overtone frequencies. At those low
frequencies, the eigen functions are nearly constant in the atmosphere.
3. Furthermore, our formalism includes the effects of opacity fluctuation on the emergent flux in
the atmosphere of A stars.
This was shown to be a significant contributor to the flux of A stars by Medupe, ChristensenDalsgaard, and Phorah, (
). They found that the opacity fl uctuations result in a sharp 'dip'
in the temperature eigen function just below the photospheric layer. They also showed that opacity fluctuations can also introduce a phase difference between flux perturbations and temperature
perturbations.
We acknowledge that our formula was based on radiation energy transport only. We neglected
convection, this is the limitation to our formalism because sub-surface convection plays important
role in exciting pulsations in Solar-like stars. It is also important in cooler A and F stars. Another
limitation of our formula is in the neglect of magnetic fields and rotation. Thus, it is likely not
suitable for solving the problem of fitting multi-color photometric amplitudes data as outlined in
Medupe, Christensen-Dalsgaard, and Phorah, (
). Furthermore, Cunha, (
) showed that
magnetic pressure is of the same magnitude as gas pressure in the atmosphere of ro Ap stars.
We however believe our new formula could still be useful for studies of mode identification in
high overtone pulsators. A suggestion for comparison with data is to compute ~he eigen functions
using a code that includes consistent treatment of radiative transfer and convection presented in
Parah (2008). This code combines code by Houdek, (
) and Houdek et al., (
) with the
code Medupe, Christensen-Dal sgaard, and Kurtz, (
).
The formalism introduced in this work is based on non-grey approximation where the pulsation
equations and opacity depends on the depth and frequency of observation. We also showed that for
a given stellar model, in general, luminosity variation due to pulsation is due to temperature, opacity perturbations, departure from radiative equilibrium (h, - B >, ). Moreover, the atmosphere of a
pulsating star with high overtone, all layers above the photosphere contribute towards the variation
in observed luminosity. In addition, the upper layer of the atmosphere significantly contributes
to the observed luminosity. The contribution from geometric effects depends on the temperature
structure of the star and the shape of the displacement eigen function and the weight factor e =?'- .
In addition, since our assumption to derive our formalism is a multilayered atmosphere in
pulsating stars, th-e contribution tovv1ards the observed 1-uminositJ' from different layers is different
where the upper most layers contribute the most whereas deeper layers contribute less. In a deeper
layer, fo r example, if there exists a node, its contribution towards the geometry effect, that is
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surface normal variation and variation in the surface area, is insignificant or none. But nodes close
to the surface layer play a significant role in affecting the geometric effect which in turn affect the
observed luminosity. We demonstrated these contributions and the effects of the eigen functions
towards luminosity variations.
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